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INTRODITCTIOH
The relation of plant-lifo to its environment
has in the past been the basis of extensive
investigation and the student of natural vegetation
recognises that a given environment is typified
by a distinctive plant or association of plants.
There are tiiree aspects to ecological research
iv.Ich, though i;iti.intely indivisible, may for
the p rooses of definition b© considered separ¬
ately. These are, firstly, the plant aperies
themselves; secondly, the environment; and
thirdly the relation of each to the other. The
tern "environment" itself, covers four main factors •)
There is the climatic factor wliich includes all
the effects of the external ntnoanhere on the
plant; thorc is the physiographic factor which
concerns the geographical location of the habitat
of fcho plant in relation to its growth; there is
the blotlc factor which is the effect of animal
a:jd Imrnan life on plant distribution; and there
is the euaphlc factor, or the influence of the
s >11 on the growing plant. In this study, the
main emphasis is on the ©dapliic factor, though
its relation /
relation to the other three mat not be overlooked.
" -jivirOiJiient" , therefore, oust be holu to refer
more generally to the conditions resulting from
tho Interaction of all four. It is thus only
under very favourable or specialised conditions
that it is possible to relate plant growth to any
one environraent-al factor.
Ideally, this study presupposes a natural,
virgin vegetation such as may be found in the
unpopulated regions of the world. In Britain,
however, this condition is virtually unattainable
and an area must thereforo be selected where the
biotic Influence is least operative, or where the
form of disturbance of tlie natural stato is
known and lxas been fairly constant over a consider¬
able period of time. In the houtliern Uplands
of Scotland, the breeding and roaring of aheop
has boon traditional for emany centuries, and tho
hill-land, apart from the changes brought about
by the grossing habit of sheep, is thus "natural"
vegetation. There are, of course, other dist¬
urbances which my be held as relatively
unimportant: A few cattle are run on the hills
in Bum icr, and round the few farms, land lias been
enclosed and put under arable cultivation. More
recently, a few areas have been afforested. we
nay however, reasonably assume that this type of
country is as near the natural state as any other
that can bo found /
3.
found in Britain. For this reason, the invest¬
igation was carried out on Sourhope Form in the
Cheviot hills.
he object of this £udy is to aeoertain whether
there are any differences, choraical or physical,
in the composition of soil which supports typical
con amities of hill species such as are found
naturally on Bourhope Fanaj and secondly, whether
these differences are such as to allow a dei-
tuition of habitat for the various plant eonm-
unities. At the outset, it was appreciated that
an exhaustive examination of a circumscribed area
would ultimately yield more rewarding Information
than of widely scattered centres. With tho
exception, therefore, of the Calluna vulgaris
vegetation \i ich is poorly represented, the
majority of results are derived from samples taken
within tho boimdary of the Form Itself. *o
allow a fair comparison of results tlx© areas
sclectou for Calluna vulg aris wore considered as
typical of the cheviot Hills.
A further advantage to be gained by confining
the examination of soils to a small acreage is,
firstly, that climatic differences arc reduced,
and secondly apart from one small intrusion and
a few dykes, tine parent rock is similar throughout
tho area. Glacial deposits are present but those
©ro confined to the lov/or slopes and vnlloya
and /
Lk-.
and are, according to the 'Mirvey, locally derived
from tho parent hndesitle lava#
cltuation*
Sourhope lam Is situated seven miles from
Yetholra in the Cheviot Hills at the head of
iowraont Water* On the we at side, the farm
marches along the Scottish-;lish border and
overlooks the College Valley in Northumberland*
.#itn the audition of the smaller farm of kuohope,
it is enclosed by a horse-siioe ol* hills open to
the south-west• It is drained by two snail
streams and their tributaries, the Sourhop© Burn
flowln south-west end collecting water from tho
hills to the best and North, ami the «\aim Burn
flowing best draining the hills to the Bast and
South* lite actual steading is situated at the
confluence of those two streams from which tho
combined waters flow to join the Howmont Water
at tho Farm's South-western boundary* The
farmhouse occupies the lowest ground and stand©
at a height of 750 foot* On the .eastern march,
tho land rises to 2,000 feet at the summit of
lac miiiil. approximately, 26>«j of the land is
below 1,000 feet, 50$ between 1,000 feet and
1,500 feet and the remaining 26$ is over 1,500*
jin tiie centre of the basin, the Fassefc hill,
dividing the courses of tiio bourliope /
Pilot o. 1.
Panorama of the Rigg, God Hill
and Gairs. Note the sparse bracksn
in the foreground and tne denser
margins of cue bracken patches on




Pna nortn faca of tha Par»k Low,
Tha era©k running horlBontally
©cross Che cantrs of sns photograph
Is the spproxlroata spring Una.
Abova this Una is Moll lain grading
into a vaschasjpsia flaxuosa cow-
murlcy on tha scoop brow. Bolow
cat spring Una tha vagatatIon Is
of a rough %r©st Is.tardus fcyps.
Y.
Photo. 5.
?ha north-west face of Passat.
Photo, k.m
South-west face of Passat.
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Photo. 5.




South-weat face of Halrny l«t
9.
Uourhope uiiti tho Kalm iiurns, rises to just over
1,000 feet. Horth-west and i^orth of the Kara
ore the Halmy Law and Jihortliope with a maximum
elevation at iilaoka>,an Gurr of 1,500 feet. To
tho Kast, the Blrnle Brae and the hod Hill rise
above 1,500 feet. To the South la the Park haw
of just over 1,1300 feet. All these hills are of
the characteristic South Upland typo, steers sided
and round-topped with a complete vegetation cover
ami few utcrops of rock, (jtee Photos. 1, 2, 3,
4 and Sct&)rihe small bums and slkes which drain
them have deeply cut narrow valleys, and descend
rapidly Into the larger streams on lower ground.
Springs and flushes are frequent ana aome of the
niils oiiow u clearly defined spring line. The
isialn streams run in br-oad, flat-hot -omed valleys,
probably much enlarged by Ice action. Floods
end spates are common as a result of the speed
of tho runeoff from the catchment area.
The locality Is not without its archeologlcal
interestJ On the summits and knowes are forts
and oarthworke of Cambro- rifcish times. On
Park Law thero la a very large earthwork from
which turf walls radiate to enclose most of the
surrounding flat {ground on the summit. jfSee
photo. tL )« The large rum-made cairn on The
Schil is another relict of these early settlements.
It lias boon suggested tliat these works /
ID-
works would have been constDieted a >ove the
original forest margin but today, the area is
completely treeless.
fhe Farm lias a total area of 3,000 acres of
which 100 acres are under arable cultivation,
'xhe iaax.11 crop la liay for winter feed for sheep
and cattle, though a little rotational oats and
turnips are prawn. -.he lateness of the season,
the Spring droughts and tlxe September rain make,
however, the harvesting of oats uncertain. 1'he
main livelihood of the Fern derives from its
stock of Cheviot and Blackface sheep, with the
addition, more recently, oX* Blue-grey cattle,
grazed on the hill. In recent years, some hill
land lias been enclosed, ploughed and reseeded
in an effort to raise the arable acreage for the
production of winter keep.
ill 194b, a soil survey of Sottrhope l am and
of the surrounding countryside was carried, out
by the members of the Scottish Soil Survey. The
following information was obtained from their
report, and from the Soil Survey of Great Britain,
Report Ho. 2*
the soils of the Form are part of the Sour-hope
Association of Soils and have been formed from
pinkish-brown till derived from /
from porpliyrittc lava of Old Hod Sandstone Ago.
Within the lam boundaries, there are found two
main associations} these are termed the hSourhope*
and 'Posset* associations, add arc differentiated
aa followss-
So'trhope Associations- on the lower slopes
are clay to clay-loom tills with a mull A horizon.
Drainage is generally poor and the vegetation
ranges i'roa an AgrostIs-fescue type on the drier
cues hi to So.
parts to a Juncus co, wainis—Desch&mpsla #3. cud ioca
on the wetter. on the upper slopes of the name
soil association, a range of soils is devoloped
on a shattered residual, porphyritic lava and
pockety, stony-loom till. ih© slopes are usually
steep and the vegetation is dominated by Agrostis-
fcscue and a short ftoris aquiline type,
I'hssot Associations- tJiio range of soils is
developed on tho flattlsh Mil tops and Is of a
podsollc type. Mor humus is present and occasion¬
ally an Iron pan. fh© parent soil is a stony
loan till. iV/o main vegetation t: pes charact¬
erise tills association. In the drier parts,
those are -!tardus-.'iolinla-Polytrichum, and in the
wetter, Callima-«Juncus equarrosus and Sphagnum 3pp.
Who peat on the Farm may bo divided according
to depth, each worrying its characteristic growth.
(1) Less than two feet - carrying Hardus.
(2) Cut-over peat carrying Calluna and ^riophorura.
(3) Doop peat (over two feet) carrying /
/<3
.
carry ing Oalluns and FTlophoruia*
The soils map of the Farm (Map 1, page S3.) shows
the distribution 01' trioso associations, and seven
soil types have been identified in all. Each
soil t;:pe is further subdivided into two to four
members•
thirteen profiles were taken during the course
of the survey, reference to which will be made at
a later ota e in this work,
Climate s
% virtue of its position in the Cheviot Hills
in the bcruth tast of Scotland, Eourhope Farm
experiences a climate more extreme than that normal
to Scotland, Fi urea from the Farm's own
meteorological station are, unfbrfcunately, only
available since January 1952, lixe following result®
however, abstracted from the brltish C'limatologioul
Atlas, and from Old -<radon, near Yetholm, the
nearest permanent weather»recording station to
Sourhope, give aone indication of the general
climate of the area,
ilie prevailing wind is from the South West, but
owing to the Intervening high f round in the same
direction, those winds drop much of their moisture
before reaching the area# The mean annual
precipitation in Yetholm, seven milos distant, at
a height of 5001 is 30 inches, whereas, the 1952
rainfall figures for i'-carhop© Farm, where /
J3.
where the station is at 900•, indicate a higher
figure, probably averaging? 35 inches. Rain falls
throughout the year but the Spring months show
the srsallest precipitation, and the largest is
from August to heofcnber. In April and May,
cold, dry, hast winds are frequent. Snow is
caramon from iiovember to April. The Farm records
show that in 1952, frost occurred in all months
except July and August, though average figures
for the area give a frost-free period from mid-
May to raid-October.
Temperature readings indicate that January
is the coldest month, and Jtily the wemest. The
average range Is between 32 degrees P to 67 do rees
F though tejiperatvire-ranf^es from 10 degrees F to
00 degrees F are common.
THE PLaH AND SCOPE OF THIS SURVEY.
Tho field-work for tliis Thesis was carried out
on Sourhope Fans between March and November, 1952
and March to June, 1953.
At the outset, a preliminary survey was made,
and the main vegetation types to be investigated
were selected. Typical sites from each vegetat¬
ion type wore sampled. The Specific Frequency
method of vegetation analysis was employed, using
q,u. OLoLY-at".
a 25 square cm. fmiirunt. The coil profile was
described, and top-soil and sub-soil samples taken.
I In the laboratory on tho Farm, these soil samples
wore estimated for loss of water on air-drying
and juosg on xjjuition. In the Soils Laboratory
of tho Edinburth and . act of Scotland College of
Agriculture, available phosphates and potassium,
pH anil exchangeable calcium were estimated.
Luring tiie Autumn of 1952 sono soil samples
were taken, across transition aonos between the
main vegetation typos. It was, however, eonsider-
i ed that these transitional samples were outwith
the scope of this thesis ami their restilts have
therefore not been included. The data used huire
boon drawn from the analysis results of approx-
imatoly 520 topsoil and subsoil samples from
47 vegetation sites. The date for each /
each individual aample and the mean results for
each site are found in Appendix II•
Three maps are included# Hap 5 is part of
Ordinance Survey Sheet No. 5"! and shows the
position of the farm in relation to the surround¬
ing country and also those sites which are not
within the farm boundary# Map 2 la a map of
Sourhnpe I'ana on the 3" to 1 mile scale# Map 1
ie teuceu from the Macauly doll :3urvey Map
recmced to the 3" scale# In Map 3 grid references
for site positions are based on the standard 0.3.
grid. In Map 2 the 1" grid was superimposed
by the wi?lter. The references to the sites on
the farm are based on this grid«
The thesis is divided into 9 sections*-
Section 1* deals with the literature reviewed#
This has been divided Into the literature for
each vegetation type find principal soil factors#
To facilitate reference, the bibliography has
boen put at the end of each sub-section#
Section 2: This section includes Map 1 - (The
Soil Map of Sourhope) anti deals with the various
soil types present and the sampling method
of the soil*
Section 3t This deals with a review of the
vegetation types found on Sourhopo and the
method of vegetation analysis. A short account
is given of the probable past forest cover
of the area. /
/ (o.
area#
action 4: Xn tills section,the eight main veget-
atlon types and sub-types uro described. Maps
2 and 3 show the positions of the sites, together
with 8 seta of profile diagrams# A graph showing
tho occurrence of the 5 principal vegetation types
with reference to soil Loss on Ignition is
included#
Section b? histograms show diagjranmatically tho
inter-relation of the 5 vegetation types with
reference to soil conditions#
foetlon 0: In tills section ,the inter-relations
of the Individual soil factors are discussed#
Included are craphs 2, 3 and 4, correlations
between )£toliangeable Calcium - pH and Loss on
Ignition - pH, and a statistical analysis and
comparison of the results for each of the 0
vegetation typos, and sub-typos with reference to
pH and VV/H,
foetIon 7; This deals with the distribution of
the 20 principal hill species encountered in this
work,with special reference to L«I#, u/JI ratio
and pli#
feetIon bt Tills aouls with the general trends and
conclusions which can be drawn from tho investig¬
ation#
^potion 0: iJum sory#
npoenai;; 1; This is composed of the individual
results /
ii.
restate for the various soli factors for each
topaoll and subsoil sample.
A|jnSticytiL&e This is composed of the mean restate
for eaou soil factor for each site investigated.
/ftvnendlx Si Ihie is e list of wet and dry pH's
for 145 soil samples.







1Mb vegetation typ© I© ehersscterised by the
•exstc© of .Acrostic tenuis or nrroatie cunina, the
bent grosses, with ostium ovine or Feetuoa rubra,
sheep's fescue one red fescue# The relative anwnt |
i
of each spooler: present in the sward depend# upon
provuiXi; g conditions, but togobker they form fciie
dominant; spool©p. ToRsley, (!'?) 1 49, reports tart
fclio iSgroot£&» fescue oo;.mnity occur© on woll-draili-
#d siliceous, sandy soils which ore distinctly,
though net extrenely acid. There le little donation.
according to altitude, t o corawunlty being ooc on
-
up to trie fustic-alpine eoa#. It dees, however, forti
a ©haraoteristie sane up to approximately l'v oE
occupying two ground formerly under Quercus aesaili-
tXox'tk mid relatea woodloacu Agr .stts-fescue is the
riosb widespread of the "natural" groaslsn&s uccl for
grazing, being fount! on lowland, sandy heaths one
cai&ions, and covering large areaa of hillaides
whore it roughly corresponds to cue distribution of
former woodland# The oo vanity is generally poor
in dicot species, % for leKJu;uoa arc representee,
the most frequent being -otuc aoxmiculatus, the
birds-foot trefoil# reeraall. (14) 196b, diactum-
ing the Agrostia-fesoue eow.tuni.ty found in the up¬
lands, states Wiat t. .e aoij.c are of if a brown earth
type, base deficient, sn<u menu or e 3 acid, '•?to
coiaaurdty is situated on tea e teener, b©t,er druinuu/
drained elopes, tins most typical associated spocioe
being rotenttlla erecta, dallies saxntlle, iUn&iax&n*
than odoratin and Cynosurue cristatus# where the
Unto content of the soli la hlgfcer, Viola lutes end
'^IMiun repons occur, and the presence of raw
hurasus la Indicated by Slogllngla uetrjnbons, .< ©sehara*
psia floxuooa ami VoociniitEi rayrtlllu©. Where the
soil ucpUi 1© over 12 Indies, bracken Uteris MjufX*
Ism) nay be eoEKioa# She soil Is of a uniform ami
oj>on texture, being formed iron easily weathered
rocks such as basalt and raic©*sehlat# kor© restr*
Icted Agrostls^fescme corrjunltlee are found on hill*
sides inhere tiv© base status of the soli has been
reieeci by percolating spring water# Vhla type la
found at its raaxiimm In alluvial pastures, the
com on plant associates being lk.s©ha«peia caespl*
toss and iiolous lanatus* vho community embraces a
broad aeries of typos extei&iing from the almost
pur© l estuou ovine* pastures of fclse limestones and
basalts to the poor, unpalatable tardus* Juncus
squarrosus vegetation of pasty, base deficient soils
! Whs so»fK amity is adversely affected by heavy ahcerx-
'
gracing, Urn first Indications being an increase in
i>ent followed by tardus atx'iota and Juneus squarroa*
lis. In esc-treme cases, tliOiu. last two species nay
eventually become docatrumt« 'Hie iVroetIs*fescue
pasture, being relatively hif£i in llrae, phosphates
arid protein, Is an Important source of nutrients
for animals. arrow (3) IVlb, end (4) 11)10, states
9K
states that on BrockXand the Agrosfcis * fcsou©
oomunity Is found on the drier areas and that*
as a result of rabbit grafting, c&lluna heath Is
being converted into an i\groatia~fescue type*
A sisailar effect caused by burning Calluna has
been noticed by -aproy (1) 1947. on Conim*
Loach (13)* 1930, cossaeat© that in the distribution
of vegetation types in the Longgyad district,
Agrostia » fescue is found associated with rabbit
burrows. Penton (7), 1937, observes that heavy
sheep grafting of the Agrostla • fescue type allows
the Invasion end the final domination of the
pasture by Hsrdus stricta. On rocks of the more
basic type, Preiser (3) 1953, states that, due to
grafting pressure, forest regeneration is prevented,
and lend formerly under sessile oak is now Agroatla-
fescue* Qa less rjaseivc rooks and on till,
Pestuca ovina, i/cschasnpaia fXexuone end ibathoxanthua
odoratura are sxsre abundant, and Agrostls and ISolcua
Itmatue are less frequent* Deschompsta caespitosa
1© Indicative of flush soils and does not occur
on peat* ronton (6) 1935, notes on the Pentland
hills that the Agrosti® - fescue vegetation is
tminly conflnod to flushes end shows how flush
conditions or manuring favours the inoroase of
these species* On the coal asoasurco fells in the
Durham area, Jeffrey® (11) 1916 and (12) 1917
states that Agroatift - fescue is coation on a dry
sandy soil with a thin surface humus layer./
cPcJ.
layer. Like Kardus, this type will not tolerate
seasonal flooding. Watt (18) 1936.,and (19) 1938.^
finds In dreekland that some apeeles of the
iVM.
Agrostls-fesGue community Is found on almost any
soil type# It is a frequent coloniser of sand
"blow outa", bared by wind, and commonly dominates
"frost holes" where bracken, Pterls aquiline, Is
inhabited. He suggests that this type may form
the starting point for a sere, eventually dominated
by either Cares arenarla, Calluna vulgaris or
Pterls aqulllna. The dominance of one or the
other, however seems to be only temporary, there
being a cyclic change In dominants, but Agrostis •
fescue Is the permanent, fundamental community.
aw
doll iinalysis results In the literature are
few for this comsiunity. Hodc le and Ogg (9) 1933
and (10) 1936 give the following description of
two areas investigated in the Fentland Hills.
Moist flush pasfcurej-
Vegetations* Agrostis • fescue and Holcus l&natus,
with Poa trlvlalia and ^rifolium repens (Trifolium
may become very yrominent where flushing Is intense I
The topaoll Is a well drained; medium loam ro3ting
on a subsoil of loom or clay-loam. The soil is
slightly acid. Potash is moderately high and
phosphates very low. This type is found on the
lower hill slopes, the soil having been derived
from basic rock;and moisture la moderate at all/
all times of the year#
V»et•flush pasture?*
Vegetation?* Agrestic aps# and liolous lanatus
most almnciant rith Festuca ovine and rubra,
Anthoxanthm odoraturn, beschampoia caesptfcosa*
tardus striata and Trifolium repens# The soil
has a greyish tint and, though in parts gravelly,
has a fair amount of clay# There Is no tendency
to peat formation* The soil Is derived from
basic andesites and overlies boulder clay# The
soil Is wet at the surface and the water la moving#
The soil analysis is similar to that found under
the moist - flush pasture ac described above#
Artificial flushing of an Agrostls tenuis • Festuoa
◦vina community with abundant Galium saxatUc,
led to an increase in Agroatls tenuis and Festuea
rubra, and a reduction in Feattics ovine and Galium
ssxatile# other species nortsolly increased by
flushing are Koloua lan&tuo, Trlfollum ropens and
Poa fcrlvialle, whereas Descliaxapsia f lexuoae,
Vacctnun hyrtillua and tfardus strlcta show a
corresponding decrease#
Farrow (0) 1917# shows that increasing the
water supply to an Agnostic - fescue type allowed
the Agrostis species to increase at the expense
of Featucfi ovinn# Tonsley (17) 1949 quotes the
following p.H. figures for the Agrostis • fercue
communityi Mnlvarns • 5#0, Glee Hills * 4.9,
Wales * 4#2, and the Gahn Hill 4#5 • 4«7# The/
<PH-,
The general range is from p.H 4 «• 5- Cooper
(2 ) » 1032# gives the range of iigrostis tonius
and canina as 4*5 «• 6.0, and Small (19) 19
Agrostia tenuis p.H. 3.3 - 5.9, iestuea ovlna
and rubra 4*0 « 7.9.
Smith artel. Crowpton (16) 1914 in their paper On
the "Grasslands in Britain", include Agroafcls ami
festuoa ovina as part of the turf forming types.
The former specie© is considered to be "migratory"
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Galium moorland Is found in Worth- aot Scotland,
where the rainfall is lower and less evenly distrib¬
uted. where the number of days of bright sunshine is
greater and the relative humidity is lower than in
the climax Scirpus moor along the West coast.
( Praser (15) 1955.) This oneral trend of the main
Gallium moors towards the astern half of irltain,
is home out by Llgee, (10) 1914. who shows that
from west to oast across the British islos, i.e.
along a gradient of decreasing rainfall, the moor¬
land typo changes from one of wet. green. Sphagnum
bogs in Ireland, through the Pennine riophoreta to
the thin heathy Calluneta of the a3tern moorlands#
3rnith, (28) 1903. further states that where the
rainfall is approximately 38 inches per year, Galium
is dominant on peat from 1 to 5 feet thick, the wot-
fcor parts being colonised by :rlophorum and the drier
"edges" by Vacciniua# Adamaon, (1) 1918, concludes
that the distribution of Gal ."Luna is controlled by
exposure or water in time of drought, and that the
species favours ...,entle slopes# hotcalfe, (24) 1950,
when considering the distribution of mountain Cail-
unefcum, also lays emphasis on exposure and wetness,
but further includes altitude, slope mid snow/
<91.
snow coverage as further factors* Lvans, (II)
1932, working on Coder Idris, found that heather
moor occurs from 1,200 - 1,700 feet, optimum growth
taking place between 1,100 - 1,600 foot* The
Gallunetura favours the more even dip slopes* In
the Longmyna, Leach, (22) 1931, fixes the lower
limit of true Cailun© heath at 1,400 feet on hill
slopes* Smith, (29)1911, in a discussion on
Scottish Heaths, asserts that "Oaliuna heath" is
mainly encountered in the eastern part of the
country, and occurs from sea-level to 8,000 feot*
Farrow, (14) 192S, In a paper on the earlier
distribution of Calluna Heath In firItain, claims
that it Is intermediate between grass heath and
woodland, depending on biotlc pressure* He
considers that Calluna must have been more wide¬
spread than at the present day, and that most of
the itenths had been wooded* In an earlier paper
by the same author, (13) 1916, he sliows the
gracing effect of rabbits as a major faotor in the
conversion of a Calluna heath to an Agrostis-fescue
award, a change corroborated by the work of Aeprey,
(3) 1947* A full account of the structure, life-
history and distribution of Calluna vulgaris Is
given in a monograph cm this species by Beijerinck,
(4) 1940.
mm i mm
In tlxeir paper on the rooting system of heath
plants. Heath and Luckwill, (16) 1938, report that/
<?*
that Calluna lias a shallow root system with
considerable lateral spread* The surface layers
of the soil are exploited by a mass of fine
adventitious roots, the main working depth of the
root system being 10 centimetres with a maximum
of 20 centimetres* Adamcon, (1) 1910, In his
report on tie South Pennine Calluneta, states that
there the peat is sandy and rarely over 1 foot
thick* Below the peat is a much stained, sandy,
sub-peat layer wiich is freely penetrated by roots;
penetrat inj the sub-peat layer at approximately
20 centimetres. Whether tlioae roots ploy a
major role in the supply of nutrients to the plant
is not stated* harrow, (12) 1918, records the
main absorbing area of the Calluna rooting system
to be from & to 18 centimetres, though main roots
are found down to 40 centimetres* The soil is
podsollsed sand showing a % and Bg horizon, but
no Ag. An iron pan is present at depth*
Pearsall, (28) 1958, aumrsariees the following
conditions for heather moon the peat is 10
centimetres or over in depth and is oxidising,
though nitrates are absent* Bases are markedly
deficient, the pli ranging from 3*4 - 3*7* The
peat type is constant luavl«g two main features j-
(1) It is similar to woodland beechampoia
flexuosa soils and may be tJje unshaded
equivalent, Calluna commonly being
found on the site of former forest*/
<?9.
forest.
ami <11} It resembles woodland mors in that there
1© no scarcity of oxygon.
/oodhoad, (SI) 1906, discussing th© vegetation of
the district round Huddex*sflcld» observes that the
Galium} jsone is on the Millstone arit* The soil
Is shallow, sandy and well drained, the peat having
a thiclcness of 8 • 12 inches. Prltach and
Saliabury, (16) 1915, in their observation In the
Hlndhead area, report that Calluna attain© Its
naxiwiia development on peat from 3 *• S Indies thick*
LXgeOj (19) 1914, states that Colluna develops best
on HfatH rooor, l.e* where tlas peat is over 6 Inches
in depth* He distinguishes four types of dry and
two types of wet, heath Callunefcaj also there is
the Gallup©turn found on deep peat ("fat0 moor),
and two type® of mere Gallon®ta on deep peat bogs*
Working in tie I den, 'lees, and Tyn© valleys, Lewie
(23) 1994, reports two main types of Callunetum*
One is situated on dry slopes wliero the pout is thin
the associated species being J schampeta flexuosa,
Junous squerroaus, Vacelatum myrfclllus and hardu.fi
strlcta* The second Is whore the pert Is deep
and wetter* ;>ix>r pari le commonly present, th®
main associated specie© being Erica totralix and
Kriophorura vaginaturn* Armstrong et al», (2) 1929,
report si* main types of Colluneta from the Mourne
Mountains* Kagging of th© peat le also noted in
this district, the exposed surfaces being /
3o.
being colonised by reatuon ovlna, 'iho same writers
state that the pH*s of ail the type© are between
4 and S, pH figure© for this eomunity show inxsh
variation- /is already reported, fearsall, (25)
1938* gives a range or 3-4 - 3,7, Doaiii, (9) 1928,
3,8 - 5,5 (seven samples) with a menu of 4,83,
Kerfclemd, (20) 1920, 4.0 - 0#O, Convey, (8) 1949,
a pti of 3,8, be 311va, (8) 1934* a range of 4,7 •
8.2 with a awnm of 4*9, J-Vasor* (15) 1933, 3,0 -
4.2, the mebeing 3,3, JSXapp* (21) 1931, finds
no difference between the acidity of . .urdu© &*«i
Cailuna land, the slants© for tardus being 3,4 • 8*8
with a ween of 4,0 - 4,3, Leach, (22) 1981, shows
that Oallnna, t) tough present on grits where the
pH is 4,2, is absent on contiguous purple slates
where the pH is 5,9, Reyner (28) 1913, observes
that the distribution of Galium on the Downs is
associated with patches of clay with flints,
and she further shows, (27) 1921, that Galium will
not grow in caloar-ecnia soils. Despite the evident
poverty and acidity: of the soil in which It grows,
Galium which has a low 11m req lireasent has a
high "feeding power for lime", (hayner (27) 1921,
Thomas, (30) 1934, lias also imintalned tliafc the
mineral content of the Ualltma plant with respect
to calcium and phosphates la relatively high*
Cq3,Hy)fi - Soi,fr Water
In Ms paper on a Welsh -plantl Beg, i.-uvles
(7) 1944, thrown some light on the relfcfcio:-cliip/
3i.
relationship of Calluna to soil wetness. He notes
that drying of the soil has allowed Calluna to colon¬
ise a strip of ground originally Scirpus caespitosa.
Where further drying has taken place, Calluna is
is
replaced by tPaccinium myrtill^s. Evans (11) 1932
states that drainage determines peat communities
in Cader Idris, and that Calluna heath is to be
found on the better drained lower slopes. Farrow
(12) 1915, notes on Breckland that Erica tetralix
colonises the wet, deep peat and Calluna the drier
areas. Near Sheffield, Conway (5) 1949, reports
Calluna on the drier areas round the bog flush, and
Harley and Yemm (17) 1942, state that, owing to a
rise in the ground water level, a Calluna-Eriophorum
vaginatum association grades into a Sphagnum -
Eriophorum angustifolium type. Calluna is found
on the areas made drier by increased peat growth
and the lowering of lateral drainage. Jeffreys (19)
1917, claims that Calluna requires less water than
Nardus, though the water content of the soil below
Calluna is higher. He shows that by reducing the
water supply to a Nardetum, Calluna is favoured and
shortly becomes dominant. Crump (6) 1921, in his
analyses carried out in connection with his coeffici¬
ent of Humidity, quotes for the "humidity" of Heather
moors Thin surface peat over 25% Organic Matter,
(fourteen samples) - Mean W/H 2.31. This figure,
corrected to allow comparison with those obtained
by the writer, is 2.49. Subsoil figures for four¬
teen samples are - Crump, 3.17 (corrected - 3.24).
33.
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With the exception of Callmm vulgaris, fow hill
species hove received nor« attention In the
literatusm t;Jin the nooivmt grass* Kardus striata*
TJxie 1® partly because large areas of hill country
ear© colonised by t is spool* a, end pertly because
it has become irn Indicator ©pool©® of poor, m
mat lend evo»*grascd iiy sheep* as it is a plant
which will tolerate e wide range of habitat factors,
fim rofemees arc emits to Its position as a
natural Iill! plant o<r*nuaity, and in many eases it
appears to be assumed that owing to the action of
sons external factor, usually hiotic Kardus 1ms
ousted son© fortmr v^gotatton* In rmn&r cases t;&a
is umlmibteiVLy tmo, ronton, (6) 1939, (6) 1936,
(7) 1937, and (5) 1933, in a series of papers make©
reference to Hardua* Ho associate® .tardus with
poor, worn out coll and a© a selective hiotlc
olimx between heath mid grassland, favoured in
it® spread by tit© erasing of shoap. ^fwep graslng*
lie furtiier contends, is detrimental to Calluna
vulgaris* That tliO Brass is nutritionally of
little value Ima been shown *>y Thonao and Trlndar,
(20) 1947« uaciun ami phosphorus are both very
low, oven in relation to other hill species, and/
3*.
and the high aillc cl content of the loaves "iikes
then very stiff and unpalatable* Vhe eaa* authors
ooanent upon the oeotir) esvw of JJardus with hard*
dry noors end whor. associated with Calluna with
a thin post covering* Smith, (17) 1918* finds
that HMtttts coerrxxdy forms a sone below tl*e peat
hags on the LamarBRilr Hills* colonising t2*e
redistributed peat waawiod down from above* Vhotaao
and ioug&ll* (81) 1948* suggest ti^t reulctr&buticm
eiicnges the colloidal clmracter of tii© peat end
consequently its water content, tlso new habitat
so foamed uoitto *iuitable for fcl<« growth of h'arttue*
l!«n©ley* (19) 1949, SUBKariae© the ,arau:i habitat
as being found on eiiiccouc anils of medium dark¬
ness* where the co*atlitioas favour the acciamilation
of acid* peaty hums* or or. redistributed peat*
The sod Is 8 « 12 Inches thick cm an inperwioua
subsoil* rrh© corramity la intermediate between
a rescue * Agroatls and a cirier peat typo* It la
florlstlcally poor* Juneua equarrosus and
Vccciniuif. myrtliiuo being camion asno© latea on the
drier type and olinia c&oruloa on tiw wetter*
Pearsail* (18) 195b* further states that Hardus is
racist frequent between 1*000 arid 2*000 feet*
extendior, on some of the more pontic dip slopes
up to 3*uoo feet* its distribution corresponds
with the region of hlglieet rainfall arid raoat
seven laa.eli.lnfl of the soil* fh® soil Is acid*
peaty/
36.
peaty and buM deficient utueJUf oxi^llng in
etoetier seal so i^esewblifth heather floor, though
clamper* eoannn site of Itardue is on well
wished, pool-, tenriy elluviwrs a« y hill ckreons.
lferdue with Jimaua sciuarnemis rmy bo taken ea a
flign of disturbed ptmb$ tacMW oosit&ct with the
laiiioral ooil appeal"iHfl to b© necessary* Its
iislolfcrstiifco of shading excludes it froa-i woodland
oiid from competing fovo«rftt»lfs with the 1Jtt$*r
grasses and ^racken* It is frequently to Is©
found en the sites of foroer woodland where
leashing asm grassing iaxvo boon active* Adamon,
U) 19X8* etc toe tiaat Hardtss beeorjes truly dominant
on gentle slopes w.sor© peat sen iseensftiX&ts cod
the drainage is poor* -he post is about b inches
deep* and the yulwpMt layer Is less distinct
then th«t found under iumbher* tEhore tlj© slopes
beou-ie steeper, or the peat drier, ftesorttugmla
flescuosa increases* Ho therefore associates
Hardus with a peaty soil ulmr© tlto surface drainage
Is Iruperfeet. vane* <4) 1832, states that
iSsrdue occur© on film better drained upper slopes
of Cedar fdrls, the associated species being (Hdlm
eujiatilo, iap&ea tetrallx and Juneus aquorruaus*
Jotvoon 1,300 and 2,000 feet the vegetation grades




in Interacting aetiftilctt or vegetation mmd moea*»
land pools is reported* ''Ida sm^eu Dm# tsm
taefc&est * ; aioptnopuu iia^mtifolJUicu •
type * ihreu&h ~4l0fihwru» vagi *«&»:*, JWicu#
•qparrosua ar»o "rice* fceirallat, to ti& Srlas? CfellUMk#
«i*i fimlly to I'tacOefcuio* tj»fcoaltf»# {16} 1CS0,
however# tilccaB{?iUi|; the ssoN-^ttaJja C*tiitiJmUiEa#
ot>«8W3g faliat tartiue d&jiaateo in depression# whm*<&
the enow ilea Xoti&eafc* Use peat & pth la een*i6ttr»
able, ai'id la very wet due to oucpege*
Sell eialyeie figuree X'or xlarfteUi, are raw,
Hcdule ami tifcg, {10) 1S33 Wild CU) 1906, quote the
Italic-wing ixmultv la paper® cm the la^preveaseat
mm ZLuahing or dcrottleU hill paefmree* On &
Hnrtiue ~ Vaeoli Ivan t;-j?e cm gXaelal Orirt with a
on
pact layer 1-6 Incdsee thioie, lose ignition
v»us &. • SO ps$r e«-at, aiti* pK 4*Bfc« Available
potcah tme high at u available iifcoAphetes very lew-
On
St&wsurfeeo cardiac eluroeci Xofcer lot?.: £fc Agrition
potttftli atal phoopSatte tfiiiirea# though t!» aoil wis
nllfc>it2y lf«tr ae d* A »teller h Oft® .llom
by reeulfce jy-oci a .*urthu» » Asroetie ** ree«t& *
Boleus type where the «&epe w&a none uenfcle ar/l
the drainage s»r» inpoc.edu










Hajrdue «* >^-j?oatle -
Fescue *» Oalliam 4.4 0.0412 4
Mgpo* per Qgem* per
loo gjns« loo &m+ ah # cfto
Klapp, (14) 1981, investigating f.arisuo grasslands in
uplanu regions in Cermey, tiives the JflollewJUi^
pomuts, being the noun of ninety ©sfcimilojist-.
©21 Mimn 4*0 « 4*8 (Hang© 8*4 • 8*0)
Avail. Fo°S MNBS 1.45 agate.
Avail. KgO >%«ur; 12*TO ngjas*
The aro«® wore all over 80© mt&cz mid the ml.iiVai
'
was e- >proxinftt«ly 700 edlllnstres per annua. She
sells vere cohesive with nunerous »$loy hnrisane*
floor pan wis not prosoufc* *•'© states that the
inferior pastures of those regions are duo to
soil eoiulitlons and uncontrolled oweswgr&»to®*
Doealn, (3) 1926, gives a range of pB tvon 4*0 « 0.2,
with © ntean of 4*58, for Ifarfflse* Stattr iie -ipXes
v.ero tcPsoii. Jeffreys, (12) 1910, states that
WswlUm will tolerr.t© a high water content In the
soil, "wfc not flooding,. The sane author, (13)
1917, sheas*** that srtlfieiul lessening of the




tlBMs* MI an (rmifeusl voplnnmnmt e Stocduo by
XSWtSCJ^J'ijpa^R X^suoeft CUrft P«*«tllSWl CVim* I*i wOUXcm*
(2) 1.&K5, t'-;« pbysieiocgr of icjrtkta,
iwportr tSie iabtwMitinr, fact that, despite the Mgjh
acidity of tlx© g**Uun# :.funtae utlXiooa itsd tlarive*
beat on a. Pupply uf nitrogen la the foro of nitraton*
in pwf«?j*:«aoa to Mrvonlm nitrogen* Potauusiubi
nits** t«# i»wt)Wj( mot b© tlx© ©ouree of ti«»
nitrates* cftloim nltmfc©* ©von at*. ht$x eclditlea*
Itfnr&ng a toxic Influence.
Iloath end UxcJewill, (0) 103@t describe the
rooting ^r«rtom of Yimxbw ae eeing; fcppiool of heeth
Monoaeftft* It in do* p vtth little XatereX spread
ilth a norwtl working depth of 2 » XS ceutiraatro®
©net & awocirsaa of 50 omttietfEr©** fho top &
wntjmtwa *r® ao©W;.4U*d by ©XoeeJy proving
itinm vrhleh brcneh to civ© iu&eooko* frdth
and cranptum, (XS) 19X4 9 in fcfcair paper w.
"dm*o!L«u»i>. in sriteia", Qkss Saw&te as a ai^ratory
tttMOO^^disa «gx>©i©e« <$oXX imd fcanuo aro
«$0l9titl«ftMt fcNftMHtfl th© leef t*fe.-u s, wi tfe§ plant
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WiV'.-v*i , w.v... ,r.riv-v
ollnia Gaerulea, the flying boat or purple moor
grass, eolonisee large aitme of the Southorn Uplands*
Fraaer (3) 2933, writes that this species i» typical
of tli© south Scottish moorlands. It may represent
a stage in the succession from air-oral soil to
soirpuo moor, the latter being found at higher
elevations where rainwfall is greater and temper¬
atures lower. dollnia moor, however * appear® to
be a stable vegetation type where summer temper¬
atures are such as to allow some drying of the
soil, thus permitting upward movement of water
containing mineral matter. The community Is
commonly pure, having few associated species,
forming large tussocks at maximum development*
with a lessening of surface drainage, J rlcyhertrn
vaglnatuM and Frlca tetrallx increase. Molinln
usually with Jriosiiorura vaginatura is typical of wet
hillside flushes whore the mineral content of the
percolating waters is intermediate between that of
tiie relatively rich Rush flush and the very poor
Kriophorura vaginatun typos. Molina grows in a
cimracterlstic form of organic matter, decay of
tiie neat having readied a stage at which a mould
""
or type of true Imraus has been reached. This is
tenneu by Freeer, "anomhous, granular peat".
The pii range of the -Southern Upland tfollnletum is
given as 2.0 » 5.8 with a mean of 4.3/
H-l.
4.3* Jeffreys (7) 1916, correlates the occurrence
of aolinIa with the presence of water of a high
organic matter content, and as growing on an
organic soil of a sfcago between humsua and peat.
Tho same author (8) 1917, reports that fiolinia
profox's a soli with a higher organic matter content
then tardus atricta, and con tolerate periods of
r
winter flooding* wolliiia is ir«*ibiteu oy reducing
it© water supply, dallunu Vulgaris eventually
■ '
. '
superseding it. The same drier conditions favoured
an Increase in Potentllla ur®ct&. Jeffries (9J,
1915, discussing the ecology of :4olinia, shows
that tiiis aosAittiaity is present where iii© soil water
le moving, for.-ung ii sono between Jaruua strict*
and liriophcrum vaginatuxn liile is not due to cue
differing water contents, of the soil, out to tlx®
fact that . Solinia demands moving water of a
relatively 3 :igh base status* with regard to noil
water content, Jeffries places ioiinia between the
drier Callimetum end tsh© wetter frioi«iorefcuia.
Pearsail (11) 1936, states thai, as a result cf
waaliiii^jijolliAia flashes contain nitrates. The
opoclee nay oocu cu oxidising coils with a pil
below 3*9, or on reducing soils where the pii is
over 4*4* s a exemplified by the oonnenera
&oliniet<cu. It would appear tiiafc the plant can
tolerate higher acidity whan oxygen is present in
the coil water. The sane author (12) 1930 In hie
booh "Mountains and Uoorlajuuf* gives this atuwaavy /
mmnutf of the Molinia habitats '.he plant
colonise* pout which is bump, if not wet, for raost
of tho year* <Jn reducing bog soils, the Mollnla
is manH ana unfcuftec, the t\ asock form being found
on aerated, soils. the species is an active peat*,
former, often i,<arKing the trar.sl tion from feu to
boot, or dejip woodland to bog. it is also common
aioit: tiue lower margin of poet moaoos ^hero it is
flushed by peaty water but only whore sumr.er
drainage is good. Though ■••olinla me a low li.ae~
requirement, the pent has a higher ash content t)ian
la required by moat moorland plants. It can also
tolerate, or may require a nigh iron supply, as
its presence on iron flushes confirms. It is thus
typical of anils wnich are peaty, base deficient,
sxiori of xii'to and ouaap, where iron Is oei
mobilised. bori*asa lb> 19bb, in & discussion on
the base status of raised uiA. blanket fogs, aiows
that iit Irish blanket bogs >vro the main vi fet¬
ation is of a tiollxiia «* dchocnus typo, the pi", is 5.2
In oommrabi© brltish raised bogs Ua® vegetation
la Calluna - fpiiegnuta and the pil is 3.6. The
water content of t>oth is similar and it appears
that tlifi cxifj erenee in vegetation lo related to the
difference in baa© saturation oi the two types.
In a similar vein, buff (2) 1929, s.iovm that
qolinifi Zgtvw a sons on the unflootied. ground round,
the basic water of bough beagh* it grades, fart)itu*
from the loch. Into oailunctum./
H-t.
Callunotuis. Gods In and Conway |4) 1939, report
la thm study of a raised bog* that, during a dry
period In the year, the water level was highest
under Sphagna* and. lowest under r<olinia»
SuEmrhayes end Williams {14) 1926, in a paper on
the recolonisation of felled «w>odlond in furrwy,
note*? that once the trees are removed ;;&>liaift
spreads rapidly eepec.lr.llxr whore the ecdl Is tiunp.
Mollnla is ssroclatod. with fallnne in t .o drier
parts and with hrlca tefcmlin to the wetter#
with Increasing water, oTijiia grades Into a Juanoua
comnmf.ty nod the wetteot ^rcar support a Sphagnum
vegetation. McVern (10) 1032, states that olinia
requires horizontal and vertical w-.tor movements
The amount of «*yr,en in the soil eator seems to
have little or no Importance* Where stagnation
or mineral Impoverishment occurs, defeneration,
of the Moilnla fcalces plo.ee with the Invasion of
the eorwmmlty by the moss, ) olytriehum eommme.
Thomas and juougsll (16) 1939, state that 'olinta
la found in varying soils and tone rnphy. Th©
plant ecu stand a high degree of acidity and wbt,
but not waterlogged conditions# It is eortnoii on
well drained flushes end nay he exclusive, or
wit?) associated -Vncu? s«- •••irnoov.s and Nardue strict*#
Mollttlft is intermediate In wetness between the
drier Wardua and the wetter Scirpus eoT«mmitlea«
Thomas end. Trinder <18) 11M7, show that the
ehemlcnl composition of tfollnin cc pares favourably/
IhU-.
favourably with lowland grasses In all but oaldust
content, In wiiich roepeet it is rmich lower*
Crump (1) 1911, baaing He result on
9 Molinia spies, co cluaeo that fJollula peat,
though as pure as that ".meter Calluna, le distinctly
drier with a W/H -Jidor 2*oo, iteatfr and huekwill
(6) 1938, i»enort tlw> rooting oyatom to b© the
awne as that found in r»th©r iroath tonocots, w£ill©
Saith £us& cseunpton (la) 1014, class folinln in
th© StooledwMe&dotr category of exaggerated tuasook
typo* It accuiiulateo silt asxl raiaoe ttuielf



























































































































































































































































reechauipolG flexuosa, the wnvy hair fprass, is
included by 'fansley, (10) 1940, as o*i© of the
Acidic Oraoaland specie©, It is found on to© nore
acid, sandy siliceous soils, with a tendency to
peat formation, Ihe plant is tK>Mfnonly present iri
CftXiurtoteun arai associate*' with 'ardus, rooting in
the surface mat of raw inmus, <.a aac island, i ©o~
chanpsla iiexuoaa io u>&iriani on the acre acid
heaths vrhore tiJLn peat is fomou# Onreall, <19)
1950, state* *at i&aoiteutpaiu fX&xaoem is character¬
istic oi u ^0 oteep slopes of the Porwiine®, chore
the undorlyiic rooks aim poor in bases ant: the rain**
fall is relatively low# in© speciee i& is* Indicator
of acid nor hums, eotaaonly replacing ./uncus
squarrosua on the drier typos ox ncrdus* it is
ooranon to exclusive in the gro*md flora of tl» dry,
acid, leached, ne.isile oakeoods of the outh i'eun-
Ines* Above the woods, this species ie replaced by
Callrtna vulgari3--posaibly as a result of the In-*
creased li >it intensity—though ieacnanpsia flex-
uosa remains as a subsidiary apocies in the Callun*
©turn* xhe sella are all highly leacned and frequent¬
ly ;:rad© into typos dominated by Hardua or fescue/
Agrostis# Adamson, <1) 1916, records that »os-
charapsia
xj&schaopsia flexuosa end ardue strict©, occur on
steeper slopes or drier pent• tthere trie peat io
thin and the slope© are liable to drought, i-eaehar.p-
ala fioxues* becomes truly doraimnfc» Jeffreys, (?)
1916, states that it coMonly forms a zone between
»■■.. i> .'ei- hie strict© cue ftoria aquiline, when the
teri a la limited by noil miser content. The same
author further s owe, {;:) 191?, tl*»t where Kor&us
rti-lc.n reduced, owing to lack of water, <*soh*ap»
nia flexuosa and i estuca ovitro increase end event-
uall> occupy e fcrmukU .o&eit am Scurfield, (9)
1:10, Ci;icaseinc. i> © distribution of heecharapsla,
©fee to that it is found on ewposeu, steep slopes
with highly organic, sandy soils, as those forjid
associated with pine (Pinna sylvestrls), birch
{ bfcula alba) arm sessile oak Onerous sens!11flora)
Woodland* It is nlao common on sstnogr heaths in coo-
petition with ^torle aquilina, Voccinitaa i yrtlilus
and Galluna vulgaris* On Lochrm/;or in t> e Cairn-
Rcxtaa, it lias boon reeoiue up to 3,60 feet# Sail
©rail light conditions appear to t>e optijmaa where it
fcriac the ground flora of pim>?n»od, and it is augj sat¬
ed that the dietribut ion of this spe ies any coineioe
with tliafc of Pinus sylveefcria# Smith, (16) 1918,
in his paper on liartins elrlcte, spates tiiat on the
steep, dry, valley s? >pes in South-bast cotland, a
x>©«clrompeIfe-A^rootie^raliuEi ©axatlle community Is
found extensively* In the upper port of the eons/
14-S.
son®, toward., t! o peat nwrgiii, ttardua striata becomes
abundant to mib-domlnant •
"o 11 anditiono:
Pearsail, (15) 1950, aril (14), 1038, ststoe that
Icsohavipsia floKuosu colonises soil® which are
©trolly iomc* ©d« \ e organic matter la of the acid
mur typo» The soil Is free of earthworms and, though
nitrates are absent, strongly oxidising# 1'hie ooa*
dltioa Is probably due to acidity, the pa being be»
low £•£* ihe results of nine aa -plea showed a pll
rait c of 3*3 - 3*G, -lowest. and . ourHeld, (.10) 1938*
conclude that this species occurs o■■, soils having a
hi:*b organic matter content one- a low pH. fh© pH
was below 3*0« It is one of the first colonisers of
raw woodland huiirne, in which It may bring about a
eer cs of change8 converting the raw raor to a form
of tmll* 'Ibis change in humus character permits
the invasion of other species, one of the most
common being holeua rjollle. ft is also shown that a
hi jh organic natter content in the soil implies a
high moist'ore content, anu that a high pH implies
low organic matter tuud low moisture, ihe seme
authors, (7) 1952, in c statistical investigation
into the distribution of bfiHClmaapeia flexuosa and/
ooicus aapills proved that Peeebempflic wit© more suc¬
cessful on sol la of a lower pii than nolcus. !ihey
further conclude thut owing to the low ph and low
oxchangeablo baa© content of the soil, the base re-
requirements of iveeclianpsia are low and that it
utilises nitrogen in the orsnonia form. Ovlngton,
(13) 1953, makes a further comment or: the am©11or-
ating effect of ^eschompsla flexuoaa in converting
mor to c more mull type of hums. ocurfield, (10)
i
1953, iii a recent paper on the ecology of some
/ j
doufch i-fennino woodlands distinguishes two main
types. One occurs on hillstone grit, the profiles
all showing signs of active podsollsatior., and the
ground flc5S*h is of the Deschampsla flexuoea « Vac
cinirm type. Twelve estimations of pH under Ion-
elm: ipala dominant areas give © mean fifpire of 5.8.
In the second woodland type, on fin© grained sand-
stones and shales of the tool Measures Series, pod-
solisatlon is again found, under ISeschanpsia flex-
uosa, but not so strongly as in the previous case,
the ground, flora resolving itself Into a Ftoris -
Holcus - Scllla - heschanpsia type. Seven estim¬
ates of pM under I^enelm ipaie gave a mean figure of
4.2. In both woodland types the percentage loss on
ignition is very similar (26,o), though the loss acid
I>eoc aupsia type is much drier. Onatjp, (3) 1913,
states that henchamps!a is found on fine, sandy
humus, and that the loss on l^iition figure# at
2-4 inches is 44.and the V,/l! ratio is 0.75.
Olson, (12) 1930, obtained the following results
when growing Dcschanpsla in nutrient solutions and
soile of varying pH. It flourished in cultures
with a /
a pii of 6»Q9 but over pH of 7,o, little growth was
made arid the plant eventually died* ft la au jested
thei nmpjaiiest), only available in acad soils, nay be
necessary for tne grevrth of tin. 2 species. Growth if
op-la&ua in a raw huaius soil with a pU of 3«S - 4*0,
though Mfji culoicua in the soil la not Injurious to
tu© plant, -no oan© autlioj?, (11) 1933, gives the pH
ran,.'.© of lA.stf y&ar<psia as - 4*3* norain i4i 1923,
t.-v p. - .c fv -..4 - b.u V; ....: ii of 4*.'cs
!%0
(rxx eetimtlons). triad! (l'7)A<iuotea tiio pii rang© aa
- s*b with an optima# in tii© soil of S*S, end in
oulturoo of less t un p . 4*oa. etiK" i-'enton (2)
show n range for hose/ waqpalet of 5*6 - 5*5 with
a mean of 4*0* Hadulc ar.a 0 g, (£h 1236, in a mired
vc. :ctat ion type containing "vaooljiltwa ami uecchtmpeia,
quote the following figures?- nil 4*4; Uses ia Ignii>
ion 20h; AWwilable potash* 19 milligrav.-jeo per 100
gra rnew air ery soil; available phosphates, R &1111*
gransaea oca? 100 gmiswe* heath and luokwill, (5)
l&oa, assert that Loaciuuapsia floxuoea has a rooting
ay stem similar to that of nomal heath laonoeota*
5/.
DSSCHAMPSXA FLiOOJOSA
1* s>curoaon* «•» » 1918 J. of Lcol. Vol* 6 p«97.
2. fitidUus and enter; 1930 iw» Coy. Lublin Loovol. 19 (H.S.)
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Of all tli© soli factors said to play a part In
tii© distribution of plants, none has received More
attention than hydrofoil ion Concentration or pH
of the soil. The literature available on tills
subject is extensive, and will be dealt with
under two headings: (1) Uh© relationship between
pH end otiier soil factors {Including; the effect
of pH on other soil factors) and (2) The effect of
pli on the growth and distribution of the plant •
(1) Truog (46) 1910, discusses the effect of
pH as (a) the indirect effect and (b) the direct
effect of acidity•
(a) includes the deterioration in physical condition
of the soil, tlie preservation of soil organic
witter and noifc-preoipitation by calcium of toxic
substances# Phosphates are fixed in the highly
insoluble fom of aluminium and iron phosphates,
and phosphorus also reacts with the acidic organic
matter forming less available phosphates. Ca,
i %, Ha and K become less available as a source of
plant nutrients whereas Po, Al, Cu and So***
aauy of which ore toxic to plants in concentration
—become more available.
(b) The direct effect of a low pH is associated
with small amounts of available calcium. The
Hitrogen fixing microflora of the soil is inhibited
by its reduced ability to migrate to new hosts,
though fixation of nitrogen in tlx© nodule will/
53.
will continue at pH*s lower than those which will
curtail migration* Pearsail (36) 1952, indicates
i
that there are significant limits of pH in the
soil and affirms that obvious bwuidariea exist
between pR 3*8 to 4*0 and 4*8 to 5*0* pH is also
related to base exchange and rainfall* An
increase in soil organic matter corresponds to on
increase in soil acidity, a view shared by Jbwett
and Scurfield (21) 1949, and the formation of a
mull or nor typo of hums is correlated with soil
pH. Below pH 5, humus forms on the surface layer
of t?ie soil, whereas above this figure, it is
distributed more evenly through the soil profile*
The ratio of Carbon to Nitrogen, C/H, increases
with a lowering of pH, and is over 20 at a pK of
less than 3*8. In peats, Pearsail finds no
connection between pli and "wetness", but rather
between pH ami the oxidising or reducing siature
of the peat. Tills last factor was more fully
Investigated by Pearsall(34) 1938. Briefly,
in an ox i di si?y>reducing listen or "Redox" system,
the ratio of oxidised to reduced products can best
be expressed in terras of potential and pit. The
practical application of this principle to peats
showed that an increase in the oxidising powers
of the peat, lowered the pH while a decrease ralsod
jit. Thus pH may be related to the degree of
I *
ox ictcubfon. where the organic matter percentage Is
the same. Boarsall (33) 1926, also suggested that
soil sourness could bo attributed not only to &/
SLh.
a deficiency of calcium, but also - as a result of
more speedy leaching of calcium - to a distortion
in the ratio of bases in the soil. He thus
concluded that In sour soils, the ratio of
would, bo much higher than in normal ejdbils near
r$itrality. Balisbury (42) 1928, working on soils
with a limestone subsoil, found that acid soils
sxiov/ec. & concentration of potassium and magnesium
in the upper layers as a result of the more speedy
leaching of calcium. He asserted that ealcifuge
plants had a high uptake of potasaim, and suggested
that acidity effects might be linked with high
amounts of potassium. The letter assertion,
however, was not proved. Further, and contrary
to the findings of Pearsall (33) 1926, experiments
showed for species, a very wide range of the basic
ratio, though falisbury had shown that the sbil
reaction did govern the availability of the main ions.
Report® of noay experiments are available wiiere
plants were grown in nutrient solutions of known
pH« Anion (2) 1942, in experiment' to show the
effect oi pii of nutrient absorbtlon by plants,
found that, at a pH of 3, growth failed in tomato,
lettuce and ."Bermuda grass, Calcium absorption
ceased and phosphate intake was severely curtailed.
From pHB, the reduction in calcium absorption was
evident, though# with regard to the intake of K,
!ir and ntfcratec botwoon pR 4 and 9, no -xterml
reaction in the plant was noted. tCL pH of 9,
phosphate absorption was again curtail. ./
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curtailed. iirrhenius (3) 1926, carried out water
culture experiments to work out the optimum pll
rang© for agricultural crop planta which he CoTre¬
ated with field samples. .Similar experiments were
made by Powers (37) 1927, though he reported that
in his solutions over 2 p.p.m. of aluminium were
toxic to the plants.
'fhi<t the solubility of aluminium ia related to
pH has been fairly well established, but on its
concentration in trie soil and Itc toxicity to
vegetation, accoxmts are contradictory. Hobineon
(3b) 1931, reports that below pH 3 aluminium is
active and is a specific root poison, a view held
by numerous workers. iiussell (4b) 1930, states
that when in excess^, aluminium enters the roots
In acid soils and affects the power of trans¬
locating phosphates. Line (27) 1923, however,
in a report on aluminium in acid soils, states that
over pH 3, it ia unlikely that aluminium can exist
in a soluble state. hardy (13) 192G, gives a
full account of the relevant literature on tlue
role of cut aiinium in the noil. Oloen (30) 1950,
suggests tiiat af uminium may resettle wanganeoe
in its degree of toxicity in the soil; each being
apparently toxic in high concentrations, the
uptake of both ia inversely related to pH. Olson
(31) 1930, relates pH to the intake of iron salts
by tim plants. he stresses the reaction between
iron and pJioaphorae as the cause of chlorosis,
find siiows that various plants have a different/
5 (o.
different demand for Iron which in the ferrous form,
is most available to them*
working on podeolie soils, lienor!ckaon (18) 1934,
found that, though the pH of the topsoils was the
sane, the pli of the lower layers depended on the
soil structure, texture, aeration, and internal
drainage# Lack of aeration and impeded drainage
increased the acidity#
For purposes of routine estimation, the effect
on pH of drying and revetting natural soils has
been noted by many. haver (0) 1927, for Instance,
found drying had little effect on the pK of an
acid soil but lowered fclae pli of un nllmline soil#
Uor.veraoly host and Fieger (41) 1923, showed that
drying raised soil acidity wliicii remained after
revetting# Similarly, in soils stored moist for
3 taontha, acidity increased. iiomell (39) 1933i,
found that ou storing',, mor >ocamo more acid while
mull became lees aftid. Seasonal variations in
acidity allowing an increase In summer and a decrease
in winter were reoorted by Conway (7) 1949 and
Bover (6) 1927. Kelley (23) 1P33, discovered
that in time of drought, acidity increased#
Konell (39) 193^ md Kolley (23) 1923, both
indicated that acidity was related to soli micro¬
flora, the amount of fungi increasing with the
acidity; further, that acid, mor hums was
decomposes, by fungi and mull rramus by bacteria.
Finally, Cooper (9) 1932, related pH to tije
percentage base saturation of the soil exchange/
5V
exchiange complex. He considered that this, an a
factor affecting plant distribution, was more
important than hydrogen Ion concentration#
3. The effect of pH on the rowth and distribution
of plants# Shawarbi (44) 1952, summarising the
effects on the plant, includes tiie following:!
fc) the interaction of pH differences on cation
pemottoility thorough plant membranes (b) the
entry of acid into the plant roots from surround##
lng solutions (c) the Inhibition of enzyme pro¬
cesses (d) the disturbance in the nitrate-ammonia
balance and (e) the disturbance of the balance
of minerals passing through tJio root membrane#
Truog (46) 1918, sfcateu tiiafc the pH of the soil
solution had little direct effect on the root
tissue, as the pH of trie cell sap is between 4 and
6 and is highly buffered# Dustnfson (14) 1926,
working on pH sonec on a laic© margin, also claimed
that pH affect® coll wall permeability•
by far the bullc of ecological work on hydrogen
ion c .mcentration has been done on pK optima and
ranges for plant species# Foremost, perhaps,
among those Investigators, are Small (45) 1940#
/horry (50), 1920 and (49) 1920, Oustafson (14)
1926, Cooper (8) 1932, Atkins (4) 1920, Atkins
and Fenton (5) 1930, Poorsail (55) 1938, 01sen (32)
1938, Doa&n (10) 1926, while Ikonbeny (20) 1936*
and Montgomery (28) 1931, have compiled lists
relating mossee to the pH of their substratum# /
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substratum. In some oases the usefulness of these
findings is reduced aa the number of samples inves¬
tigated to provide noun and range figures, is not
stated or the 2x5stilts are bused on few and insuff¬
icient analyses. lixiett and Ashby (11) 1934,
n
carried out an experiment in the soil reaction
Ai
associated with the occurrence of Vacolnium myrtilius
and Pteridiun aquilimua. They collected a large
number of random soil samples ana noted each sample
where either species occurred# They then compared
the mean for each spcelos with the general mean for
all the random samples, and concluded that, between
4.7 and 6.2, ph plays no part in the distribution
of Vaccinlun ayrtillua and Ptorldiua aqullinum.
Similarly, deioler (12) 1926, found no direct
correlation between species distribution and soil
reaction though he asserted that the early stages
of a plant*s life showed a narrower range of pll
tolerance tlian the later stages.
durs (2o) 1923, concluded that plants have a
broad tolerance of acidity, but rioted that acid
clays and silts had different plant associations
from ocid sands, and that acid or alkaline sunds
contained species not found on clay or silt.
Salisbury (42) 1925, sampled four species,
Vaccinium nyrtlllua, Ptoris aquiline, Acilia nutans
and Paaranc aronoria, and plotted in a graph, their
frequency against pH. The species showed modes of
occurrence in relation to pH, and in the case of /
59.
of Vaccinias *>yrtlilla and ocilla nutans* a binoual
form on the acid side was indicated. In the case of
Picas?!a Verne and of ^rourialis porennis* the curve
was markedly bitaodal—a j/jooo occurring on(roth sides
of neutrality. OThs results thus show the range of
pH for ©acii species sad the optimm pK levels for
growth, though the work of l£amett and iitahby (11)*
1934, as previously reported* cast some doubt on
the validity of these findings. Salisbury (43)* in
water culture experlrjotita, found further that plants
could alter the pi! of their growth medium nearer to
their optima; level* though, owiiig to its high buffer-
ing capacity, it is doubtful whether this alteration
would toko place in the soil to any mrked dagree*
wherry (61), 1927* correlated the reaction pre¬
ference of a speaios with its geographic range. lie
further pointed out that closely related plants of
southern distribution favoured more acid soils than
those of a northern distribution, fhis* he suggested
might bo ooimoctod with the ice covering and boulder
©lay additions to northern soils during the Xo© Age*
Hacking those spile less highly leached than those of
their southern, unglaclated coxuitorj>arta.
In connection with the relation of hydrogen ion
concentration of the soil to tho various upland
and moorland plant coruiunitics* results are given
by 'fansley (47)* 1950, ulsen (29) 1925* hs&raall
(35), 1938, and (36) 1952, Conway (7) 1949, Hora
(19) 1947, Jowett and Ocurfield (21) 1949 aad (23)
Uo.
(21) 1949, and (22), 1952, JOapp (25), 1950,
Armstrong at al (1) 1929, Cooper (8) 1932, be Coulon
(©) 1922, uoriim (13), 1953, Haines (15) 1928,
Heath md LuekwriXl (1?) 1938, Kerfcland (24) 1928,
•Airfield (43) 1953, Watt (48), 1940, and some a there
Their results. In relation to those of the v/riter,
will be discussed at a later stage.
Taken generally, the information available shows
that different species of plants grow in soils of a
specific pH range, though the extent of this range
varies greatly betwoon species, and can seldom bo
reduced to fine limits. Hydrogen ion concentration
itself, is seldom if ever, the controlling factor
in plant distribution, and se effect of acidity on
the other soil constituents ^d factors is consid¬
ered a more likely cause. *t may be accepted,
therefore, tiiat in any ecological investigation, pi!
! estimations, as a reflection of prevailing soil
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SOIL OASH&*
As the medium by which the plant obtains the bulk
of its nutrients, water, one of the major factora
governing the distribution of plant®, has received
much attention fron Geologists* Kramer (24) 1948,
In his book on plant and soil water relationships,
fully discussed the role of water in the soil, with
special reference to its availability, measurejpent
and utilisation by the plant* In the Investigation
carried out by the writer, water Is treated as an
ocologlcal factor In plant distribution* In spite,
however, of the many references in literature to
this aspect of ecology, little conclusive, quanti¬
tative evidence id offered to support the view that
water Is such a factor* The main reason for this
is that, whereas accepted methods are employed for
examining soil properties such as pH and exchange*
able Calcium, no reliable routine method so far,
seems to have h en established which will allow
comparison of soil'wetness* as a characteristic of
the various groups of plants* A further complica¬
tion Is that methods of soil water estimation,(llramer
(24) 1949) even when givinfe similar absolute results,
do not necessarily Imply tiiat equal amounts of water
are available to the vegetation they support* Hansen
(14) 1926, and Keen (22) 1920, in a review of the
relevant literature to that date, stressed the im¬
portance of the colloidal constituents of the soil
(olf- .
soil ea tliafc inaction moot Intimately concocted with
its water-holdliig capacity* In raore recent years,
howevor, Haver (1) 1940, laid additional emphasis
on the also and distribution of pore space in relat-
Ion to water-holding capacity and soil drainage*
As the soils under review by the writer were of
an upland, type where organic natter was generally
high and cloy low, a method of water estimation
based on that of Crump, (5) 1911, and (6) 1913, was
adopted* This is fully discussed In the Appendix 4*
Crump (5) 1911, further carried out wilting point
experiments, using moorland species to estimate
the amount of water available to the plant In
moorland soils* The amount of water remaining in
the soil after the plant hod wilted, namely, the
"unavailable" water, was stated as a fraction of
the original amount of water present* These fig¬
ures varied from 1/3 unavailable water to Tolinla,
Erica tetrallx and Pterlo to 1/9 unavailable to
Erlophorum species* Discussing the unlikelihood of
*physiological drought * In moorland species, iciest-
Icy (31) 1924, showed that moorland water is non¬
toxic to plants, arid that the ratio of loaf area to
root In erleold species Is comparable to that in
iior.ial meso] iiyt©G* Hie root structure ami meta¬
bolism are, Iiowevor, as a result of water-logging
and low calcium In these soils, adapted to the
coiiultioiis of poor aeration* Pearsall (20) 1950,
In a pB or on the property of wot soils /
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soils arid their agricultural significance# asserted
that the main effect on the vegetation was U» lack
of aeration and fcijc consequent prevalence of re¬
ducing conditions* These are associated with the
liberation of larger amounts of irofc# manganese
and aluminium cations which are toxic in concen¬
tration co taany plants* Pearsail and itray {29),
1927, point out that Calcium-sensitive species such
as J^iophoruia anguefel£o ilUdsrv, could tolerate inch
)
/ f
higher concentrations of calcium in the soil solu¬
tion if the aoil humidity were increased* The effect
of a water-lodged aoil on the advance of iteria
aquiline has been shown by Poel (30)# 151* deration#
he showed, was necessary for the survival of this
species# and where reducing conditions obtained#
it died*
iiuboarci <17)# working with tie distribution of
grass species# correlated these species with the
clay percentage of the soil* This ho used as an
inaireot correlation between species and water as#
otuer conoitlons being similar# the clay percentage
MM- - ir'-i 1 ' - b
was an approximate indication of the soil's water-
holding capacity* Golvin et al (2) 1942# in a paper
h&YlrfUiqfruS
on the distribution plants arid shrubs in relation
to the aoil water-holding capacity# indicated that
the different power® of retention by the various
soil horlsons# hod eoiue bearing on plant occurrence*
He added a list of AEsertcfm species to support his
i " ' ' ' • i
view* Following a parallel line of investigation#
6t>.
investigation, lieath arid Luckwlll (id) 1938, dis¬
cussed the rooting-systems of heath plants. .<.3titr¬
ations of water and humus contents were made at
depths of 4, 15, and 23eas• below typical heath
species, and on the basis of these result3 and root
profiles, they identified three main types of root¬
ing system.
tVith regard to hill species, the usual method
of soil water estimation depends on the height of
the water table in relation to the soil surface.
Normally this level fluctuates with the season, being
lowest in summer and highest in winter, a certain
c1scumstances, the rising of the water table above
round level in winter has a controlling effect on
vegetation. Jeffreys (19) 1916, reports that
ftardus stricta will not colonise areas liable to
winter flooding, 'flio same author (18) 1917, finds
similar results" for Agjpostls, Onliuna, feociianpsia
flexuosa and cleat. At is apparent that in compar¬
able soils, the height of the water table could be
used as an indicator of soil "wetness", but as a
means of comparing peat communities in relation to
soil water, it is doubtful whether the water table
level is of much diagnostic value. ?hu3 Olson (27)
1925, discussing a transition from i-ow to High moor
across various plant communities, stated that the
water table was in all cases 30 cms. below th© sur¬
face of the soil, and tliat "Moisture conditions
cannot be of any importance to the plant distrib¬
ution." Certainly in the writer's/
writer' a experience, wide differoncrs have been
found in w/ii ratios for top soils where, Iftn the
course of digging profiles, no trace of a irater table
was found. i, escribing an experiment on the growth
of crop plants on peat, iCirsanoff (23), 1926, found
that in soils waterlogged during the dormant season
of growth, the yield was inversely related to the
height of the water table in the p at. ThAs it would
appear that prolonged waterlog,. 'Ing of the peat liad
an effect which was no1.; immediately removed when the
pent dried out#
In his classic paper on the ecology of iolinia
c&erulee, Jeffries (30) 1915, showed that not only
wa3 the amount of water in the soil important, but
also whether it was moving or stagnant# Mollnia
was found wb<*water was moving and, where the
fall was and** 1 in 15 leading to stagnation, : rio-
piionun became dominant. McVean (26) 1952, in a paper
on the ecology of fcfcllnla pastures, coomenfce; tluit
trie water movement could be either horizontal or
vertical, &uu tliat invasion by Polytrichia^ comrmme
a. companion eto^^nation or mineral impoverishment •
apart frora those autliorc noteu above, many others
have ment'oned, without recording accurately, the
occurrence in both dry and wet situations, of hill
species. Ho quantitative metI iod seems to have been
used to estimate t e amount of water present, but
their observations, fcalcen in the mass, provide con¬
siderable evidence that there is a definite relation¬
ship between Mil-plant communities and water./
t>1.
water. deports with a bearing on tills relationship,
are given by the following!— Conway(5) 1949,
Daviea (7), 1944, Lvans (8), 1932, Farrow (9) 1915,
and (10), 1917, Prltseh and Parker (11), 1913,
uodway and Conway (12), 1939, Parley and Yecsn (15)
1942, Jeffre.s (18), 1917, and (19), 1916, Jowetfc
and Seurfleld (21), 1949, Lewis (25), 1904, Smith,
(32), 1903, VVoodhead (34), Watkine (33), I960.
Coefficient of humidity figures for communities
as sampled by tie writer, are also given by Crump
(4)1911, Haines (13), 1926 and Jeffreys (18) 1917,
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>-8 was shown wliun discussing soil ^egm ion
coneentreition, a low p- is usually associated with
a low amount of soil calcium* On the strongly
lecclieu soHe of the ^eathevtl Uplands of Scotland*
Ca i» very low except in flush areas where Uwj> per*
colating water® are relatively hi*#* in minerals*
-i-oee areas have a hlfihor pll and bcae content* and*
in marked contrast to the mmal poor vegetation of
uplan pastures* art colonlood by broad-leaved
specie» and. wtilte clover*
Pr:©fitly anrt Kincheliff (12) lb22, in a paper
on t © physiological anatomy of vascular planto
growing in peat* slsovrd that thee© wore all high
in fate* ami had anatomical features such as thick
cuticle and secondary enbodoraifi* This was due to
their foxes of motaholism in amir soils which were
po r in oxygen mxl calcium* In a discussion of
the ecology of moorland plants* Priestly (14) 1024*
elaborated tills discovery and suggested that be
injurious effect of a high calciun supply to these
spe^los resulted from the reac' an between calcium
and the fatty ecici in the rootj forming twoliihl©
soaps* This prevents fife translocation from the
root to the atrial parts • s imilarly* Peoraail
end fray (13) 1027* discussing the calcifUge liabifc,
elKJWBd that incroacirsg soil pH a d time the
calcium absorbtIon* inhibited root growth# the
y/.
Ihe mum author.? (12) 1027,in an e-cp«rlraent using
I I^PloplkoruM anguatlfo? lua, found optimum growth in
bag water w era ph, calcium and base ratio were all
low. '-ho;, also observe*! chafe Inoraasab temperature or
hu Xdity reduced the oalcixun effect © ealcifuga
opocios. ii&yner (14) 1021. in her report on the
eaXelfUge habit or Cnllumi vulgaris ahowad citat lu¬
cre..aing the calcium content changed the role of U*e
endephytla root fungus (always associated with the
roots of ti^Jiuna) iron oys£>lo&la to Wiat of a para¬
site, seriously iwtwlng the plant*a vitality. Thus
for the true noor&aud species or* p- at. with their
specialise* astabollaw and ami* of growth, fche very
low amount# of exchangeable calcium available to thHft
in nanp ways, is an advantag e rather fcixyn a M tircuico.
In Urn other broad division of upland vegetation,
tamed by Vonsloy (20) 1049, the n**oldio < rasslunns'
as distinct frtMo moorland, conditions of growth are
not wholly emnparable to ih-ae Just describee. This
type includes formations dominated by /%roaiie-fbf cue,
tardus, beatdMwqpsl* Xle-uoaa, -*>liiiia caorulea and.
Fteris aquilina. Covott and $e\tr£Xeld (8) 1952,
shove* ui»t fell© base requirement of .aaehaqpeia
flexueaa sac low, though wisest (11) 195b, in a pa^or
held titat tJie set*. spooled 1 ad a wla tolerance of
the amount of calcium present so ao the pi: re-
mh«j low* %g and bwa (lb) 133.8# found that, on
analysis, the soil supporting Crllwna, Kardue and^,
/<2.
and Uleoc and po«r grass Uastucn ovlsm) gave vcry low
HfiKHltttS or CXCjjrUlgCfjblC C&lOilSa, (1«08 than O.ljs)
which increased under an iiMPiinilifti Ullniii typ«# while
the highest figures for the faiU soils earao ;roa the
flusites. This finding agrv-os with exchangeable calcium
figures under vaccinium myrtliJ us given by QnM> {88}
-focussing the distribution of eoleicoles ami
galolfuges lu mktton to Sell Calcium carbonate*
lie Silva (2) 1&34* pointed out t,At exuham^ecihle
calcium ployed an Important part in tne distribution
or »acclaiua* ~«*ulu and < areurialie. He also die*
covered that* tumor similar pif conditions, ctirrerliig
amounts of snolMMHeflible calcium wore reflected in the
vogctaticwij aid further* tlsat itcrts aquiline was dies-
tribute* more In relation to pa taen to ox hmgelbis
calcium* a r« ault similar to Umt found for ^cscnamp.
aia by Qlaoa (11) 1938*
fJn© of the met striking «: foots produced o.a hill
Spile ay increased calcium aim reduced acidity is the
markedly different vegetation ox tIndies from that of
the aumxinding unfluehecl area. ■>&, interesting
series of e*p»ria&nbe was e&ndueteu by beadle aim egg
TO
(jtl)A end (7)* 1 do o t e damage brought about in Mil
vegetation by artificial flushing with spring water,
in each c«*ee* urn m otion of acidity ana fc;m increase
ir>. ejushsmgcsble caleiisa percentage was a&cocapiuaied by
a chfo.\;:e in vegetation, enurully* - grosfcia specie*
asm lestuea rubra inorcaaoi! while the typical acidic
SpecieG,
rcIdle grassland *p«, c*«ch a® 2«>ielinf0it| ??iireA'as
«*rtett| Feetwm wlw imd Qallupi eaxafeXle,
It would thug aijpear thnt| unlike the specially
adapted ftsoorland specie®, th® acidic ;rasslnnd types
occupy on& mti of th« acidity-calcium ran.;© of the
HttlfettX esophytee* These or® superceded by better
specie® when soil© conditiena t^pmwa, oven though
tfco original species, In the absence of oorrpetltion,
could still grow la the now condition®* &(tthsnge*
able UaXeiuas therefore, ploy© a significant part in
the distribution of upland epeclea#
Few esfetastions he* a been made of e*ch©..-^lfcla
ealeiun content of hill soils* f^ome ere however
available end are reported by Saddle a d Qgg (0)
1936, Of^ end Km (10), 1928,. %£th (X^) 192S,
OB
and (18) 1028, and St*©r?«M*» <30) 193Q* Halnae (8)
1928, thou,#* giving no ealalws figujpea, related
vegetation typo to total salts present, and tYaeer
(5) 1935, save ftgores fbr calcium .from peat types
©haraetcriptie of mcorlard species*
p«r-C«KTa
Cooper (1) 1932, stressed th ■ Importance of 4
base saturation of the soil as a factor j^rremlng
the distribution of plants, a deduction tame ail
by tii® work of tiorhaa (4) 1953# In t. is, he showed
that b" e typical ^linla/^-hoemis vegetation of th©
Irish boss, ©©wgwred w th the llttne
vegetation of their -rltiah counterpart©, is due to
the hitler base saturation of the poet in Ireland#
Thia suggests tint Jeffrie#*o) 1915, {who «mte no
in-.
no noil analyses; sm& correct in hla vim that Sol-
Inia ikrailed a relatively hl^har mat conotmfcmtion














































































































This section Is devoted to & resume of the
Macauly Institute report on the soils of Sourhope.
The original survey was on a scale of six Inches
to one mile, but lias been reproduced hero on the
three Inch scale. (Map 1)
Throughout this thesis the term "peat" refore
to partially ueoomposed plant material formed under
enaei'oblc conditions. Thus type VII A and B are
peats, In contrast with the sites at lioatherhope
and Type V on Sourhope, where the organic la: cr
will be referred to as Mar 3ramus•
Gonrhope ~ blstribntlon of hoat
Although situated in an upland region rising to
2,000 feet, only a relatively small acreage is
covered with peat. The reason for this Is obscures
three mile3 to the smith the main mass of The
Cheviot is largely peat covered, and a similar
distance to the west, at Lentherhope in the head¬
waters of the Kale Water on hills of much the
same general height as those of 3ourhope, lor humus
covers large areas. This may in part explain the
almost complete absence of heather (Calluna vulgaris)
on Sourhope when compared with the large tracts
of heather to bo found on Cheviot and at ileather-
hope,
I ron the soils map on page S*3 the main peat area
is denoted by the colour purple. (Typo VIIA).
/
Fhoto. j4 (Sourho"p* - Height 1700ft)
Phis photograph snows tno ovai»-
&2»own paot hags on tha top of the
BArnia Braa. Ha atbar* la almost
ftoaant though ir many parts tha
past is vary deep.
Photo. 8, (Haatharbopa - Height 800')
this photograph shows a hag-odgs
at He atherb©pa* Tha orga isle layer
Is thin, tn« heather vigorous ana
lit*la lissection oy aroslon Ms
taaan place.
Photo. 9. (Cheviot - Height 2,900')
Phis photograph shows the extrans
dissection of tn« pact or the fist
summit of the Cheviot, Pna vegctnfc-
ion is doyainnntly Caliuna vulgaris.
rr
(Type VIIA). The peat Jiere 1# 2 - 6 feet deep
and probably represents the Inst remnant of the
old pent surface v; ich at one time would extend
ouch farther down the hillsides# At the present
day no very active erosion or hogging of the
pent is taking place, the old hag edges being
; completely over rown with vegetation (See f^hoto 7 )»
This contrasts sharply with the extreme erosion
talcing place on Cheviot, as can be seen ir> Photo $*7
and Heatherhopo (Photo 9 )» though in the
latter locality hugging is not so severe# 2kmt
over I foot in depth was also found by the writer
on the gentle easterly slope on the 31.ffl .lt of the
bod ( -,ite 50, Map 2) and northeast of the c inait
of t!i© Sehil (bite 5, ap 2). The only other
deep peat present is of the basin type overlying
clay till (Type VIID, Map 3, si.own in light purple•)
The writer would also include in this type the
flat, boggy area between the Rowantree and wod hums
marked on the Soils lap as Type I. i*>ep peat is
also present over an appreciable area 10 yards south
of Held 12, between the hod Hill and the hark law,
dominated by tussoeky i olinia and riophorum species.
Type V, coloured red on the Soils Maps, is con¬
fined to the northern part of the farm# he raw
taor is alack and greasy, but is seldom over 8 Inches
in depth# ioutii-west of the sura -.it of The burr
at Hite 46 the writer found the profile to have
12 - 14 inches of black, amortlions, crumbly itnmus, /
$0.
humus, and suggests tluit this area should have been
Included in Type XV,
Type VI, co-iourou orange, is the most extexxoive
of the iiiglvly organic soils found on hourhope •
The organic layer is from 2-14 inches thick and
is composed of a black# amorphous, crumbly mor
liurtus of a different typo from that found in Type V
or Type VII, The Type lo further represented
at Site 10 (Park Law) and Site3 37# 15 tend 42 on
the Halrny Law as borne oiit by the profiles for
these areas, but not indicated as such on the
Soils Map,
Tonrhopc - bictrfbutlon of ilnoral Polls
The Soil Survey lias divided the ilincral soils
into four main types.
Type X: (deep clay loam tills)- 1ms three members
representee by three shades of green# The soils
are all damp and show various degrees of mottling
in tho soil profile, The till is at least 4 feet
t ick and is dorlved from porpliyritic lava.
Type IA io found on the steeper valley slopes, IB
where the slopes flatten out and IC at the bottoms
of the slopes. All arc to some extent fltzshed
by spring water. The drainage becomes progress¬
ively poorer from IA to IC, the gley horizon in
A bein , at 21 inches, In B at 10 inches, and in C
at 7 inches, Woms tkou; h present in A and B
aro not found in C, while B onci C have a 1 Inch
sub-surface layer of well decomposed null hiuaua- /
8i.
humus.
Type Zt (stony loon till)- has tv/o members shown
in two sliades of blue on the rsap. In 2A the till
is at least 4 foot deep: 21i is a very stoiiy lorn
till with the solid rock approximately 30 inches
from the surface. Tlie slope in both members is
moderate to steep, and this type occurs at a higher
altitude tiian Tyj>© 1. A lias a lialf inch layer of
Mull nxms below the surface litter and slight
ociireous staining at depth. 8 has Q inches of
dark brown organic natter mixed with aone inorganic
material and stones. In both members drainage
is moderate.
Type 31 (iesidual soils) - has three members shown
in yellow, dork-brown, light-brown and black on
Map 1. All arc derived from residual lava material,
3A and 3D being located on steep hill slopes and.
3C on the top of lava Knolls. Tiie soils are ail
very shallow?reaching their deepest at 18 inches
in A. 3B is scree and occurs on the steepest
slopes. a my contain mixed till and has a 1 inch
sub-surface mull humus horizon. C on the other
hand has 5 inches of dark brown organic matter below
the litter layer. Tills material io reasonably
pure apart from sort© angular stones and snail
boulders. -he parent lava joint blocks are reached
at 18 inches. '.ho drainage ranges from moderate
in 3A to excessive to good in 33 and C.
/
Vype 4 s Medium to deep alluvial soils - shown
in white and sienna on the map* has two members.
This is the smallest typo on the farm, A being
*
stream bottoms liable to flooding while B are
terraces above the flood level. A shows 12 inches
of medium*brown gravelly sandy-loan resting on
gravel. B has 6 incites of black* well decomposed
granular humus below the litter layer arid a thin





































































BanpXin/- fcthoci for Soils,
At the commencement of this work, difficulty
was found in ascertaining the number of soil samples
which it was necessary to take within an area} the
moan of whose analyses would accurately represent
the prevailing soil conditions# The available lilll-
soll literature makes no reference to this subject,
and it was fchout/ht advisable to err on the safe
side by taking too many samples for each site rather
than too few# The nature of the work also procludoci
the use of a fixed size of sampling area — this
being determined by the extent of the plant assoc¬
iation# The associations sampled were considered
to be Y/ell-eatabllahed, thus having soils which
would show characteristics peculiar to the veget¬
ation they support#
In each main soil-site sampled, three soil pro¬
files were dug# These profiles wore taken ten to
twenty yards apart, the throe either forming a
straight line or a triangle, depending on the shape
of the plant association# where possible, the pro-
filea wore uutj wo a depth at which there was likely
to be no further chant,e in soil type— the parent
C horizon— a procedure facilitated in many cases
by the shallowness of many Mil soils# In a few
cases however, a layer of large stones, the flooding
of the hole by jground water, or the presence of very
deep poat prevented the exposure of the complete
S5.
complete soil profile. In the profile diagrams,
Incomplete profiles resulting from the above causes#
are markeu accordingly •
■
For each, profile, two samples were token—oxre from
the top 5" of soil, excluding the Hit r layer, and
one from the parent subsoil* Great care was oxer-
eised in taking the soil oeanplos to prevent contam¬
ination* A further seven soil samples were taken at
random by trowel over the site* The litter layer
was removed, and a plug of soil 5" deep and 4" in
diameter was removed for analysis# Thus for each
main site, ten surface one three subsoil samples
wore analysed, ^examination of the number of soil
samples taken for each site will sometimes chow that
ixi fact, fewer than ten samples were taken. This
was none when tJ?e association, though appearing
typical, v/u<3 le. o than the mlnlntte slae for complete
sampling* i ewer tlian ten samples wore also taken in
on© site when the results were being used to show
whether any cliange took place in water content, etc*
at different times of the year* To prevent loss of
water In transit, soils were transported to the
laboratory in water-proof lined bags. The various
methods of the analysis for each soil lector are
detailed in ti e Appendix IV,
It is not within the scop© of tills work, nor was
the field work planned^to determine a technique of
sampling hill soils, -i.nfornat.lon of tills nature
would have been of groat value to the writer* Two
mefcho o of sampling were considered: firstly, that
Uxat uoaeribed above, and secondly, rantson selection
-V.
of one or two soil samples from a very small area of
nay, one square mefcve. An accurate vegetafeional
analysis of the whole oanpll g area could thus be
related to the chemical analyses of the two samples.
J lad it been the intention to compare fin© differ¬
ences In chemical analysis with minor changes in
vege(ration, ( as would have been the casejwere It
the intention to explain the presence or absence of
a particular species in a specific community) this
undoubtedly would have be en tie method chosen. The
work however, was designed to shot? whether any
obvious differences did exist between the soils
favouring the growth of the main types of hill
vo^etation. lot this reason, it was decided that
the results obtained by the first method would
prove more rewarding as a means of comparison, than






Bourliope Farm is situated on land locally tensed
"whit;©"# The reason Is that Calluna vulgaris,
apart from a few degenerate patches on the top of
the Bimie Brae and around Bite 47 on Auchop©
is almost unrepresented. i)y far tlx© largest area
is covered by grass species.
(to tlx© wetter slopes, where spring writer is
absent, l.Sollnie caerulea dominates, covering; largo
areas of the hlrni© brae, She Bod, the north-© .at
slope of the Park Law, the liairny Law and Basset.
This species is alw ys associated with a layer of
black, amorphous, granular nor 1turns.
On the lower slopes and where springs occur on
the hillsides, Agrostia-fescue is tho moIn
vegetation type. The effect of spring water is
very clenrly shown by the vegetation on the east
slope of Basset. Above the spring line is iolinia;
below is A*- rootia-fescue with narrow tongues of
lolinia projecting into it wherever the lie of the
land makes flushing by spring water impossible.
The bounchiry between the communities is very sharp.
The transition cori be seen in many places throughout
tho area investigated, and it may be safely asaumed
that wherever this community is found, flushing by
spring water is taking place. On the lowest clopea
and where gleylng takes place (see page ///}# the
A, :rostis—f©scue type becomes wetter, as evidence^
S9.
evidenced, by an increase In tJxe amount of bes-
cliampsia caeapitoaa* This latter species becomes
dominant in a few, small, very localised areas*
For the purposes of this thesis, owlng to the
difficulty of laying down hard and fast limits for
each association and to the fact that both are
dependent on a supply of relatively base-rich
spring water the wetter Deochanpaia caosj>itosa
association is treated as £ fades of the Agroofcis-
feacuo cotounnity* Unlike the afore-raentionod
iolinia co^i unity which is groBOd by sheep only
during June and July, the Acrostic-fescue type is
grused at all times of the year, but particularly
in the autumn, winter and early spring*
on the thin soils of the roclcy brows and knolls
end on the very steep slopes of the Park Lav/, hod,
Haimy Law, Shorthope, 'i'ho hanks, Fasset, and
Kolra Khowe, the main vegetation is of the hes-
chanpoia flexuooa - Festuoa ovina typo. The
soils are clmracteristically very dry and snuffy
with raany 3tonoo and rock fragments* 'i'ho
situation of tills type leaves it exposed to
atmospheric conditions and, owing to hill wufeh and
gravitational slipping to the more gentle slopes
below its soil is unstable• The habitat is
perhaps the most exacting and rigorous of any
found in this district*
As lias already boon mentioned, Calluna vulgaris
is not one of the major vogetational dominants
found on bourhope* Xt 13, liowever, a species /
9o,
S]>ecioG which decs occupy a considerable area of
the suri'ounding country, and as such, it is
included as one of the vegetation types invest¬
igated in tiie course of this work* -he areas
from w/xich the samples wore obtained are oliovm on
the Ordnance urvcy nap on page /0/f, The absence
of heather on the Sourhope Mils nay bo the
result of craning, immlng, or of oorie other factor
as yet unknown. What heather ronalns is of a
degenerate or very wot typo • It my be surmised
that the severe hacking arid erosion of the peat
on Cheviot (see Photo 9, ) and the remains of peat
hags on dourhope (sec Photo ~j. ) indicate that peat
at one time eovered a mch larger area than it
does at the present uay, only a few remnants on
the flatter hill-tops new remaining* Whether
tliis original peat-cover would support a heather
•f- h ou g K
vegetation, however probable, is uncertain.
t'iie final main vegetation type is that dominated
by N&rdus etrictc. This species has a wide range
of lmbitat and 1c found as a subsidiary species in
nearly all the other main vegetation types.
During the selection of sites for sampling, the
presence of tufts of Hardus was taken as an
indication of instability in the plant association
- and core :unitieo allowing tills were thus considered
non-typical examples • For this reason, wherever
possible, such "transitional" associations wore
avoided, as can be coon from the vegetation /
9i.
vegetation analys 19 figures for the Lesohanpslu
flexuoan and Calluna vulgaris typea. In the cases
of tii© iolinia and Agro&fcla-fescue types, however,
it was found that associations containing no tardus
were rare, imrticularly with respect to bolinia,
and it is now the writer's opinion that this species,
in small amounts, is a normal constituent of these
vegetation types, and does not necessarily imply
thnt the association is degenerating or is trans¬
itional*
'ill© Hardus corrtunity covers large areas on the
lower slopes of the nod and hark Law, the flat tops
of the Park Law, basset and Jiairny Law. S allor
associations may be found on the Qairs, Higg,
Shorthope and xuchope* The P-chil is almost
entirely covered by a dry, stony, liardus - Les-
chanpsia flexuooa type* Appreciable quantities
of haraus are also found on the old river terraces
of the hourhop© and Kaira bums*
To a much lesser extent six other coriumities
are represented* Of these the largest is the
Pteridiun aquillnum or bracken type found on the
lower slopes of tJ*e Lod, east face of the basset,
Jfalmy Law, biiorthope and Park Law* It Is, In
all cases sparse, thick bracken being found in only
a few very small patches* It Is most comon on
soils supporting vegetation of the Agrostle-fescue
and hesehftmpsia flexuose types* On the east
slope of i asset, or©scent-shaped associations of /
93.
of bracken colonise the ground above the exit of
springs, and bracken-rings, probably similar to
those described by Watt, can be seen on the lower
slopes of the bod (set- Ph o to S / and X ) • The
--.general low density of the bracken and the absence
i of associations where Pteridium was truly dominant,
excluded this community from those to be invosfcig-
l sited• Of tlie very wet communities, Carex spp,
become locally dominant on the wettest part of
flualios; and where ground water collects or
drainage Is impeded, the (-round is colon!sod, In
many cases almost exclusively, by Juncus communis.
This latter species is common along the lines of
choked drains and on the bottoms of the flat
valleys liable to flooding when the streams are
in spate# Of the wet heath species, Erlophoruta
vaginaturn is a common associate, attaining in a
tfew limited, areas sub-dominance to co-dominance •
Within the bounds of the farm, however, no
vigorous hripphorefcum exists. Vacclniura rayrtillu3
- the blaeberry - though a common subordinate
species in many of the plant assoclatione, nowhere
attains ucwdnaxice. In only one area is it found
in the role of co-dominant - on the very steep
upper slopes of The Franks (Cite 49, 'lap 2, page/03)
- at a height of 1,250 feet, where dominance is
shnrod with Nardus, As this spe cies is of
importance in upland pastures, this association
was sampled. The results are ix eluded with those /
93.
those of Hardus • The only other community wofctosy
of not© Is that containing Hlex europaeus. "lie
distribution of this species is very limited, and
it occurs always below 800 feet. It is confined
to two small areas on the steep lower slopes of
the Hoimy Law and to one area on the steep south
face of tote Kair.i Know©. The soil la dry ana stony
and is of the Deechampsia flexuosa type.
The only natural tree species represented on
t.*o ftuta la the hawthorn (Cratorus monogyna, Jacq.).
Two apeciiiona S)ilow in the steep, stony, colluvlal
soils on the south face of the Park Law and a few
more small stunted specimens on the steep screes
on the south-west face of Fasset. Ho tree
seedlings of Jmwthorn or any other species were
recorded at any place on the farm.
9*.
SWWiOFh - History/ of I'orect Cover- and Grazing#
Reliable reportg and records concerning the past
vogetatio.ifxl and gracing history of the Cheviot
Kills sire few# hesearch by HIng, however, into
old abbey and manse rocords lias brought tine
following Information to light#
The hourhope area has been inhabited for at
least 2000 years, the earliest indications being
the walled home-steads said to be of Cambro- British
Age. a well preserved example crowns the aunr.lt
of the Park Law, Fassot and Lairs* It nay b©
eisenraed that the scrub woodland which occupied
such suras- it sites would be cleared by these early
peoples who would possess e. certain number of
cattle# The grazing of those animals would
inhibit woodland regeneration on the cleared areas#
The area cleared would tlms be gradually extended,
to the valleys, and it may be assumed that the
more accessible hills such U3 the hark Law and
the j asset, liavo been under some form of regular
grazing since the 10th century.
From the 10th century onward, the area under
woodland in the loan accessible parts, which may
have included Auchope, was gradually cleared of
trees and scrub and by 1500, little of the
original tree cover remained. From 1560, the
grazing Intensity increased in all parts and from
175u, the cixaractorlstic southern upland type of /
?s.
of sheep farming riore or leas in its present day
form has been carried on. The available evidence
also allows that the sheep candying capacity per
acre has shown little or no oliange in the last
200 years*
A much fuller and wore detailed account on this
subject may be found in Hp King*© thesis * which
will be submitted within the next six months*
nuui'.oh SE
At the coi^i©ncement of this work sane invest¬
igations were made Into the various methods of
assessing and recording the species present in a
plant con- runity. Various factors had to be taken
into account • The method selected had to be
reasonably accurate, particularly with reference
to the dominant and sub-dominant species, and at
the same time it had to be speedy, and not
necessitate the use of heavy or cumbersome equip¬
ment.
Estimation methods were the first to be ruled
out, it being considered that much experience was
necessary before reliable ostinates of botanical
composition could be made by eye* 'his applies
particularly to tii© dense hill grassland associ¬
ations conprlslitg many fine-ond broad leaved species*
Tufts end tussocks composed of two or three species
ar comon, making estimations of the amount of
each species present in the sward a matter of
some complexity. Methods based on charting,
percents, e productivity and percentage ground
covered were also considered, but In practice wore ciB€tr\ecL
%# unsultod to the type of vegetation, and too
elaborate ant) time-consuming for the use for which
the results were required.
It was thus decided that a Specific frequency
method should be employed as discusoca by /
9Y.
by kaunkiaer (1), 1918, & Sfcapleaon (2), 1912.
This method is speedy and gives a reasonably
accurate estimate of botanical composition. Not
only so, but, of all the methods tried, results
are least affected by seasonal variations in the
herbage, a factor of Importance, when the short
season of growth of met of the hill species is
taken Into consideration.
Though the Specific frequency Method is of
little direct value as a means of quantitative
analysis, it litis been shown by Aahby (3), 1935,
that, vrnere the distribution of the species is
random, tii© chance of the occurrence of a given
species in a quadrat can be related to its density.
Also, blackmm (4), 1935, as (5) 1942, states that,
log^fyj' absence of a species can be correlated with
>i area cover? and further, oven where tlie distr¬
ibution is not random, an approximately linear
relationship exists between log^o^ absence mid
density. Thus the data obtained for botanical
analysis using the Specific Frequency method can
be related to density and % area cover. botanical
analyses usIn-; the foint quadrat Juave been carried
out for some years on the Mil vegetation of
dourhope Farm. It has been found, however, tliat
the uae of tils metliod, which is essentially a
specific frequency one, has certain disadvantages.
Among thes is the large number of observations
necessary and the sensitivity of the method /
98.
method to herbage length* This letter factor Is
a serious one when the results are to be used to
compare different plant connunitiee, the nature of
tli© work precluding the analysis of the sites at
the same tine of year.
When sa, ipllng grassland of liigh density,
Arc"; ibald (6) 1940, showed that a quadrat of 25 sq.
ens. or less is required. fhia small sis© of
quadrat ensures tliat the species are spread over
the frequency scale. For this reason the 25 aq.cn.
quadrat was used by the writer.
Consideration oust be given at tliis stage to the
number of throws of the quadrat neceac&ry to give
results v/hlch would ciiaraoterice tlie plant
community under investigation. h'iolen & ^Hrven
(7) 1950, using* a 25 sq. On. •quadrat, conclude
tliut 10u»12u quadrats are necessary. »<ith this
nunber of tlarows, they show that a speciee having
a frequency of 25b lias a Standard irror of about
25b i.e. 25 + or - 6. King, (8), working on
a Featuoa ovina •» I^aoharapeia flexuosa conrronity
of one twelfth of an aero found that the 25 sq.cia.
quadrat gave the best separation of species. He
further allowed, using the sane size of quadrat,
tlict species with a moon frequency of 40,a show a
variation for groups of 20 quadrats of 25 - 30b
of the mean, i.e. 40 f or • 10/12. For a frequency
of 10$ the variation was 50 - 60b of the mean i.e.
10 -f or - 5. At these low frequency levels /
99.
levels variation tirns torn!a to bo high# though It
is possible that a variation of 5 - 15^, (10 « 5)
v/here the species is of such lot? occurrence, is
of little practical importance. As the specific
frequency increases, the variation decreases, and
over 60p 3.F. any change that would take place as
the number of throws increased, would b© very
small. Archibald* (6) 1940, used 20 quadrats or
throws to examine a variety of com amities.
While 20 quadrats is insufficient to measure
accurately small differences in communities
belonging to the sari© plant association, it was
considered sufficient for the present purpose.
The figures obtained provide a means of ensuring
that each community is5indeed;an example of one
of the fivo major vegetation types investigated,
and of grouping the sites with a view to comparing
the soil conditions in each. It must be stressed
that the accuracy of the vegetation analysis
figures is euohj tiiat comparison of the ditiering
amounts of subsidiary species having low percentage
frequency figures with particular soil elinracter-
istlcs, mat be undertaken with caution.
too
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A0R0STI3 - FESCUE TYPE
The Agrostis-fescue vegetation type Is well
distributed over Sourhope J am although the amount
of ground It occupies is relatively small• It
Is conflneo. entirely to soils which are subject
to some form of flushing by spring water# The
com amities normally take the form of a fan with
the spring at the apex. Where the effect of the
spring water lessens, the vegetation becomes
"rougher", the better grasses being replaced by
Hereino striata, ants oxanthur.i odoratura and otlier
moorland grasses. Decchampsia caespitosa can
be treated as a constant species, being present
in varying amounts in all the sites but one. It
was thus considered that this species, even where
dominant, aho&ld be incluaod tr* the Agroafcis-
feseue type, Its habitat and soil differing &s
shown by the results in little more than the
amount or water present. To aid the dlsciis ion
of these findings, however, it has been found
convenient to group the sites with reference to
the presence or absence of gleying in the soil
profile (see pare 11cf)»





Agrostis spp. •• •• . 100 100
Festuoa ovina •• •• • GO 100 05
Desohampsia floxuoaa . • . 5 20
Anthoyjxrithxm odora turn • 55 G5 20
Poa pratenais •• •• . 25 10
Holcua mollis .• •. • 80 30
Festuoa rubra .. •• • - 45
Hardus strieta •. •• • 10 20
Galium saxatile •» . 5 35 55
Potentlllu erects .. • 5 m 40
buaula oanpoatris .. . 30 10
Caeex spp. *• .» • 10 10
Vacciniun myrtrillus • • . 10 - -
SCe.(]Li hg la docunfoe ns •. . . 5 - 5
Trifolium rcpeno *• • 15 «*► m























These sites are all fourn on gentle slopes
between 800 and 1,000 feet, where the soils are well
aerated and freely drainea. Flushing: is nowhere
intense, but is, nevertheless, present. a rootis
spp. are, in all eases, dominant, losfcuea ovina
generally being co dominant to sub dominant, though
varying from 100> S.F. in Site 8 to 30# in Site 51,/
/oV.
site 51,. Anfchoxanfchum odoratum* Poa pratensis,
and Galium saxatile are constant species in all
the sites, with beachanpsla flexuosa, iiolcus mollis,
Fostuca rubra, Potent;ilia erect©, and i^jschampsia
caespitosa in four out of the five. Trlfollua
ropens, wild white clover, whs found in or.e sito.
conditions under Type 1
■Mil Profile: In all, fifteen profiles were dug
for this type, the five shown diagram latically
on page /08 being composites of three for each sito.
The soils were all of the Rrown- iarth type and
contained enrtliworms In the upper layers.
An undooo? iposed or litter layer from is - if?
inches thick was present in ell the profiles.
This graded into a black null humus horizon from
# - 1 inch thick. In Rite 6 no true Ixurrua layer
was present, though liuimia staining was evident In
the top three inches of the profile. Humus
staining w o also observed below the hiwsus layer
in bites li and 51. From 0 - 10 inches below
the humus layer the soil was a brown to dark-brown,
well aerated, medium loan containing many ofconoa
and roots. This in turn gxuded Into or showed
a sharp junction with a stony, gravelly subsoil
of medium-loam to sandy-clay texture. Aeration
was good and drainage free except in Site 51, where
the clay percentage increased with depth, and there
was slight mottling at 26 inches. The colour
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Slojbe ~ I 15.
I o9.
all the profiles sane precipitation of iron had
been taking place* This was most clearly shown
in Sites 8 and 9, the fomer site showing a ten¬
dency to form an iron pan, though no true pan was
present#
hoso on Ij^nition; 111© humus was all of the bleclc,
crumbly mull type. Loss on Ignition figures range
in the top-soils from 17.3;« in Site 9 to 21.5,3
in Site 0. '?he subsoil range is 8.4$ in Site 44
to 15.4/i in 31 to 8.
i.ator/itumua 1 or the topsoil samples, the
range of deter/Humus is 1.2 in Site 8 to 2.8 in
Sites 44 and 51. The subsoils are all generally
wetter than tho corresponding topsolls apart from
| Site 44, the range being from 2.1 in Sites 6 arid 8
to 4.1 in Site 51. Thin very high figure In
Site 51 $ay be accounted for by the depth at wliich
the sample was taken (28 inches), where, as has
already been mentioned, slight signs of impeded
drainage were evident.
J2&« The toj>3olls in this type show a very close
similarity in pH, tho range being o; ly from 4.U -
4#9. The subsoils arc all less acid fclian tlieir
corresponding topsollo ranging from 5.2 in Site 8
to 5.5 in Lite 51.
• o<c} inn, Pablo calcium: Only Itas d, 8 and 9 were
analysed for excJinngeablo calcium. The topsoil
fig-uros ran,;',© from 0.054,3 calcium to 0#089,> calcium,
and the subsoils from 0,071> to 0.116,> calcium. /
no.
calcium* The subsoils are all higher than trje
topaoila, correapO-uain.; with the lower acidity at
depth.
Available Phosphates g The topsoil range is small,
be inn iron 4.4 Big. per 100 g. in Bite 51 to 7.7
nig. in Site 6. Til® subsoil range is from 4 rag.
in Site 9 to 26 nig. in Bite 44. The comparison
with topsoil figures sl ows little change in -it©a
6, 8 and 9, end an incre. se in the subsoil in
Sites 44 anu 51.
available Potassium The rang© in the topsoils is
from 0.50 g« in Sit© 9 to 0.77 g. in Site 51.
The subsoils are all lower in potassium than the
corresponding topsoils the range being 0.37 . . in














Lumber of --ites /
• 0, 8, 9# 44 and 51.
- 5.
• 50.
• 19.2^ (17.3 « 21.3).
• 1.9 (1.2 f. 2.8)
• 4.9 (4.8 f. 4.9)
» 0.5 mgtt/lOO gma. (4.4 • 7.7)
• 0.04 gma. (0.55 * 0.77)
- 0.069,* (0.054 * 0.009)
(28 estimations)
• 0, 0* 9, 44 and 51.
Number of Sitea •» 5.
Number of Samples • 15#
Sons on Ignition - 11.1# (8.4 - 13.4)
Water/humus Ratio • 2*6 (aa * 4.1)
pH «* 5*4 (5.2 * 5.6)
Available Phosphates «• 11.2 Btgaa • (4.0 * 20.0)
Available Potassium • 0.47 grae. (0.37 - 0.53)
Exchangeable Calcium • 0.001/9
(9 estimations)
(0.071 - 0.116).




8 i t e
39 40 45 48 50 59
Agrostis app. •• •• 00 95 90 20 25 05
Festuca ovlnn •« •• - 55 - - -
Deachanpsia flexuosa • 5 5 - 10 6
Anthoxanthum odoratura 30 10 35 25 15 -
Poa pratensia .. •• 30 35 50 10 15 5
Rolens mollis • • •• 60 60 30 50 70 40
Featuca rubra •• •• 70 30 35 60 65 55
Norciua stricta •• •• 30 10 10 • - -
Galium saxatile • •. «# 4» - *• 5
Potentllla orecta •• «» m 5 10 10 15
Lu&aia camp©stria •• 5 5 30 m •
darex spp. .« •• 15 30 10 30 15 15





39 40 45 48 do 59
Sieglingia decumbens.. 30 5 35 am tea
|
Trifolium repens .. 50 60 35 10
Juncus communis .• 5 - - 20 25
Deschampsia caespitosa 25 35 60 85 9 0 50
These sites occur between 800 and 1,100 feet on
Sourhope. Site 59 was not on Sourhope and its pos¬
ition is shown on the O.S. Map, pagelOh— The sites
are all subject to more active flushing than those
in Type 1, and are found on less acid, wetter soils#
Though Type 2 shows a more varied vegetation than
Type 1, the soils are all closely comparable and
each shows a gley horizon at no great depth below
the surface.
Vegetation Analysis:
Agrostis spp in this type share dominance with
Deschampsia caespitosa, Pestuca ovina being re¬
presented only in Site 45• In Sites 48 and 50,
Deschampsia caespitosa is dominant, forming large
* tussocks. Growing within the tussocks, Pestuca
rubra is abundant. Between the tussocks Holcus
mollis, Agrostis spp, Anthoxanthum odoratum, Poa
pratensis and Carex spp form the ground vegetation.
In Site 45 the S.P. percentage of Deschampsia caes¬
pitosa is high, but here it is of a non-tussocky
//3.
I
fcussocky type, being a subsidiary op to Agroetie,
j.t forma jjttrti't of tlic swfUHl with Festuca ovlna,
Anthaxanthun odoratum, foa pratensie, liolous mollis,
. estuca rubra and Trlfolium ropens* '-lie position of
Site 45 on heavily grazed, sheltered low ground,
account for the non-tufted habit of the hes-
Champaia eaespotisa and the high percentage of roa
prafconsis, It should be noticed fchfrt this site is
the driest of the six in the type, in Site 59, the
slope is very gentle (lj2u) add sheep prase over it
Uiroughout the y^ar, The boschampsia caospitoaa
forms small, compact scattered tussocks with Fee-
tuca rubra, the ground between the tussocks being
dominated by AgroBtis spp,• holcus mollis and
Jarox spp, In Sites 39 ants 40 the beschampsla caesj#
pitoaa again forms a few very small tussocks and
is more lixe the type found in hit© 45. Tliese two
sites en e on wet flushes, with a high percentage of
Trifolium repena and liolcua mollis, and in ite 39,
Festuca rubra.
Taking the analysis generally, Agroetia app, Poa
2>ratensis, Holcus mollis, iesfcuea rubra, Carex spp,
and Jeschanpaia caospitosa are common to all the
sites, and ^eachompsl© flexuosa, Anfchoxanthura
odomtum, Hardus strict©,, Potentilla erect© and
Trifolium repens are present in four or more,
»oil Conditions under iypo 3,
ioil Profile t eighteen soil profiles wore dug and
"
described for this type, the diagrams on page II5"
lor each site, being © composite of tiireo descr- /
////-
descriptions« The profiles, all showing a cloy
horizon, arc of the Brown-Earth type, showing no
signs of podsoillxatlan and containing earthworms
in the sub-surface horizons* The litter layer
varies from ^ - 2 inches* Unlike Typo 1 these
profiles have no distinct hums layer immediately
below the litter* bites 50 and 48 show some
hums staining in the upper 2-5 inch* * but this
is well mixed with Mineral matter and cannot be
claused as a true humus layer* The humus present
is of a well decomposed mil typo and is well
distributed through the top G - 9 inches of the
soil* This gives the soil a darker colour than
that found in Type 1, the main colours being from
dark-brown to black-brown. The texture is also
heavier than that of Type 1, ranging from medium
loa*"* through heavy loams to a clay loam In bit© 48
The upper horizons contain a few atones and are
well aerated with .any roots* In Sites 30 and
89, the aerateu layor passes through a horizon,
of gritty, heavy, sandy clay allowing a slight
mottle before the gley horizon is reached* In
the other four sites there is no Intermediate
layer and the aerated topsoil lies immediately
on the gley h.orizon* The subsoils are all heavy,
redriah-groy, gritty clays which normally become
finer in texture with depth. Numerous rounded
large stones are prosent in the subsoils, sugg¬
esting that the parent notorial of this type /
AGROSTIS II.
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typo is a heavy glacial till. In some sites
{Site 59) mottling was very Intense, showing bright
colours of orange and brown, In contrast to the
normal grey of the lower horizons.
Loss on Ignition: The topsoils show a much larger
variation in Loos on Ignition percentage than in
Type I - tii© range being from 10.Op in Site 45
to 36.0;j in Site 40. It Is of intercut to note
tliat the high Loss on Ignition figures of Sites
4<i and be correspond to the dominance of iJesciiam-
psia caespitosa. The subsoils are all low
(nto 48 could not be sampled due to oozing water
filling tit© hole), ranging from 0.2p in Sit© 59
to 3.7,4 in Site 45. Owing to flooding in Site 50,
the subsoil samples v?er© taken at only 10 inches
and are thus perhaps not truly repreaentativo.
ater/humus Katie i This soil tyr o is the wettest
of all the non-peaty soils, having a topaoil
range of 5.8 in Site 45 to 4.6 in Site 48. The
subsoils tend to be slightly wet er than fclio
correspoiuiifjg topsoila though there is no great
increase in any single case, and in 81to 59 the
subsoil Is, if anything, a little drier.
;j±.i -he hithest pM results from the seven hundred
samples analysed were found In tills type. In
the topaoils, the pH ranged from 5.0 In Oifce 40
to 5.7 in hit© 40, being highest in Sites 59 and
40, where active flushing was taking place.
The subsoils are all less acid tiian the topsoils, /
//y.
fcopsolls, ranging from 5.4 in Kit© 50 to 6.1 In
Site 45. This latter figure is the *xighest mean
pH found In any site on the farm.
|jcchanj-cable Caleiua: Sites 39, 40 and 50 were
estimated for exchangeable calcium. The topaoll
rm^e, from 0.079$ In Site 39 to 0*155$ In sit©
40 lo the highest of all the vegetation types
Investigated. The subsoil range is also high
<0.057 In Site 39 to 0.103 In Site 40) though
the results show that the subsoils are lower than
their corresponding topsails.
Available rises?;hatea i Phosphates are all very
lovj, the topsoil range being only 3.0 ag. per
100 g. In Kites 39, 40 and 45 to 6.2 rag. in Kit© 48.
The subsoils arc all similar to the topsoil figures
or higher, the range being from 4.0 mg. in Kites
39 and 40 to 17.0 mg. in Site 59.
Avnliable fotnanlum: This type shows a high anotint
of available potassium in the topsoils - range
0.52 g. in Site 39 to 0.78 g. in Site 40 ~ and is
rated as "High" to "Very high" by arable standards.
The subsoils ore lower, ranging from 0.37 g, in
Site 45 to 0.44 g. in Sit© 40.
S ;M iATflf 0: KKSTOES
To soils:
Site Hoe. • 39, 40, 45, 48, 50 and 59.
dumber of Kites • G.
timber of Samples

























- 4.0 mgms. (3.0 -» 6.2)
• 0.61 fjaa. (0.52 - 0.70)
• Q.lllJ, (0.079 - 0.155)
(30 estimations)



























The Distribution of tSescharapsia caespltosa
In the Agxnjstie-fescue Type related to











































Prom the at>ove Table Do. 3 a the distribution of
Lescharapsla eaeapltoea can be seen In relation to
Vi/li and the presence or absence of gleying. ©cause
of what has already been said concerning t e error
in the method of vegetation analysis (see Page%)»
Sbeci'es
when dealing with spp of low frequency, no attest
will be iifti'.e to compare snail differences of percent¬
age frequencies with changes in water content. The
A.
ovcijll picture lias, however, some lnt>. resting joints
species
with reference to the occurrence of this mp on oour-
hope 'arm.
j>sche* ^C0«sp-ras*.
In the two sites, nOs. 34 and 51, where r?c did not
occur, no gleying was observeu in the profile apart
from a alight mottle at depth in Ho. 51.
/£0.
J>«scUo.u.f'y^
In sites 6, 8, 9, 29, and *±4, fe was present in
relatively snail amounts (5 - 45, ~ an d the b/H factor
had a mean of 1.90 (range 1.3 • 2•8). Ho gleying
was ap arent In any of these profiles.
In sites 30, 40, 45, 48, 50, and 59, a gley
horizon was present, th< depth from the soil surface
be In?;* indicated In the Table. r.*he percentage of
x-eschanpaiu caespltosa ranges from 25 - 90g and
the mean of the V01 rates Is 3.9 with a range of
3.2 - 4.6.
Comparable \i/H subsoil figures for the non-
gleyed types are 2.2 (Rang© 2.1 - 2.3) and for the
gleyed (3.0 - 4.6}• In site 29, trie stibsall vas
composed of rock rubble and was not sampled, and
in site 48, seeping water prevented sampling.
It Is thus apparent that on Sourhope, i ©acharap-
sla caespltosa is found in greatest abundance
where the soils are wet and have a gley horizon at












Tiiia vegetation type la very poorly represented
oil bourhope arm and for this reason the areas
sampled were not on the farm, with the exception
of oite 01. The figures and analyses were
obtained from talroost cnC Helao Cleugh (Bowmont),
Heatherho >e (in the headwaters of tl e Cale Water)
and from sites at the head of the College Valley,
0:1 the Ingllsh side of. the border in the foothills
of the Cheviot. These areas are indicated on
the 0.3. ;iop, pagfi/otf. # it was considered that
Calluna Vulgaris covers such large areas in the
Cheviot Hills, tin t it should be included in the
main vegetation types investigated in the course
of this work. (See "Photos 10 ccncL /j_).
Two main types of Cailunu cites have boon
distinguished, depending on soil profile: Tyro 1 •
Galium dominant on peat over 0 Inches in depth,
ana Type ii » ealluna dominant on "pe. t" under 0
Indies. These two types will be described
separately.
SftM * -
Calluna on Peat over 8 inches in Thickness
Cites 47. 56. 57'and G1
Lo<t-p •£. ct,-r^
The sites from which the data wsss obtained were
situated between 1,100 - 1,600 feet, on land wi ich
was flat or gently sloping. The organic layer
is ,
w-s a true peat, having been formed /
Phot o. 1, Or- (He atha rnopo)
This shows the type of country
at the sourea of the Kale Water
where some of una Calluna sites
used in this thesis are situated.
'The heatner oeour in patches on
the hillsides no single area
covering a very large acreage,
see also Photo. 8.
Photo, li. {College Valley)
Here the heather Is much more
widespread than at deatheriiopo.
The peat is cut for fuel, the work¬
ings being visible in the right
foreground of the photograph.
/<P3.
formed under very wet reducing conditions* Site3
47, 56 and 61 are climatic peats, and Site 51, by
virtue of its position on the valley floor, is of
tlie Basin peat type.
TABLB 5".
Vi^BVATXOI- AhnbxolS
fereenta,-,o of Specific r'reuuencv
cuIAuua vulgaris
Desoliampsla flexucsa •
Vacclnium myrtlllu* • •
Potentllla erecta ••
Wardus strict© • • • *
Agrostis spp. • • ••




Irica tetralix •• • •
























Calluna vulgaris is in all the cases dominant
and tii© only species present in all of the four
analyses* In Bites 57 and 61, i.e. on the very
deep peats, hriophorum vaginaturn is sub-dominant.
»ft*eth«r tills species was at one tine dominant mid.
is now being ousted by Callumi, is not known*
Leaf bases found at 10 inches in Site 61 were /
/3H-.
Phoco. 12. (Slta /t.7)
Galluno vulgaris wicn pasciias 1
of Junoua aqucrrosua.
/as.
wore thought to be those of Krtophorum* The
frost depth of the poet in these two sites, however,
suggests that farther study would si«rw a success¬
ion fron Spiiagnura peat, through 2riophorum types
to Calluna peat. It is of interest to note that
tree roots were found at 50 inches in Site 57,
though no forest remains were found in Sit© 61.
In Site 47, which is the driest site in this group,
snail amounts of beschampsle floxuosa and Vacc-
inium myrtillus occur. Junous squarrosus is
also present, forming small patches among the
heather. See Photograph No. IX • tardus striata
is present in appreciable quantity in Site 56.
Whether this is due to burning is not known.
Site 56, however, is the only site of the ten
investigated which contains Nardus. On the
wetter areas, Sites 56 and 57, heirpus caeapitosus,
Molinla caerulea, arid fries tetr&llx are common,
and on the very wet Site 61, Itapetrum nigrum is
frequent. Agrostie spp. and Potentllla erecta
are present in Site 56, but arc not cliarocter¬
istic of the type.
foil Conditions under Cnllnna ';Vr>c 1
Soil Profiles; In Sites 57 and 61, the peat was
so deep that the mineral soil wee not reached in
the profile. It is estimated that the peat in
both sites was at least 7-8 feet thick. In
the uppermost la^er of both those sites, the peat
was much blacker and more crumbly than the /
/9 b „
the dark-bixiwn pout found below. 11x1b blacker
layer 4 - 6 inches thick below the surface litter
may be due, either to more aerated conditions near
the surface of the peat, or to the fact that it
has been formed by a different species of plant
than that which formed the peat below. The writer
suggests that, as the peat below is brovm and very
fibrous end tliet above is crumbly and black, they
are of different origins, and that Galium lias
ousted an Kricphorum type of vegetation due to
crying of the surface layers of the peat. In
Sites 47 and 50 the peat Is 9 - 14 inches deep
(fee Photo Ko. /3 )• Both the peats rest on on
Impervious sub-peat layer causing water to seop
from the peat - mineral soil junction. In Site
56 tliis impervious la^cr is formed by 4 inches of
heavy, dork brown, huiose loan, with an incipient
iron pan £ inch thick at 10 inches. below the
iron pan the subsoil is an orange-brown, gritty
sandy-clay containing large rounded otones.
Tlx© subsoil becomes greyer with depth. In 51 te
47 the drainage is impeded by 6 Indies of highly
impacted, grey-brovm, stony clay Immediately
below tlx© peat. Tills horizon shows a sliarp
transition at 15 inches to a free-draining, red-
brown, gritty clay with many stones. The subsoil
is composed of a light-brown, highly compacted,
gritty clay.











































__L /> /»poha.r[> dUnction.
1 Grading cX/ncl'ion,












Height "</' 'OOfI Roj ile to b0*.
Litter.






j> eat. Sphacj n u m 3
Heiqht" I b0 Oft,
Slope ~ Level. Stoj>
T» T
"Level.
Photo. 1^. (Site 56)
Profile under Cailuna vulgaris
("organic" type). Note lateral
seepage at the base of tne peat
horizon. For profile description
see page /a*.
/£<?.
Loos on Ignition; The Loss on Ignition figures
are very high for this type, ranging In the top-
soils fron 80.7;* in Sito 47 to 97.lh in Site 61.
In trio deep peat type only one profile was dug per
sito, three subsoil samples being taken at various
depths. The pent analysis figures are given at
the end of this section. In Sites 47 and 56,
(tliree profiles in each), the Loss on Ignition
percentage ranged from 10.8 to 17.4b
w: tor/hwma ->>atlot Hi© peats in this type are all
very wet, ranging in the topcolls from 3.51 in
Site 47 to 6.61 in Site 61. In the subsoils th©
cleop peat type is wetter - 5.59 in Site 57 and
9.20 in Site 61 - than its corresponding topsoil
while the mineral subsoil below the sliallowcr
peat is g little drier (3.43 in Sito 47 and 3.80
in Site 56).
gHt The topsoil peats are very acid, ranging from
3.6 in Site 57 to 3.9 in Site 61. Hie peat
subsoils show little change In acidity fron the
topsoil figures, though the mineral soil subsoils
are much les^ acid than their corresponding top-
soils, the pH in each case being 4.9.
available rhoaohatoai Phosphates are very low
throughout the type, the topnoil range being from
3.1 ng« per 100 g. in Site 61 to 6.1 Big. in
Site 47. The subsoils ore all between 3 and
4 Big.
, vuilftblo i'ota- rlumt /
/3o.
Available Potassit-in: Potassium is very hiyh in
the topaoila, ranging from 0,8 g. in Site 57 to
1.10 g, in Site 61. It should, be borne in cilnd
that by arable standards, over 0.75 g. la rated
"very high" • '.he peat subsoils are also high
in potassium, fchouch a little lower than the




















- 3*8 (3.6 L 3.9).
-» 4.1 tat;a&/lQ0 gms (3.1 - 6.1).
- 0,92 mo* (0.80 . 1,10).
• 0.044/a (0.033 • G.054)
(13 estimations)
















































hJMt ii/n £2^5mi w K8Q ua• A>
97.2 8.30 3.9 3.0 0.97
98.7 10.35 3.9 3.0 0.61 -
98.3 8.95 3.7 3.0 1.12 —








CalXtma on Peat loan than 8 Inches thick
Sites 68. 53, 54. 55. 50 ami 60
This type of Callunetum, growing on e very thin
organic layer, was found on steeper slopes than
Type 1, the steepest being approximately 1»4,
and the nost gentle 1:15. These sites ore sit¬
uated on the upper and lov/er slopes of the hills
at heights between 700 and 1,400 for t. As
already discussed in the section under soils
(page 76.)t the organic layer should be termed




Percent.!!.; o of ficogjflc Frequency
3pcci©3
Site
52 53 54 55 53 60
Calluna vulgaris • • 100 100 100 100 IOC- 100
Deschampala flexuosa • 5 5 - 45 75 10
Vaccinium myrtillus •• 5 5 - 45 75 10




52 53 54 55 58 60
Featuca ovina •• •• 15 • e» m «* m
Luauln sylvaticn • •• 5 «» - - -
Pterldium aquilinam- •• e» - <m e» 5 -
Tiiis drier type of Uallunetum is floristioally
very poor, seven species being represented In the
six analyses# Of these, only two, apart from
Call na vulgaris, play any significant role#
These ore Deschnmpala flexuosa and V&cciniun myrt-
illus# In Site 54, Cnlluna tsras exclusive, no
other species being present apart from moss#
Mosses are not Included In the Specific frequency
figures. In Site 58, the Vaeoinlua Is very short
and nowhere attains even local dominance# The
Calluna on this site is regularly burned# In
Site 55, appreciable amounts of ijoschampsla
flexuosa and Vaccinium occur, but in Sites 53, 53
and (50, subsidiary species are so few and of such
low frequency tiiat tho Calluna could almost be
termed "exclusive"•
foil conditions tumor Calluna #» Type 3
Soil Profile: The litter layer varies from % inch
to 2 inches. This grades Into a layer of raw mor
humus, which, in the sites examined, reached a
maximum thickness in Site 58 of 5 Inches and a
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FhOtO. lit. {Bits
Proflis under Galluna vulvarla
("aslnaml** type). For profile
description sec pe&a /3o.
/JS.
jthwdB is in every case brovm-black in colour, and
crumbly, containing many fine ixiots. The raor
layer grades or shows a sharp transition into a
gritty, dark-brown to grey-brown, medium loam,
2 to 8 inches thick. This horizon is normally
hums stained in the top few inches. In Bite 60,
immediately below the hums layer, is a greyer
horizon 2 inches thick# It is probably tho
primitive Ag horizon of a podsol# A similar, but
better developed, grey horizon is shown in Bite 53.
In Sites 52, 53, (So© Photo. Ho# I If.) 58 and 60 the
gritty, medium loam passes directly into a medium -
orange to ortuige-brown subsoil of varying texture#
These subsoils are all very stony, and, in many-
cases, braahy# The stones are angular in ites
52, 53 and 60, and are mixed angular and rounded
in Site 58# In Bite 54, the sub-humus, gritty,
medium loan pas-.es into a grey, very gritty, sandy
clay which shows some mottling# This, in turn,
rests on a mottled, orange-brown, sandy-clay sub¬
soil contuiiiing small angular stones# In Site 55,
the profile grades from the dark-brown medium loan
through 6 inches of braahy, orange-brow*i, sandy-
clay to a purple-brown, gravelly, sandy clay.
Loss on Ignition: In this type of Galluneturn, the
organic matter contains a much Jilgher percentage
of talneral matter than that found in Type 1. at
tho 3arae time, it should be remembered that the
topsail samples wore taken to 5 Inches, so that /
/J6
that pt»rt of the mineral, sub-pout layer will be
Included In the analysis. The topooils range from
23«g/» in aite 52 to 50.G>» in Site 38. The sub¬
soils ar« all much lower, giving results from
G.3;« In Site 54 to 19.4;. In Site GO.
Water/'turns Katiot Although much drier than the
deep peat type of Callunetum, the soils are still
generally wet, 1 laving a topsoil range of Water/*
Ihiraus from 2.70 in Site 55 to 3.53 in Site 58.
The subsoils show no constant relationship to the
corresponding topsoils, in come cases (Sites 52,
58 and GO) being drier, and in others (Sites 53,
54 end 55), wetter. The subsoils which are
wetter are those of the lieavier, sandy cloy texture.
Hi© topsoil range of acidity is from 3.7 in
Site 54 to 4.1 in Site 52. It is tiiua slightly
leas uulu tnan the deep peat type. The subsoils
are again much less acid tluui the topsoils,
the range being from 4.8 in bite 54 to 51 in kite
55. In this, they closely resemble the mineral
soil under the deeper peats.
Available Phosphates1 The topsoil range for
phosphates is higher than tliat for the deep peats,
being from 3.5 mg. per 100 g. in Site 58 to 10.9
rag. in bite 52. The subsoils of this type of
Callunetum arc remarkably high in available phos¬
phates, ranging from 13.0 tag. per loo g. in bite
53 to 62.0 iag. in bite 54. A result of over
26.0 rig• per 100 g. is rated "very high" by arable /
/jy
arable standards. The subsoil Maples from wlzich
these mean phosphate figures are obtained, were
all re-checked, end gave closely comparable results.
available r'otassltzm: The potash range of the top-
soils is again high and aiiovis little variation
between sites - 0.73 g. in Site 32 to 0.81 g. in
Site 60. The subsoils arc all lower, the range











52, 53, 54, 55, 58 and GO.
9.
90.
36.8;* (25.2 - 50.6).
3.00 (2.70 - 3.53).
3.9 (3.7 - 4.1).
6.9 mgma/lQO >gms (3.5 - 10.9).
0.77 gras (0.73 - 0.81).










52, 53, 54, 55,mid 58, 60.
5.
IS.
11.9# (6.3 - 19.4).
3.2 (2.43 - 4.16).
4.9 (4.7 - 51).
28.5 m,^na/l00 gras(13.0 - 62.0).
Available Potassium
exchangeable Calcium
0.50 gms (0.39 - 0.59).




The ivioor flat grass, h'ardus strieta, is found at
i
all altitudes and is present, to some extent, in
almost all the vegetation types on Sourhope Farm*
It tolerates a wide range of soil conditions, but
is most com on where the soils are acid with a
sub-aurfaee raw :xumus or peat horizon* .despite
its widespread distribution, this species does
not dominate largo areas, usually occurring in the
sub-dominant to frequent category* In the course
of selecting sites for investigation, Hardus was
treated by tlie writer as an indicator of changing
or transitional conditions in a plant association*
For this reason, where possible, plant associations
of the other four types examined which contained
a liigh percentage of harduo, were excluded* In
the areas where Hardus was dominant, two main sub¬
types were distinguished with inference to soil
profile* In the first sub-typo, the sub-litter
liorizon is a raw humus band, ^ to 1$ Inches thick;
in the second, the Narrius grows on "peat", 4 to
HO inches hum**
s&z&usit - '-wfeg - yto sas '"ytem
sites 13. 19. 20. 38. SB. aa ana ea
This tyi>e of Hardus vegetation is found on the
lower, more gentle hill slopes, between 700 and
1,050 feet mid with a slope between ltd and It20.
The soils are leached and free-draining*
/3 9.




13 19 20 36 38 63
liardua stricta • • . • 100 85 100 100 05 85
/igrostis spp* •• 75 55 63 05 75 60
Deschampsla Tlejcuooa * * 60 95 80 70 55 20 55
20 45 45 20 - 20
Galium saxatile • •• • 65 35 35 55 30 5 20
Potentllla ereota •• • 70 50 40 75 •ft 25 45
Lunula cot ipeatrla « • . 35 55 5 10 •ft 25 5
i-oa pratensis • • •• • •* - mm - •ft 5 mm
Oarex spp* •• •* * - 5 5 - •ft •ft •ft
Vaociniura sayrtillue •• * - 20 10 m m •ft 25
Anthoxantlxum odoratum . 25 5 20 55 25 40 10
- • m 5 65 -
i'ostuoa rubra «• •• 5 mm m - 10 60 15
Luzula sylvafcica •« ♦ •* W 23 5 m •ft •
SCecjLtn q La. dvoxwhona * • « 5 - mm 4ft m 5 •ft
i^atnyrus montamis • • • • mm 3 •ft mm 10 5
Deschampsia caespitosa * m mm - - mm 15 mm
Trlfolium repens • • • •* mm m mm m 20 -
llardus sfcricta la in ell cases dominant, with Agr»«
oofcio spp., Deeohar^psia flexuosa, Galium aaxatile
ana #aiti'joxaiitiiU£u oclorutum present in all seven sites.
Vhe percentage of Agrostis and tieschampela /
/uo.
Hioto. 1>. (Slt4 >d)
tardus striata - Agpoatia spp.
I communisy. This Is a typical
Hrough" Agroatla type prooaDiy diss
to ens nanvy grazing throughout
the y«sr.
IH-!
iJesciitumsla flexuoaa is high, those species being
con on sub-dominants• The analysis for Site 38
is of interest when compared with those of the
otaer six sites* The profile end soil analysis
results indicate that this association, though
dominated by I tardus, is of a much better type,
more akin to the wetter Agroatls-fescue community
already described (see page III )• This is borne
out by the subsidiary species. The presence of
Trifoliun ropons, Desehonpaia cnespitosa arid Poa
pratenois indicates a higher level of coil fert¬
ility, a fact confirmed by the very low percentage
of Galium aaxntllo and heschc psia flexuosa.
Festuca ovina, Potentilla ©recta and Ltizula
oampestrie are found in six out of the seven sites,
and Vaccinlum riyrtilluo, Jiolcus mollis (note
particularly Site 38), Festuca rubra (N.B. Site 38),
bathyrus laontanua and Lunula sylvafcica are com on
associates. hutuls sylvaticn, considered by some
to be a woodland relict, is fotrnd in widely scatter¬
ed patches on Sourhope.
Soil Conditions under hard.ua Gub-Typo 1
"oil Profile:
In this type eleven complete profiles were taken
In Sites 13, 3G, 38 and G3. These are shown as
a composite diagram for each site on page /4-3 •
In sites 10, 20 and 22, lack of time prevented
complete profiles from bein^ taken. The top 10
inches of each were exposed, however, and /
Cl-r e
and the uata is given on page /£3 , Tlie presence
ox* the thin, sub-litter humus layer in each per¬
mitted their inclusion in this sub-type.
A well defined litter horizon from to 2 Inches
thick is present in all seven profiles. This
tirades in all the sites, with the exception of
Site 30, Into a fibrous, black, nor hums layer
from § to 1 inch thick. In Site 30, tlie top
2 inches of tiie mineral horizon are humus stoined,
though no true humus layer is present. The soil
below the huiaua layer varies from light-brown to
blaok-urown in colour. Tiae texture is e light
to medium loan. Angular or round stones are
normally present, and the horizon is free-draining
and well aerated. horthwoms were only found in
Site 38. Tlxis horizon is from 4 to 0 inches thick.
In Sites 13, 36 and 63, the sub-humus horizon
pauses immediately into tlie subsoil. This varies
in texture from an almost pure gravel in Site 13
to a gravelly or sandy clay in Sites 36 and 63.
The subsoil colour is red or orange-brown, and
iron staining is can on. The subsoils are all
free-draining with no indications of drainage
impedance. In Site 38, the profile shows below
the dark-brown topooll a light-brown, atony, olay-
louu iiorizon. This grades into the time subsoil,
which is a tjrejr, wet, sandy clay, with many large





















































































































































It nay be mentioned at tills juncture tliafc, by
virtue of its profile and soil cliaracfceriafcics,
SIto 30 should hove been more correctly ^^rouped
with the gloyed type of /igroatls-fescue eotataunlty.
The vegetation Is, however, doainantly Nardus
stricta, and as the sites were selected on a veget-
atioiuu. oaaie, it .mat therefore be included in
this type# Hi© analysis figures will therefore
be given separately at tiie end of tills section,
and not Included in the general discussion of this
type#
Loss on tfrpflt
ill© topooll fhjuroa vary from 19.5^ in Site 36
to 29.6^ in Site 22. The subsoils are all lower,
showing a range from 11.6,1 in bite 36 to 15.7,a
in Site 13.
Wator/liumus hafclot
These soils are relatively dry, the topcoil
results showing a Water/Humus range frami.13 in
Site 13 to 2.74 in Site 63. The subsoils vary
from l.oY In cite 13 to 2.36 in Site 63. They
are thus drier, or oiily slightly wetter tixan their
corresponding topsails.
J2&*
When compared with the other vegetation types
examined, the soils are not very acid, ranging
from ph 4.4 In Sit© 63 to 5.1 in Site 36. Hie
subsoils are all loss acid tlian the topsoils, /
IH-6.
topaoils, varying: from pii 4.0 In Sit© 63 to 5.3
In Site 36.
ycliary-cable CaIclunt
The topsollo arc relatively very low in exchange¬
able calcium. Of the five sites for which esfc-
inations were mdc, the lov/eot was 0.024$ calcium
In site 13 and the highest 0.035 In Sit© 20. Two
subsoils' results are available - Site 13 - 0.018,!
Calcium, and Site 36 - 0.032$ calcium.
Available Phosplmteeg
The topeoil range of available phosphates, from
4.1 mg. per 100 g. in Site 63 to 13.0 rag. in Site 13
is a relatively low one. The subsoils, however,
have the very high results of from 20 mg. per
100 g. in Site 36 to 48 rag. in Site 13. This is
very similar to the phosphate status of topsolls
and subsoils under the thin raor layer type of
Cnlluna.
Available ■ otaaniurn
The trend shown by many of the soils analysed,
of high potassium in the topsoils and. low potassium
in the subsoils, is carried on in this type. The
topsoil rar^e is from 0.43 g. in Site 13 to 0.85 g.
in Site 63, wliile the corresponding subsoil is
always lower, varying from 0.24 g. in Site 13
to 0.66 g. in Site 63.
/U-b.
Sumriarv of Kesulfcs for 1 'ardus f5ub-»Tvrse 1
TcmsolXs i
Site Nos. m 13, 10, 20, 22, 36 and 63.
Number of Sites m 6m
Umber of Samples 46*
Mean ijqas on ignition m 24 • 6/9 (19.5 mm 29.6).
It bafcer/Uutsus initio mm 2.19 (1.10 m 2.74).
tt pH m 4.7 (4.4 mm 5.1 ).
(1 Available Phosphates - 6.6 mgms/lQO gjna (4.1 - 13.0),
II Available Potassium - 0.62 gms (0.43 m 0.85).
O Exchangeable Calcium - 0.03Oh Ca. (0.024 m 0.035).
(36 estimations).
Subsoilsi
SitO bos. 13, 36 and 63.
Number of Sites m 3.
dumber of Samples mm G.
I Mean loss on Ignition mm 13.0# (11.6 m 15.7).
it Cafcor/l-fumus iiafcio m 2.05 (1.57 m 2.38).
ti pH • 5.0 (4.3 mm 5.3).
it available Phosphates m 37.7 s^eis/lGO gnus (20,0 mm 48.0).
n Available Potassium m 0,44 gms (0.24 m 0.66),
n ' ixehftngeablo Calcium mm 0,025h Ca. (0.01£ • 0,032),
(5 ©stteations)
MA I osuits for Site 30:
n li • I a ,. WA PH PgOg ^0
rfOT>BOil8 10 12 • 4 3.41 5.6 3.0 0.91
Subsoils 3 6.4 3.79 5.7 4.0 0.42
m "mat"
Kites 5. 14, XS. 43 and 46
This second type of Hardtis association is found
on the high®** slopes from 1,300 to 1,750 feet#
The slopes are comparatively gentle, varying from
approximately 1:6 to 1:85 on the sites investigated.
In the opinion of the writer, these associations
represent arete- invaded and colonised by Tardus
it being highly Improbable that Tardus could have
formed peat of such thickness# The peat would
be formed by either Oalluna vulgaris or MoUaia
caerulea# 'xiieee species have now been misted
by Tardus, either owing to a ciiange in soil





i^orcenti^- ;c of ,Oppose rrogaeftcy;
Gpeeies Site
5 14 15 43 46
Nnrdus striata •• *• 70 65 96 90 95
Agrostis app. •* •• 50 mm 30 15 50
Peachanpela flexuosa • 60 75 75 20 60
Festuca ovine. •• • * 20 20 25 mm 15
Galium e&xatile • •• 90 35 30 m 80
Potcntilla erecta •• 10 10 15 mm 5
JLiuaulla canpestria •• m mm mm mm 50
Carex app» •• •• mm mm 10 - 15
/acclnlum nyriilluo •• 35 20 - 35 -
iuitlioxeuithum odoratum so 5 15 mm 70
Festuca rubra *• *« 15 mm mm mm -
iAisula sylvatica » • 15 5 10 mm mm
holinia eaerulea •• - 15 35 10 mm
Gcirpua caespitosus •• mm 5 • 5 -
Juncus aquarrosus •• - 40 mm 20 -
Callimn vulgaris »• mm - - 95 -
In oil of the five sites Hardus striata is dom¬
inant. The only other species connon to all the
sites Dobchampsla flexuoea, which may be sub^don-
inunt. in Site 43, Colluna vulgaris Is eo-
dominant with hard? 10. The Calluna is very short,
and It seems probable on tills site that the /
/«■?.
Photo, 16, (Slto Kl)
Nardus atriota on racantly
burnod Calluna,
/So.
Photo. 17. (Sita 24.6)
Hard us stricta community. -This
is an "organic" type of Hardus.
Ina c us socks, being composed of
Nardus and i>escnaaipsla fIffxuosa,
are 1 ai»ge ; .4 nt nox a nt num s& orat um
is the noipai, specie's. bc.cur:'ing
be twee's »fis tussock".
/£/.
the ItMHtua has increased, due to the burning of
the heather. Agroafcis spp., 2 eotuoa ovlrie, Galium
saxafcile, fotentilla ©recta and Anthoxanthua
odorafcura occur in four out of the five sites.
It is clear from tlio vegetation analysis that many
of the subsidiary species are those typical of
peaty soils, e.^. Molinia caorulea, Soirpus caes-
pifcoaus and Juncus aquarroaus - species not present
in Nardila aub-type 1. Such species, liowever, as
Agrostis, Potontilla ©recta, iiolcus mollis and
insula camp©stria are -rectly reduced in Specific
frequency percentage, or arc not represented at all,
when compared with sub-type 1. Lusnla sylvatlca
is occasionally found In this association.
Vacclrslusi myrtillue, though represented in both
sub-types, is of low percentage frequency.
^,ondlt^s imciqr Ifrifluo, ,^b-'bypp 3
jmJZasm*
23©low a litter leyor £ to 8 inches thick, all
the profiles show a peat orison 4 to 20 inclies
ti.ick. Thm peat is pure, in some cases (Sites 5,
14 and IS) being of the black amorphous type
probably accumulated by -bltnla eaorulea, mid in
others (Sites 43 and 46) being of a black-brown,
crumbly typo more typical of that found under
Calluna vulgaris. 'Hies© differentiations in peat
type were mad© by eye, anil the origin of the peat
was not confirmed by plant remains.
In Site S, the peat rests on rock rubble /
/6<9.
rubble underlain by the parent amiesltes. In
Sites 14, 43 and 46, the peat horizon grades into
a stony layer, 6 to 10 incises thick, containing
mineral matter, roots and washed down peat.
In Site 46, this orison is a gritty, sandy cloy
showing rauch humus staining in the upper part.
rfhis profile has an incipient Iron pan at 23 inches.
In Site 14, the subsoil was not exposed due to
the presence of a layer of very large stones at
16 Indies. In Sites 43 and 46, the subsoil shows
a sjiarp junction with the upper horizons. It
Is light-brown to red-brown in colour, and very
stony • ':?h© texture varies from a gritty loam to
a gritty clay-loam, drainage being, unimpeded.
In Site 15, tho profile Is more mature, the black,
amorphous peat grading into a greyer, atony
horizon 3 inches thick, containing more mineral
matter. This in turn passes sharply into 4 Inches
of stony, grey-pink, sandy clay with roots. At
12 Inches there is another sharp transition into a
light-brown, sandy loom horizon with roots in the
upper part and Iron staining* i'rom 18 Indies
onwards, tho parent C horizon is a heavy, grey-
brown, very stony, indurated clay showing mottling.
This Is the only profile in wrilch drainage imped¬
ance was observed. As in 81tea 5 and 14, the true
subsoil was not reached in the profile5 the subsoil








































































































































only, The results from Sites lSy-43 5 aiid 14 will be
given separately at the end of this section,
hoes on I.nit ion«
he topsails being highly organic, the topso.il
range is a high one, from 68,2b in Bite ,62 to 90*7$
in Site 5, The subsoil .uoas on ignition is much
lower, varying from 10,0. in Site 46 to 11,7,1 in
t>ito 46,
^tor/ia^ia hatlo:
Tho Wator/I iuuus ratio in the topsoils is higher
thah that for sub-typo 1, being from 2,80 in Site
5 to 5,78 in Sit© 14, The subsoils are generally
drier than their corresponding topsoila, the range
boing from 2,5 in Site 15 to 3,24 in Site 43,
1LJL
Tho topooil pH rang© is low in comparison with
sub-typ© 1, It varies from pH 3,9 in Sit© 46 to
pH 4,5 in Site 15, The subsoils are all less acta,
the rang© being from 4,9 in Sifco 43 to pH 5,1 in
Bites 15 and 46,
Available Phosphates:
From 4,7 mgns per 199 g in Site 43 to 14,0 agate in
c ite 14 is t'm tppsoil range for phosphates in tills sub
type, Tho subsoils, though generally higher, (10,0
rjjgna, per 1-0 g in Site 46 to 11,7 mgmo In Site 43)
are In no way comparable with the very high sub-soil
results obtained in sub-type 1,
Available Potassium:
The topaolls'are reasonably high in potassium,
potassium*ranging from 0.42 g.In Sit© 15 to 0.84 g.
I '
In Ite 45. The subsoils are all much lower than
their corresponding topsols* varying from 0.16 to
0.42 in Site 46.
Ixehan, :eable Calcium:
Three sites wore analysed for exchangeable calcium,
, • \ v
the mean results f x* each ranging from 0»i»6> calcium
In Site 5 to 0.10/a in Site 14. 'Hie mean result of
tliroo subsoil samples from Site 15 is O.Q33p calcium.




Site Mos. 5, 14, 15, 43 and 46.
j\
Number of Sites 5.
i
Number of Samples 45.
Mean Loss on Ignition 83.5 i> (68.2 - 90.7,i)
'can Water/Humus Iiatlo 3.25 (2.80 - 3.78)
Mean pli 4.2 (3.9 ~ 4.5)
j
lean Available PhoophatO.8 rone/l00g(4.7 - 14.0)
es
Moon Available Potass 0.63 g (0.42 - 0.84)
iura
Mean lacchangeable 0.081;i Ca. (0.066 - 0.1
Calcium
(11 estimations).
Site Noa 16* 43 and 46.
Number of Sitae 3.
Number of .'amplos 9.
- can Loan on lunltlont
04)
/ £> £>.
Loss on ignition 15.(&5 (14.3 - 15.6/&)
Mean w'afcor/iiudus Ratio 2.79 (2.45 - 3.24)
i©an pli 5.0 ( 4*9 - 5*1)
Moon Available Phos- lo.9 mg/lOOg <10.0 - 11.7)
photos
Mean Available Potass- 9.32 g. (0.16 - 0.42)
ium
uoan -^changeable 0«Q33$ Ca.
Caleinm
( 3 estimations).
Jli 1 ' ' i ' ' \
Results/for • ■itea 5 and 14:
5 - peat at 3,6, - 20 iqchoa.
n h»l*% W/)! pH ?^06- K^0_
2 84.Q 3.60 4*6 5.0 u«24
.■:*£<> H Jsj.ib.Lat
n L.I.# V01 pii P 0 K 0 Ex.Ca.ffr
-
- % 5 -S—











The vegetation type dominated by lolinla caerulea
is probably the moot widespread in the area invest¬
igated. It occurs on the hill sides and on the
more gently sloping hill tope, where water cond¬
itions are not limiting and flusliin ; by spring
water is uosoat. xt appears that holinia is
associated with percolating w&tex*. Tills is, in
all probability, surface water w lch seeps
laterally down the slopeo, and will thus be poorer
in bases than water which has passed, through the
rock strata and issues as springs (oec Photographs
of north face of Park haw and south face of 1 assets.
It is of interest that holinia always occurs, on
slopes, which vary in the sites investigated
from lt5 to lt25. This boars out the viov; of
those writers, already referred to in the liter-
(P»-7« Ho)
ature^ who contend that .tolinla is associated with
soil water which Is moving. The associations on




V - TAT ;oi? AHAiaTSIS
Site
10 ii 12 17 37 41 42
i<ioliniu oaeruiea •• •• loo 100 90 100 95 95 100
Desoh&nipsla flexuosa •• 40 75 45 85 95 55 90
Agrostis spp, •• *• em mm 10 40 mm SO 20
Feat&oa ovlna •• , * 75 50 25 75 15 10 25
Galium saxatile ,* *• • 5 20 10 5 50 40
Potent111a ereeta • •• - 15 20 30 5 50 40
Lueulla campeatris •• mm mm «» 10 20 10 10
Pou pratensls •• «* mm - mm m mm 5 -
Vaecinlura^rrtillua •• 50 40 - IS 30 • 25
Anthoxarifchunt o&oratuo ». m mm mm m fifO mm 25
Festuca rubra •« •• mm mm • - - 5 -
Hardus stricta •• •• 75 10 45 45 5 55 20
Lusula sylvatica *• •• 15 - 20 - mm mm •
-riapiiorum vaginaturn •• 15 m mm m mm m mm
Gcirpuo vaespitosus •• - 10 m - 20 . -
Jtincus squarrosus • • m so mm 5 m • 5
Molinla caerulea la, in every case, dominant, with
Deschampaia flexuosa, Festnca ovina and Hardus str¬
iata constant species found In oil seven sites,
Vacciniun myrtillus, Galium saxafclle and Potentllla
erects are present in five or six of the sites.
Where the soil Is setter, such species as rioph-
orum vaginaturn, Sclrpus caespltoeus and /
find Juncus squarrosus are found, tiiough In the
sites investigated by the writer, these "wetter"
species are of low frequency. Associations
containing large amounts of iriophorura and Scirpus
were considered traneitfconal, ajid. thus avoided.
The better erasing greases such as A rosfcis app«,
Festuca rubra, foa pratens is and /mthoxantbna
odoratum are rare and ere not typical of this
vegetation tyx>®»
llio main species present in this community can
be divided into two main classess those associ¬
ated with Molinlo In the tussocks, and those colon¬
ising the baro ground between the tussocks. In
the former class, VaccinAum rnyrtillus and Nardua
stricta are prominent, tardus commonly growing
in the mass of dead vegetation in tlie centre of
the tussock. Whether this is a symptom of the
degeneration of the Molinla tussock duo to drying
out or burning, or a normal occurrence in this
district when the tussock reaches a certain else,
is uncertain. with r Terence to degeneration
of the iiolinifi due to drying out, the soil water
figures show little correlation with the amount
of i.aruus present. It should be borne in mind,
uowevcr, that the bardus plant grows in a nlcro-
habitat in the centre of the tussocks, whose water
relatione probably differ widely from those
prevailing in the soil supporting the lolinia •
Of the species colonising the bare ground between /
/6o.
Photo. 1*5. (Site ^7)
i.ollnla caerulea comunlty,
*Vaccinlum myrtillua Is associated
with iuollnic in the sussooks,
Sclrpus coaspltosus occurs between
Photo. 19. (Site ±2)
Mollnia caarulaa community.
The tussocks are small and flat
and are composed of Mollnia,
Fardus and Jescnampsla flexuosa.
f.ozula campestria occurs between 1
the tussocks.
/6/.
between the tiu,socks, hesohanpaia flejeuoaa unci
Postuca ovina are utmfilly to be found rouui the
bottom edges of the tussocks or between the
tussocks* Macule, cempestris, Potoat ilia eracta
and Galium saxntilo nil grow on the peat surface
between the truesocks* (See Photcgrapha
KOS. • IS & ).
Soil Profiles; The profiles found urj&er .-olinia
caerulea are very similar rrnd are shown diagr-
arm&tically on page /^ - The litter horizon 1©
from ^ •» 1& Inchon thick and rnclec into a layer
of well decomposed, black, crumbly mov hunt;3*
This type of organic matter wee "ound in all the
21 profiles examined end. is ohcrecterintic of this
vegetation* It corresponds closely to the
"amorphous peat" described by G. K. Fruaer in hie
paper on "Scottish Moorlands In elnilon to Tree
Growth", 1933* "he or binarir layer varies from
2 • 10 Inches thick, normally .grru?.lr<g from i- very
black fom of humus 1n the ton few Inches to a
browner type below. This burns lo rc-auoiuably
pure, though containing more ninerrl mttey than
that found in the deep peats undor Callunc Tol^ris.
The nor hums horizon grader into a gritty, stony
layer containing rrach humus carvied clown from the
horizon above. This sttb**huBJU33 horizon is cloarfy
dietlngulehed In ell the profiler with the excep¬
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hmsus and. mineral horleons uxv divided by 2 iriches
of wot, imdeeoMtpoeedj plant material* Thla layer
was found in all three profiles dug on this cite.
A sharp Junction differentiates the Immic horlsons
from the mineral subsoil, a thin Iron pan being
present at this j -notion in Sit© 17# Tho sub¬
soils rang© In colour fpoa & light to a dark rocU
brown, a;id. in texture Iron a ia©ulux»»l<>*wa to a
sandy-clay* Ifoersj arc no visual indications of
Impeded drainage* Th© subsoil typically contains
rounded stones of all alaec up to ooail bouldera,
often faming a layer in the upper part of the
subsoil horl&on.
Loss on I.-nXtloiu Loss on Ignition figures for the
top 5 inches of aoil arc generally high, the main
range bo lag from 0/.2;C in Sit© 12 to 89, Oh' In
Site 11. Hu3 flgur© of 43.0/ for Site 41 Is
low owing to tiie very thin hrnaus horizon ( 2 inches)
under tiiie aacoeiation# The subsoil r&ngo is
Xrota 10*8$ la Site lb to £2.3$ In Site 17,
hater/ |g r- is riat lot Tlx© topsoils arc relatively
wet when oonsid rod against tlx© ratios obtained
from the Deacbanpala flexuoaa ami Agrestic-fescue
vegetation types* The range ia frcra 2*43 In Site
41 to 3*91 in Sit® 37* The subsoils vary from
1*69 in Site 17 to 3.77 in Cite 11, being In most
eases drier than their eorrarspoixiing topaolls*
r*lit Topooll acidity is very constant In all the
sites, £$© itinge being from 4.2 in Site 42 to /
/ GH-.
to 4*f> in Sit© 10, ihc subsoils tu?& all less aula
tlioii their corresponding topsails# varying froa
4*0 ili j*l to S*b J.il uC 10,
Available ■ 'hosphaiost Though the topsails &i«e
highly organic in nature# the results or the
phospinifcec muklju*& shew a wias variation* b&tw-bsa
sites# '-ho ran^o is Xrcaa 4 #7 iaiiXigrsnattiws per
lOu g* in bit© 42 to 15*2 iailXigr&iu;©a In Site 12 •
the upper part of the range inuicatiiig a supply
o£ availaui© #/.u»apJLatoo unusual in a soil or this
kind* *he sutsojJi results* X'reaa h million;*,use
in Site 11 to 20 illiigi-aii: .wa ui 31 to 12# ore
generally higher thai* thus© estitautou for the
topsoils*
Availau^e I'ocu&sr^i iha topasoilo In this typo
are highly organic and the range of available
potassium is high (0*41 -■ 0*33 g#) • The subsoil
range is ouch lower (0*16 • o*hi ). It la passible
that the difference uctweou topaoil unu. subsoil
In this case way so accontuatec by lbs di-rering
densities of the soils ailooting the method c!
analysis*
MteBgaasto &&&»* s**®®10* is* 12 ana 17 wore
estluatuu i'or ahchangeable calciua percentage*
The topsoli result® ar© relatively high# having a
range froa 0#0blp in Site U to 0*0TV,I in. cite 17*
The subsoil results# rangi*^ from u*018,1 in bite 12
to 0,023 ir* Kites 11 and 17# are low, despite the






















10# 11# IB# 17# 37# 41 and 43*
7.
71.
74.9^ <43.9 * 89.0)
3.33 (3.43 « 3.91)
4.3 (4.3 • 4.3)
10.1 mgras/lOO gata (4.7 L 15.3)
0.70 g. (0.41 - 0.89)
0,008$ <0.061 - 0.077) i
(34 estimations)
10, 11# 13# 17# 37# 41 and 43.
7*
31.
17.40$ (10.8 * 28.3)
2.05 (1.59 e 3.77)
5.0 <4.6 L 5.3)
11.0 mgms/100 gms (5.0 - 20.0)
0.335 ( 0.18 « 0.51)




Tlxls association is found throughout the area
under discussion, on the steeper, drier slopes, par¬
ticularly where the soil is thin ami unstable, or
where the parent rock is close to the surface# It
is generally confined to the higher slopes, those
sites examined by the writer being between 900 and
1,300 foot, though, where t e urn'.nago is free and
the slope very stoop, it nay be found right down to
the valley bottoms# In the Cheviots, whore the
hills are round or flat on top, the Desohampsia
flexuosa association occupies the dry zone on the
steep orow of the hill, grading into dai-jper
associations above and below, where the slope
is less stcop and drainage conditions less exacting.
The vegetation is kept closely cropped by sheep,
and presents a level appearance to the eye. This
is due to the absence of tussock-faming species,
thou,h Nardue stricta occurs in scattered tufts.
This type of community was treated as transitional
by the writer, and was thus avoided when selecting
sites.
The following Specific irequoncy figures, taken
on the sane sites cs the soil samples, show the




















Percentage of .hecil'lc Pre,;uenoy
Site
Species —" * ■ • ■ —►
1 2 3 4 7
Liecciiatipsla llexuosa
A^POStiS spp. .. .
Featuoa ovine •• •
Oalium saxatile • •
Potentllls erecta •
Luzule campeetris •
Poa pratensia •• •
Vacclnlura rityrfcillus «
Antlioxantl rum oaoratun
liolous mollis »« •
Uarex app. •• •
MOSS • • •• •• «
Lathyrua raontonus
ilioracitua pilosella •
Xt con be seen that beechampela flexuosa, Festuea
ovlna, Arxostie spp. » Galium saxatile and Luzula
carspestrls are ctxariion to all the comrrunities in
the analysis, with Potentilla erocta, Poa pratonsis,
Vaccinium myrfcillus, and Anthox&nthura ocioratum
present in four or five of the six corxiunities.
The presence of Poa pratensio may bo explained by
tho dunging fron sheep, due to the close grazing






















































sheep tend to migrate to the higher slopes in the
evening and their "sheep eanps" or "sheep lairs"
are often found in this association* tffoere
foa pratensis is present, Agrostls tends to be of
high frequence though Agrosfcls does occur where
Poa pratensis ie absent (Sites 1, 2, 7 and 62).
Nardus is not present, and in all cases bea-
chanpsia flexuooa is dominant, though Pestuca
ovina raay increase to tho role of a co-dominant
rather tium a sub-dominant • Vacciniura rayrtillu»
is commonly found on the steepest slopes in this
association, particularly on the drier fades,
and tends to be most abundant when Agrostis is
of low frequency (^ites 3 and 4). This same
trend is shown by Lusula campestris (Sites 3 and
4), and fotentille erecfca. Jalium aaxatile
remains remarkably constant throughout. Carex
spp. are dometlmes found in the damper fades
where the affinities of the association are
tending towards that of tho AgrostIs-fescue type.
Soil conditions and, 'gyre
under .. escliampsla flexuosa Association
Profile:
The soil profiles under this association were
found to bo generally similar in tine six sites
examined. In all, eighteen profiles were dug,
tlsree in each site, arid the type for each cite is
PacjQ
represented die. ram atically Figure /7o»
In /
16 9.
la every case a raw humus layer from | to 2
Inches thick was evident, overlaid by a layer of
undecomposed roaterial or litter up to 2 Inches
thick* (On no occasion was this association found
on peat, nor is there any evidence that peat has
at one time been present and subsequently removed
by erosion - the beschanpsla flexuosa association
colonising the eroded surface*)
below the rmv humus layer, the profiles are all
free-draining and rest on an open, gritty subsoil
composed mainly of on ulur rock fragments. On
the steepest slope (Sites 2 and 62) and in Site 1,
where tho slop© is less but which occupies the
brow of the more gently sloping X!asset hill, the
soils are of a residual type, being shallow and
very stony throughout. Tho stones vary in size
and are an^ilar in shape and fresh in colour,
indicating that they have been derived from the
parent rock In situ and have not been transported.
Sites 3, 4 and 7 show a deeper type of profile,
their positions being such that they have collected
a certain amount of hill wash from above. They
are, however, still very dry, and show the same
angular, fresh stones and the typical, open,
stony subsoil. all the profiles have a mineral-
organic layer immediately below the raw humus.
This is moat clearly shown in Sites 1, 2 and 4,
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developed# doll liorlsone between the organic
su.b-surfaee layer and the true subsoils are found
In Sites 3, 4 and 7, the maximum development being
in ^ito 7 in contrast to Sites 1, 2 and (32, where
the "organic" layer lies directly on the subsoil#
The soils are all immature, and, apart from
the junction between the raw huuua and the organic
layer, the horisono grade into one another with
no clear line of differentiations
hoschanipsia flexnosa Tyco - Soils
In all, eighty-two soil samples were taken from
this vegetation type* of which sixty-on© were top-
mean
soils ant twenty-one subsoils# The/results for
each site are shown
Loao on Ign^tlo^:
The Loss on Ignition figures varied in the top-
soils from 18*90^ in Site 3 to 33#70^ in Site 2#
ihe humus was all of the black, crumbly, struct¬
ureless, mull type, forming e clearly defined
layer in the upper 2 Indies of the soil, but also
showing some distribution into the afore-mentioned
gritty-organic layer beneath# The subsoils also
chow a relatively high Loss on Ignition, ranging
fronl2.8# in 31te 02 to 18.5^ in Site 4. Some
allowance must be made for the higher percentage
of clay in the subsoils, which will tend slightly
to exaggerate the Loss on Ignition figures and
some fine roots which are found at the depth




'-.lie water/fluMus ratios show that with the
exception of Site 1 the soil is very dry. The
Specific Frequency figures for tliis site, however,
show 98;= Deschampsia fiexuosa present. Mo
marked variation in any of the other soil char¬
acteristics suggest that it is out of place,
fix© raji^e ahowsi for tonsoils (excluding Site 1)
is a small one * 0.90 in Site 4 to 1.04 In Site 2 -
and for the subsoils, from 1.05 in Site 4 to
2.90 in Site 62. It will be noticed that the
subsoil is in all e&ses "wetter" than the topsoil
for the sane site.
pll is also very constant throughout the type,
ranging from 4.41 in Site 3 to 4.93 in Site 62.
As can be seen in the 'fable, the main range is
between 4.4 and 4.8. In co paring the pH results
for topsoils and subsoils, it can be seen that
the subsoil is always less acid • in some cases
quite markedly so, as in Site 2, where there is
a difference of almost 1 pH unit. ffhe subsoil
range is from 4.9 to 5.5#
. xcl axw -cable v-ulcium:
Contrary to what might be expected from the
pH results, ttie exchangeable calcium figures do
not generally Increase with depth. Of the five
sites for which exchangeable calcium /
/yj.
calcium estimations were made, elites 2 and 4 show
a hither percentage of exchangeable calcium in
the subsoil, rite 7 shows the same amount in eoch,
and Sifc©3 1 and 3 show less exchangeable calcium
than that found in the topsoil# The variation
within the topsoils is sr.iall (0*023/4 - 0.037g),
as compared with that shown by the subsoils
<Q,022> - 0.050^).
vppatfjptest
Available Phosphates show little change with
depth, An all but two sites being tine same in
topsoil and subsoil* In rite 7, the subsoil ha3
a slightly higher value for phosphates, and in
lite 62, the subsoil is very much higher {Topsoil
5*2, Oubsoil 17 m*g# per 100 g#)# The high
subsoil values obtained for available phosphates
have been found in many of fcli© sites and will be
discussed at a later stage# (page/^O*
iJotBsoiuq:
Potassium shows little change in the topsoils,
the range being only from 0.61 to 0,89 g#, and
in all cases is the same as, or higher, than the
amount estimated for the corresponding subsoil.
The subsoil rassge is 0,33 • 0,67#
sjn-iAiar oi' U;.,ri/hT3
'fopaoildi
Site hoc# «* 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 62#




















































PERCENTAGE OCCURRENCE OP VEGETATION TYPES
IN RELATION TO PERCENTAGE LOSS ON IGNITION
In Graph 1, page 116, the percentage occurs
renoe of the five main vegetation types in relation
to percentage Loss on Ignition is shown diagraro¬
matically. The percentage figures on the per¬
pendicular axis of the graph, refer to the per¬
centage of the total number of sites investigated
for each vegetation type which occurs within a
10$ range of Q.M. Thus, 19$ of the eleven
Agrostis sites investigated occur between 0 - 10$
L.I., etc*
This graph clearly shows the twin L.I,
ranges of Calluna vulgaris and Nardus striota
types already referred to in this seotion.
ilolinia caerulea is confined to the "organic1
soils, and Lesohampaia flexuosa and Agrostis opp.
types are found only on the "mineral" soils -
the latter type preferring a soil of lower L.I.


















_ CaSltma. 'Ty?e. (Cv.).
Mo)irOi<X r/yPe (^c-)-
/
6o- V0, 80. <?0 /oo.
/YY.
Percentage Igcehangeablo Calcium with uefcrenc to
t- e =rlnclpal Vegetafci- n Types.
'Thin section deals with the results obtained for
the percentage of exclian -cable calcium present in
the soils wider the main vegetation types. The
method of analysis was that used by KIce Williams
and is described in Appendix 1 ( • As the
analysis process is a lengthy one, all the samples
taken could not be estimated# Table IX below gives






sXPfi. '.sean ax* Ca.h n Mean Ifc* Ca.g n
Agrostla 1 {no Oleylng) 0.089 28 0.091 9
Croatia 2 (iileying) 0.111 30 0.081 7
Calluna 1 (Organic) 0.044 13 0*009 3
Galium 2 {Mineral') 0.023 20 0.004 4
liaraus 1 ('Mineral') 0.030 38 0.028 5
hardus 2 ('Organic1) Q.0B1 11 0.048 6
Molinia ceerulea 09068 34 0.023 13
^•oachampalu fxexuosa 0.031 48 0*053 16
The method of estimation of exchangeable calcium
has he same defect as that encountered in the ee-
tiwat on of available phospii&tes earn potassium. 20 g.
of air-dry soil were used but, owing to the lar e
amount of organic material pre; sent in many of the
samples, the volume of soil used differed greatly#
t Is obvious from Table 11 thfet the results for
/VS.
for Galium 1, Narcxua 2 and Jiollnin - all organic
soils - are suarkedly higher than those obtained gov
the more mineral soils, with the exception of Ag-
rostis# It is further considered that In the
•Organic* soil type, though the analytical results
are higher for exchangeable calcium fch&n the mineral
soil, base saturation will in fact be lower owing to
the large amounts of colloidal material present# In
Table 12, the exchangeable calcium results have been
multiplied by 10O0 and divided by the percentage h#1
Assuming that the percentage L.I. is equal to the
amount of organic colloids, (the clay percentage of
th< fcopsoils is very low), the value obtained will
in essence be a measure of the degree of base
saturation#
Table 12#
ix. Ca# x looo Topsoilc
/•»/.#/ . -n,
Agrostia 1 3.52 2ii
-Hgrostis 2 6.1? 30
wciliuna 1 (organic) 0#49 46
Caliuna 2 (mineral) 0.56 13
tardus 1 (mineral) 1.22 20
tardus 2 (organic) 1.02 36
Mollnla 0#92 11
1 eschnmpale. 1.16 34#
irom table 12, it can be seen that the difference
in the results due to organic matter has been removed
and that In torn." of base saturation, the organic
m.
orott&ic sails arc generally lower than the mineral
soils* The degree of saturation of -loiinia, Des-
champela and Hardun 1 and 11 is similar* The two
C iluna types are very low and tlx© Agrostis soils
very high - particularly the gleyed ngrostts type 3.
ro Table 11, the exchangeable calcium status
of the subsoils may be seen* As the L.I* for v.he
subsoils is low in every case, these results are
comparable* The two 'Tardus types, Molinia and
leachamps la are again similar, being relatively low
In exchangeable calcium. The Caliuna subsoils are
extremely low, indicating severe leaching and pod-
eolization* The Agroetis soils arc relatively
high, doubtless owing to the addition of bases fro®
the mineral spring water. The hi ;h- at degree of
base saturation is found in the gleyed Agrostis
soils* It has already been shown that Trifolium
ropens if found in greatest abundance in the Ag-
rosti 5, type, end it appears likely tfafti relative¬
ly h ;h .<ase saturation is an important factor in
the distribution of this spe ice in the uplands*
Reviewing the exchangeable calcium results, it
v
can be seen that for the topaoils, the differing
amounts of organic matter male© impossible an inr od-
iate comparison of results* Hie res its arc thoro«4
fore expressed in terms of base saturation, the
Agrostls soils having the highest and the Calluna








results show a similar trend, and the very low
figures for the Calluna subsoils are of particular
iritorost. it nay be si nifleant that wild whit©
clover occurs most cony, .only in the soil gr«n»pf \









?m IHTEK-HKLATIOHS OF THE FIVE ilAlH VHUSTATIOH
TYPES WITH HEFlSHKiiCE TO SPECIES ASS SOIL COIIDITIONS
1. biotribution of five main vegetation types in
relation tos-
.;...oer> on I, pit ion of the Topaoi^s
The distribution of the five main vegetation types
in relation to topsoil percentage Loss on Ip/iition
Is shown in the histograms on page/^9* The noan
percentage Loss on Ignition for each site is plotted
against the number of sites occurring in each
percentage group.
The soils of Sourhope fall Into two main cat-
e oriees when considered against Loss on Ignition
figurees, namely (1) above 6op, and (2) below 4Q>.
As can be seen fron the histograms, only two from
the forty-sin sites plotted have mean Loss in
Ignition figures between 40 arid 60,These two
categories refer to what might be termed, in the
first case "mineral" hill soils, and in the second
"organic" hill soils. In the "mineral" hill soil,
sub-litter (vdL) organic horizons are very thin or
are absent altogether, and active peat formation
Is not taking nlaco. In the "organic" hill soils,
the aub-litter organic horizon is well developed -
in some cases it may be ifinny feet thick - and peat
formation is still in progress. The "gap" in the
Loss on Ignition results from 40 - 60p is of interest.
1*3.
interest. Ac transitional vegetation types were
avoided, the sites selected probably fqll into the
two main categories of "mineral" and 'brgnnlc" soils4
As has been already shown, the transition from
pent to mineral soil on Sourhopo is usually a
sharp one. In the opinion of the writer, if these
narrow transitional areas bo excluded, the soils
of Sourhope fall into the two main categories
under 4Op Loss on Ignition and over 60# Loss on
Ignition. h'nlees there is a raarlced climatic
change, it seams unlikely that any area now of the
"mineral" type will ever become on area of active
peat formation and vice versa.
The occurrence of tixe five vegetation types is
closely related to the two rmin soil categories.
The l-eschampsic. floxuosa and /igrootis-fencue
com unities are confined to the "mineral" soils.
I3oth vary from 10 to 40# Loss on Ignition, the
main son© of occ.irronce for the A^rostiS type
ranging from 10 to 20# Loss on Ignition, and the
Desch&mpala flexuosa type from 20 to 30# Loss on
Ignition. Molinla caorulea Is confined to the
"organic" soils, its principal rm^e being from
GO to 90# Loss on Ignition, with a peak between
80 and 90# Loss on Ignition. Lollnla is never
found on a mineral soil. Calltma vulgaris and
nurdus striata are interesting in that they occur
in both the main soil categories. doth vegetation
types show twin ranges of 10 - 30# Loss on Ignition/
18*.
Ignition and 80 • 100$ Loss or* Ignition. 'fhose
coincide with the sub-typea already distinguished
by moons of the soil profile ch&r&eteristics for
Calluna and Kartius. the twin range of N&rdus
striata also shows why this species is such a
successful coloniser of over-grazed grass-heaths
or burned and over-grcsod honther. The mineral
soil under the former type and the mineral or
organic soil under the latter provide a favourable
medium for tho growth of hardus sfcricta.
From these results, it may be concluded that
between 10 arid 4G$ Loss on Ignition, organic matter
is not tixe limiting factor on the growth of
Colluna vulgaris, tardus stricta, Agroatis species
and Desohampeia fiexuosa. The Agrostls type,
however, shows a preference for a coil between
1o - 2u,a -uoss on Ignition, while the other three
vegetation typee Ixave their optinm between 20 -
30 % Loss on Ignition. At the other end of the
Loss on Ignition range, iSolinia caexmlea, Calluna
vulgaris and Knrduc stricta typos occur. No
associations of the Agrosfcis or Lesohanpsia
flexnosa types are found between 60 - 100$ Loss
on Ignition.
Wtitor/Jiumus natioeof the fopcQilc.
The distribution of the five main vegetation
types with reference to the mit&r/hwmxa ratio is
shown dlagramatleally on page/• The horizontal




As would be expected, wlron dealing with a factor
such as water, the histograms show e continuous
range for each vegetation type and no preliminary
grouping into categories can be made, as was
possible with the Loss 6n Ignition figures. The
driest and most restricted range is shown by
beschampsla flexuoaa* This type, with its oj.feir.aati
occurrence between 1.0 - 1.5 Wnter/kunus, has e
principal range from 0.5 - 2.0. The histogram
cloooly resemble® that obtained for Loss on Ignition
for this type. The site occurring between 2.5 -
3.0 is not considered typical by the writer, and
as previously mentioned, Water/Humus and vegetation
analysis results Indicate that it is probably
transitional to the Agrostis-fescue tyne. The
holinla caorulea typo also exhibits a narrow ater/
Humus range. Varying from 2.0 • 4.0, this factor
corresponds to the constant soil type already shown
to be characteristic of the community, and borne
out by the; Lose on Ignition results. Despite the
Variation in noas on Ignition results for the
Calluna vulgaris vegetation type, its main hater/
JJunus range is restricted from 2.5 - 4.5.
/ilt' ough Calluna occurs on both the main soil
categories, th© Water/Humus range is even, showing
no peaks. bardus striata, however, lias a very
definite watcr/llunus peak between 2.5 - 3.0.
The "wettest" soils on which it occurs /
/S6.
occurs {iVutor/liurjus 4.0) compare closely with th©
upper llraita of Cttllikno and Molinla. The terra
"wet" as applied to soils, refers to the relative
amount of water present when the iiurans content is
taken into consideration i.e. the tetor/i?UMU3 ratio.
The lower lirait of Wator/nurauo 1.0, however,
indicates tliat hardus can -row on soils too dry
for cither kolinia or Calluna, i.e. soils within
the range of the A,,noetic and that of the hes-
chanpsia flexuoaa type* Of the five vegetation
communities investigated, the Agnostic t^pe sl ows
tii© wiueat range of b'ater/liums results, though
it riust be roriOtiLerod tliat this type includes the
very v;et soils dominated y beaohanpela c&espitoseu
The very wide even b&ter/iitasue range (1.0 - 5.0)
sug eots that wit" in the Acrostis typo the main
vegotational differentiation is related primarily
to the amount of water in the soil.
From the Wc.tor/iairaus histograms, it would appear
that, in the Sourhop© area, Gailuna and Molinia
occur on soils of essentially similar v/otness,
the rang© being small. The beaclianpsla flexuooa
type also lias a narrow, but very dry, range which
typically doee not overlap that of th© Calluna or
loliala types. The Agrostlo vegetation type lias
a very wide range of water tolerance, embracing
those of the other four main vegetation types, yet
showing distinct vegetation©! changes within itself,
/sy.
Itself depending on soil water content. Mar&us
stricta, though showing a preference for soils of
Vvator/liucius from 2.5 - 5.0, 1ms a tfater/liuraus
range frost 1*0 - 4.0. This overlaps the range
of the other four vegetation types and Indicates
that w^ter content of tlx© soil mat seldom be the
limiting factor to Its spread.
r>.K Relations of the f;'oT>3olls to '/eg,elation
The distribution of the five main vegetation
types In relation to topsoll pH Is shown in the
histograms on page 1^% The horizontal scale lias
been grouped Into 0.2 pH units.
The lowest range of the five types (5.6 - 4.2)
is shown by Oalluna, the largest number of sites
being between 5.6 - 5.8. The «iolinia caerulea
type Is slightly less acid than the Gallium typo,
ranging from pH 4.0 - 4*6. 'iolinia lias a
definite acluifcy peak, five out of the seven sites
investigated occurring between pit 4.2 • 4.4.
as was found for Loss on Ignition and v.ator/Humus,
Deachampsln flexuoaa lias a narrow acidity range,
the results obtained giving pK's between 4.2 - 5.0.
Four out of the six sites investigated are between
pi! 4.4. - 4*6. The Agro3fcis type is the least
acid of the five nain vegetation types, having a
rang© of 1 pli unit between 4.8 «* 5*8. Gix out
of the eleven sites comprising tills type occur
between pH 4.8 - 5.0. hardus strlcta has again
tlio broadest tolerance of acidity of the five /
IS*.
five types, occurring betwoon 5.8 - 5.8# Its
principal acidity range, however. Is from 4,2 - 4.8.
It Is of interest, when the pH results are related
to the two major soil types, that, although Nardus
has a pH range which Includes both the more acid
organic soils and the lees acid mineral soils,
Calluna pH's are all typically low irrespective
of soil type.
A consideration of the five histograms shows
that . iolinla caerulea, heschampsia flexuosa and
Calluna vulgaris vegetation types colonise soils
of narrow pii range. Callurm is the most acid,
growing chiefly on soils more acid than those
found under any other vegetation type, with the
exception of Nardus. besehatnpela flexuosa and
lolinia coentlefl, though colonising soils of
markedly different profile, arc very similar in
acidity range. The Agnostic type indicates soils
of a relatively high pH, the range overlapping only
on the upper limit of the I<eacliaripsia flexuosa type,
and being quite independent of either Calluna or
Molinia. As was found when discussing Loss on
Ignition and Wator/iiurius Ratio, the only vegetation
type whose range impinges on those of the other
four vegetation types, is that dominated by Nardue
atrictu. This particularly applies to Molinie
and besohampsia, whose acidity range from 4.2 -
4.6 coincides with the major range of occurrence
of horriua. It is thus evident, that, in the /
/S9.
the role of an invader of other vegetation types,
hardus cm; tolerate the acidity conditions
prevailing in the other four vegetation types.
Only at the two extremes of the acidity range,
i.e. under pH 3.6 and over 5.2, is it possible
that soil acidity may become important as a factor
controlling the presence of Tiard.ua.
Available Phosphate halations of Togsoils
to Vegetation Type
Tho distribution of the five major vegetation
types in relation to available phosphates ie
shown in the histograms on page ^7. The horiz¬
ontal scale lias been grouped in units of 2
milligrammes of available pliosphafces per 100 g.
of air-dry soil.
from the histograms it can be seen that the
amounts of phosphates vary greatly within each
vegetation type, and for tills reason, it is diff¬
icult to draw up range figures for each type.
This wide scatter of results may b© due to one
of two reasons. The soils nay in fact contain
very variable amounts of phosphates. This se< nis
unlikely when the constancy of the other soil
factors is considered. Secondly, the method of
phosphate estimation may be suspect. The method
used, which is fully described in the Appendix IV
page3ft6, is the one used for the routine analysis
of arable soils. rihese soils are normally between
pH 5.0 - 7.0 and for this range the results /
/9o.
results obtained are reasonable accurate* As
lias been shown, very few of the soils analysed for
this work are above pH 5.0# It Is possible that
most of the phosphates present In those acid id.11
soils will be in the form of iron and aluminium
or organic phosphates - a form unavailable to the
plant# in view of the very high results obtained
for saany of the soils estimated, It appears that,
owing to the very low pH of tlxe HC1 extraction
process used, some of these iron and aluminium
phosphates liave been estimated as "available"#
It should also be borne in mind that, in the method
of nhosphate estimation, 5 g# of air-dry soil
are used# Where the soil is highly organic, t)ie
volume of sCNLl used to give a standard weight will
thus be very much more than timt for a mineral
soil# This may also texid to give "high* results.
In view of wiuit 1ms been said about the possible
short-comings in the method of the available
phosphates estimations, little can be drawn from
the histograms apart from a few general trends.
As the Agrostls vegetation type colonises soils
of relatively high pH ana low organic matter, the
resuite obtained will be ronsoxiably accurate#
The eleven sites show e m from 3-9 rag.
1^05- per 100 diy-^iry soil# ity arable
standards these soils vary from "Low" to "/iediura"
with regard to phosphate status# The Tardus
reside from 3 to 15 tig# has two distinct peaks# /
/?/.
peeks# These do not coi^rospond to the two typos
of 2?&rdus ofeready distinguished# The nosuite
for Callxuia, which vary from 5 to 11 rag#* again
show little correlation with soil type* tiiough
the results from the deep peat type of Calliuia
all occur between 3 and 7 rag# Theoretically
phosphates should be high©* in an acid mineral
soil fcium in a peat soil of similar pH» In the
acid Mineral soil the jshoophates will bo combined
mainly with aluminium and iron, whereas in the
peaty soil moat of the phosphates will be in an
organic form# Uolinia* running from 3 to 17 rag#,
shows a very wide coat tor of results# J^osehamjv-
sia flexuoaa, although occurring on attmineralH
soil of relatively low Loss on Ignition gives a
wide variation in phosphate results# Three of
the six sites comprising this vegetation type
occur between 9 end 11 rag#* which is, however,
of little value when the distribution of the re¬
maining three sites Is considered#
A&tMom q£
',-zm*
The iiictograras on page/^ahow the distribution
the five main vegetation types with reference




scale is divided into units or 0,1 g. The results
are expressed as tlie weight of mycelium of
Aspergillus niger formed after a five clay incub¬
ation period. The method is fully described in
fcii© appeiiaix page <^#6 * by arable standards the
weight of mycelium is related to soil potassium
status as followss-
0.25 15ns, and below - Very Low
0.25 - 0.30 g, - Low
0.31 - 0.35 g. - Medium Low
0.36 - 0.43 g. - Medium
0.46 - 0.70 g. - High
0.71 g. and above - Very High
The method is shbject to the same organic matter
effect as was found in the phosphate estimation,
a fixed weight of soil being used. The results
are, however, more uniform than those for phoo-
phatea as ia indicated by the histograms. The
Ajgrostia type forms a compact block between 0.5 -
0.8 g. *lo difa erentiation con b© mad© between
the two vegetation aub-types composing the Agrostis
type. The other completely "mineral" soil type,
that of Leachampsia flexuosa, shows a range from
0.6 - 0.9 g. with a peak between 0.6 and 0,7 g.
The constant "organic" soil type, holinia, has a
wide and dispersed range from 0,4 •> 0.9 g.
Calluna, showing a very marked peak between 0.7 and
0.8 g., is consistently high in available potassium^
I 93.
potassium, ranging from 0.7 - 1.1 g. It may be
significant that the two sites giving moan
potassium results between 0.9 end 1.1 g. are both
of the deep peat types. tardus stricta, though
showing no potassium correlation with the "mineral"
or "organic" soil types on wnich it occurs, lias
the widest range of all the five vegetation types
(0.4 . 1.0 g()«
from a general review of the histograms, tlie
most Interesting single point to emerge is the
rang© of tolerai.ee exhibited by Bardus stricta.
in every case its range overlaps that of the
four otiier vegetation types. this indicates that,
in the youth-Last of hootland, soil conditions, •
especially percentage Loss on ignition, water
content ana acidity, - can seldom be the factor
limiting too spread or colonisation of bared
ground by this species. talluna, with its twin
rang© of soil types, is typically very acid and
appears to be very high in available potassium.
Am would be expected from the consideration of
soil profiles, kollnla and besehampaia i'loxaosa
show a restricted range of soil conditions.
The Agrostis vegetation typo, wiJLoh provides tlie
best grafting land oa the farm, is clearly
differentiated by its much lower acidity status.
Tills doubtless or, -lains the presence of the /
/ 9//-.
tho broad leaved grass species and wild white
clover.
hp^atlop, ql] ye;-;qtjfifrl,on ;ryiRe fo. Oor^tftona
i- ■•^^. ,<->n MMkte.m'-
&& wo'iilci be expected with a soil factor such as
subsoil Lose on Ignition, the vegetation types shew
a constant range throughout-. The histograms on
page 5.00, indicate this to :>© 0 •» 30>e. In these
histograms only true subsoil figures have boon
used, sites being excluded where the profile was
incomplete.
2* Watcr/liuma hutiot-
The hietograns for top and subsoil Wator/Huwue
show a siriilar rang© for each vegetation type and,
though no hard and fast rule can be node, the
subsoils are usually slightly wetter than the
corresponding topsoils. The Agrostls type as a
result of tii© varying mounts of cloy present in
the subsoil again shows the widest range from
2.0 to 5.0.
S. nlfl»
This factor is orx of the roost interesting in
the comparison between topsoil and subsoil. In
the histograms on page500 , the subsoil acidity
relations are shown, the horizontal scale being
graduated in divisions of 0.2 pH units.
Tiie most obvious contrast between the acidity
of topsoil and subsoil is the reduced acidity /
196.
acidity in the latter. In every case the subsoil
is leas acid than the topsoil, a comparison of
pH range figures clearly Illustrating this.
The Agrostio type shows the smallest difference,
though the peak In the subsoil io from pH 5.4 •
5.6 as ^gainat 4.8 #► 5,8 with a peak between 4,8
and 5.Li. Dwschampsin flexuoaa slightly overlaps
its topsoil range, varying?; from 4.8 - 5.6,
Ihe acidity of the iolinie typo decreases to pH
4.6 - 5.4. The largest variation between topsoil
and subsoil is exhibited by the Calluna type,
here the subsoils have a higher, but still narrow
pll range between 4.6 and 5.3. The complete
subsoil ratigo of acidity Is less than that for the
topsoilss- 4.6 * 6.2 as compared with 3.6 - 5.8
for tho to*»w^*l»..
4• Ava1Ighnsuhatesi-
Although when dealing with subsoils the effect
of organic matter on phosphates analysis is
removed, that 0"P iron find aluminium phosphates is
inereasod# With the exception of the A rostio
range of soils, those of fourhope are subject to
son© degree of podsolisation. This suggests that
sesquioxides are being removed from tlv e[u.V(ai
surface horizons of the soil and are being pre¬
cipitated in the subsoil, and increases the pro¬
bability that the subsoil phosphates will be in
the iron or aluminium form. /
/9b.
form.
'lie subsoil distribution of phosphates is
shown in the histograms on page^OO, '/he hor¬
izontal scale is graduated in divisions of 10 mg.
of available phosphates per 100 g. of air-ciry soil.
The iH^roetis vegetation type is apparently lower
In phosphates than any of the other four types
investigated. as podsollsatlon in these soils
is low it is probable that the histogram prerents
a fairly true picture of the available phosphate
status in these subsoils. l'or this type there
is little variation between topaoil and subsoil*
This also holds true for the Moltnla and Dos-
champsia types, the topsoil results comparing
with those obtained from the subsoils. Six of
the eight Nardus sites have mean subsoil phosphate
fl.?pu»os between 10 and 30 mg. Two sites, however,
rhow mean results between 40 and 50 tng* fThe
six samples providing the mean figures for these
two sites were check estimated.) Similar very
high phosphate results are found for the Calluna
type - particularly as already noted, under the
"tiiin mor" type. It would be of interest to
ascertain whether tlio amount of seaquloxides in
the subsoils under acid hill soils showed a wide
variation and whether any correlation could be





Unlike phosphate, available potassium tends to
be high in the topaoila aria low in the subsoils•
fihis is clearly shown by tho historians depicting
available potassium in the subsoils under the five
main vegetation types on page ^00. The horizontal
scale is divided into units of 0,1 g. As the
subsoils are all low in organic matter, tho results
for available potassium are comparable under all
the vegetation types.
The <igx^>atis tyjie of soils is lowest in potassium,
the range being from 0.3 • 0.6 g., with a peak
between 0.3 and 0.4 g. A similar range is shown
oy buiiuna, tho peak in this case boinv between
0,8 and u.d g, beeciiaripsia has on even range from
0.3 • 0,7 g. The widest ranges are shown by
olinia (0.1 •» 0.6 g.) and Naraus (0.1 • 0,7 g.).
lour out of the seven tolinia sites occur between
0,1 and 0,3 g.
suhiSAiar
The subsoils show a similar boss on Ignition
range• The Oator/Humua results for the subsoils
are usually higher than those for the corresponding
fcopsoil, though the subsoil arid fcopsoil Wafcer/l&Mmie
ranges are essentially the same, The subsoils are
typically less acid than the topsoila, a condition
particularly well illustrated by the Calluna veget«»
ation type, rhoephatus, though normally /
/9$.
normally showing little cluing;© between topsolla
and subsoils, give exceptionally high results in
certain sites in the CaHuna and nardus veget¬
ation typos. Available potassium is low in the
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INTER-RELATION OF SOIL FACTORS
interrelations op topsoil loss on ignition
WATEB/&UMUS, pU AND EXCHANGEABLE CALCIUM
IRRESPECTIVE OP VEGETATION TYPE
1* In this sub-seotion the interrelations of
the prinoipal soil factors, Loss on Ignition,
pH, and Water/Humus are discussed. No relation¬
ship was found between pH and the v/H ratio.
Loss on Ignition/pitt-
In Graph 2, page <3.03, the relationship between
L.I. and pH is shown. Each point plotted rep¬
resents the mean pH and L.I. percentage for
each of the 46 sites investigated - in all 443
samples.
Prom the following data the correlation
Coefficient r is calculated.
n m 46
Sum of Squares L.I. * 37,474
" * " pH » 12.89
Sum of Products = - 456.6
£ d, x dj.
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At the 0.01 level of significance with
44 degrees of freedom (n - 2), t from the tables
equals 2.576. The value of t calculated in
this correlation equals 5»78, therefore there
is a significant negative correlation between
pH and L.I. percentage. This indicates that
a low pH is found on Sourhope where the L.I.
percentage is high, and vice versa.
h083 on Ignition / Vater/liumus Ratio:-
In Graph 3, page the relationship between
L.I. and W/S in 46 sites is shown. The results
are the means of 443 topsoil samples.
The Correlation Coefficient r is calcul¬
ated from the following datas-
n « 46
Sum of Squares L.I. » 37,474
" » * W/R * 56.10
Sum of Products =* 742.70
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c9o b.
At the 0.01 level of significance with 44
degrees of freedom (n - 2), t froxa the tables eq.ua!®
2.576. The value of t in this correlation is
3.96, thus there is a significant positive cor¬
relation between W/ti and L.I. percentage. This
indicates that the amount of water held per part
of humus {''/li) increases as the L.I. percentage
increases.
exchangeable Caloium/ptii-
2. In this sub-section the relationship between
percentage exchangeable oalcium and pH ia shown.
The results are grouped in pH units of 0.1, and
Graph 4 shows the distribution of the mean results
for exchangeable calcium between pH 4.0 - 5.0.
As formerly noted on page /7 ~7 when dealing with
the relations of the major vegetation types to
percentage exchangeable calcium, the results
obtained from the topsoils are most easily
compared when they are expressed in terms of
base saturation. This obviates the error in
the analytical process caused by the varying
amounts of organic material.
In Oraph 4, pagel 10 , Bx. Calcium/ * 1000
,J L.I.
is plotted against pH, and from the following
data the Correlation Coefficient r is calculated.
The other correlation coefficients determined
in this thesis are calculated by exactly the
same method as this, and have therefore not
been written out in full (Hee Table 13.)*
£ol.
TABIB / 3.







Mean (d) (a) pH Mean (d, ) ( d, ) aid,
0.66 - 0.67 0.449 4.0 - 0.5 0.25 0.335
0.38 - 0.45 0.203 4.1 - 0.4 0.16 + 0.130
0.99 - 0.34 0.116 4.2 - 0.3 0.09 ♦ 0.102
0.99 - 0.34 0.116 4.3 - 0.2 0.04 + 0.068
1.07 •— 0.26 0.068 4.4 - 0.1 0.01
<;
+ 0.026
1.25 - 0.08 0.006 4.5 0 0 «•
1.38 + 0.05 0.003 4. 6 ♦ 0.1 0.01 0.005
1.47 + 0.14 0.020 4.7 + 0.2 0.04 0.028
1.86 + 0.53 0.281 4.8 + 0.3 0.09 + 0.159
2.02 + 0.69 0.476 4.9 + 0.4 0.16 ♦ 0.276
2.02 + 0.69 0.476 5.0 ♦ 0.5 0.25 0.345
TOTAL 14.59 3. S.: 2.214 49.5 S.S.: 1.10 1.524
Mean 1.33 4.5
Correlation Coefficient r > —J?Qtaj^ld x dL





this result for r Indicates a very high
positive correlation, between "base saturation*
and pH between pH 4.0 - 5.0. The result is
highly significant at the 0.0.1 level.
On the same Graph 4, the relationship of
pH to Percentage Exchangeable Calcium x 1000,
between pli 4.0 - 5.0, is shown. The Correlation
Coefficient r is calculated from the following
data:-
n * 11
Sum of Squares Ex.Ca.
x 1000 =. 822
" pH s* 1.10
Sum of Products a - 22.5
Correlation Coefficient r » t—" ^ 2. y
^/s.S.d, x S.S.di
22.5
25 ^ a i,
30.06
This result indicates that there is a
significant negative correlation between per¬
centage exchangeable ealcium and pli, from pH
4.0 - 5.0, at the 0.01;' level.
These graphs show that in hill soils between
pti 4.0 - 5.0 where, by arable standards, the
L.I. percentage is high, the percentage of
exchangeable calcium, as estimated by the writer,
increases as the soil becomes more acid (negative
correlation). ^hen, however, the results are
3o<i.
expressed In terms of "base saturation", the
relationship between pH and tha degree of base
saturation shows that, as tha soil becomes lass
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STATISTICAL TREATMENT 0? pH AND WAT2R/&UKUS RATIO
RESULTS FOR THE SIGHT MAIN VEGETATION TYPES •
and i-'if
In Table lh- and /S~, pageii3^, the sum of
the variates, the number of variates, the mean,
the sua of squares of the difference, the Standard
Deviation and Standard Error of the mean are
shown for each of the eight principal vegetation
types, for pH and W/H.
Using the Standard Error results the efcandard
error of the difference (Ep) of the means was
\
calculated i.e.
, ed 38 7sa
SLtisfocLt
In the book *Technique in Agricultural
Research" by Pateraon, it is shown that, where
Sp is the error of the difference and D is the
difference between the two means, when 2— is
Sp
greater than 2.0 the difference between the
two means will be significant at the 0.05 level.
In Tables /6 and /7 the values for are
jj»P
shown for pH and the W/li ratio for the eight
vegetation types. From the magnitude of the
figures it can be seen that the <aajority of the
results indicate a highly significant difference
between the means even at the 0.01 level (i.e.
D is greater than 2.6).
In Table /£ - pH - only one difference,
that between Agrostis 1 and Nardus 1, is not
3/d.
significant at the 0.05 level. At the 0.01
level the difference between ffardus 1 and Bea-
champsia flexuosa is just significant.
«-
In fable /7 - V//H - again only one value
„ 1)
of 77- is not significant at the 0.05 level,
that between Nardua 2 and Molinia. At the
0.01 level the differences in the means of Calluna
2 and Molinia, and Calluna 2 and tardus 1 are
non-significant.
These tables indicate that, on Sourhope,
there is a significant difference between the
means of the various vegetation types invest¬
igated for acidity and Water/Humus ratio. At




STANDARD DEVIATION AND STANDARD ERROR OP THE LIEAN
OP EIGHT VEGETATION TYPES - WATER/HUMUS RATIO (TOPSOILS)
Nardue Type 1 Nardua Type 2
y as 134.0 y as 149.0
n as 56 n 32 45
Mean as 2.39 Mean as 3.31
S.S. s 39.40 S.S. as 23.70
S.D. S3 0.85 S.D. S3 0.81












































STANDARD DEVIATION AND STANDARD ERROR OP TiiS MEAN





























































Values of for pH
MO Bf Ag 1 Ag 2 Ns 1 Ns 2 Cv 1
Bf 4.00 mm mm mm
Ag 1 11.55 4.81 - — «■» - -
Ag 2 24.7 15.20 9.10 — — mm —
Ns 1 6.60 2.60 0.90 7.70 — mm •
Ns 2 3.36 7.74 ll.fS 21.70 10.80 mm _
Cv 1 16.60 18.70 22. 00 34.50 14.70 9.00 -
Cv 2 13.60 16.10 19.80 32.90 12.90 6.25 3.75
TABLE /7.
Values of for y)i
Mo Bf Ag 1 Ag 2 Ns 1 Ns 2 Cv 1
Bf 14.30 mm mm
Ag 1 9.20 3.01 mm «• mm - mm
Ag 2 6.05 19.80 14.20 — mm - mm
Ns 1 6.02 6.13 2.80 11.00 mm —
Ns 2 0.62 11.80 8.20 4.21 5.50 mm
Cv 1 6.67 14.20 11.70 3.60 5.74 9.76 mm
Cv 2 2.35 14.60 8.74 10.00 2.31 5.10 7.96
Bf a Beachaiapsia flexuosa Type
Mo » Molinia caerulea
Ag 1 = Non-gleyed Agrostis
Ag 2 = Gleyed Agrostis
Ns 1 « Nardus stricta ("Mineral") Type
Ns 2 » tardus stricta ("Organic") "
Cv 1 s Calluna vulgaris ("Organic") "
Cv 2 a Calluna vulgaris ("Mineral") "
<9/ 6.
A COMPARISON OF TH2 pH'S OF SOILS
estimatej> whew -,vet and after being air-drisd
Although all the pii results used in this
thesis are for air-dry soils, it was considered
that a comparison of pH's taken while the soil
was still wet and after air drying would be of
interest. Facilities for estimating pH were
not available in the farm laboratory, but arrange¬
ments were made to have a certain number of the
soils transported to Edinburgh, where the wet
pH's were determined. The pH was estimated
"wet" within a week of taking the sample in the
field - the samples were stored and transported
in waterproof lined bags.
In Appendix III will be seen the wet and
air-dry pH*s for 145 soil samples. Generally
the topsoil pH falls 0.2 - 0.3 units on air-
drying. In Sites 51, 59 and 63, however, -
soils of the Brown Earth and Gley types - the
topsoil variation in pH is muoh larger. In
one sample the pH falls 0.3 on air-drying. Vith
the exception of the three sites already mentioned,
the subsoils show little change in pH on air-
drying; in a few oases the pil of the air-dry




RELATION OF PRINCIPAL SPRCIK9 TO SOIL CONDITIONS
<3/ S.
I
TIIK RELATION BETWEEN THE PRINCIPAL SPECIES
OCCURRING ON SOUKHOPE
AND THE SOIL TYPE AND CONDITIONS
In tills section the general distribution of the
main plant species found on Sourhope will b© dis-
cuecod. This will be done in two parts. The
first part ie concerned with the occurrence of
these species in the different vegetation types,
the second with the distribution of the species
in relation to soil conditions.
Part I.
In Table 18 the distribution of seventeen hill
species with regard to their presence or absence
in the eight main vegetation types already ident¬
ified, is shown* A single cross indicates that
the species has a Specific Frequency of 20^ or over,
a double cross that tho species is dominant, and a
line that the specie3 is absent* as this paper
deals with general trends, It was decided that the
inclusion of species of very low Specific Frequency
(5 - 15;a} in this section would only confuse the
overall distribution picture. Also, as has already
been shown, the error In the method of vegetation
analysis at these low frequencies is high*
The Table has been divided into tliree groups*
The first group Includes species occurring only on
"organic" soils; tho second species confined, to
"mineral" soils; the third species occurring /
P/9.
oeeurrinc on both "mineral" and hrganio" soils.
frroup 1, composed of holinln caerulea, Jtaioph-
oniEi valineturn, Junous squarroaua, i rlco. tefcrallx
and Scirpus caeepltogLuS^ all occur on peat or thick
nor hums. They are confined to tliree of the
main vegetation types Investigated, namely, the
"organic" sub-types of hardus and Oalluna, and to
the i4olinla type • Juncua aquarroeus is common to
all three, dolrpuo to the Calluna and nollnla types,
and I:,rica fcotrelix and iiripphoinim vagin; taim to
the Callima type only# -iolinia, wich is the
aoioiiiant species in one of the principal vegetation
types investigated, occurs as a subsidiary species
in the "organic" hordus type.
Group 2, occurring o ly on a "mineral" soil
where a thin srub-litier nor hums layer nay or
nay not be present. Is composed of ?rifolium repens,
Poa pretenais, Feotfcca rubra, holctis mollis and
beochoiapaia caespitosa. These species ore present
In four of the main vegetation types, i.e. the
"mineral" harclus soil, the two Agrostls types and
the Ffeseliampeia flexuosa type. Holcus mollis is
the ordLy species of the five occurring in all four
soil types. ion pratensie and Pestuca rubra are
both represented in the two Agroatis communities,
the fox-ucr species being also found in the beach-
ampsin flexuoaa arid the latter in tho "mineral"
"tardus type. besciionpela caespitosa Is found
only in the two Agrostie types. /
3<S>o.
types. Trifolium repens lias the most restricted
distribution of all the species In this group.
It is confined to the gleyed Agrostis type, tliough
the 'fable shows it is also present In the "mineral"
Nardus type. This is confined to a single site
{site 30). '-."his site, as liaaAlready been noted,
though having a ciorilnanfcly Mardus striata veget¬
ation, lias subordinate species and soil profile
and conditions which identify it with the gleyed
Agrostia community.
Group 3 comprises ten species - Galium vulgaris,
tardus otricta, <igrostla spp., lestuca ovina,
beecliampela Hexuosa, imtho:-auit2ium odoratum, Vacc-
ininra nyrtillus, i'otentilla erecta, Galium saxat-
lle Gild buaiiXa campostrie. ihos© specie a occur
on both "mineral" and "organic" soils, as is
clearly shown in the fable. besohaiupeie flesuosa
is most widely distributed, being present in seven
out of the eight vegetation types. Agrestic spp.,
Postuca ovina, Anthoxnnthum ouoratun and I/ufirula
campostris have a similar distribution, being
found in all the vegetation types with the except¬
ion of those dominated by Galium vulgaris.
Nardus is not shown to be present in the "mineral"
Calluna or boaclmtipsia flexuooa types, though, as
previously stated, t is species was purposely
avoided in 12 ie selection of those sites. F'rora
what lias been already concluded concerning the wide
tolerance of soil conditions /
S>Si.
Photo. 2O, (SiuQ 4.5)
Nardua stricta tussocks in a
burned Calluuetum. The Oalluna
is regenerating but is very short.
conditions exhibited, by Nardus, it seems just¬
ifiable to include harrius as a species which will
be commonly found in any of the eight major
vegetation typea arid sub-typea. Vaceiniura
rayrtillus is also widely distributed, occurring
in all but the two Agrostls types. Potentilia
©recta ana aalium saxatile have essentially the
saiie distribution, Potentilla, however, not being
represented In tire "organic" hardua soil.
Calluna vulgaris lias the moat limited distribution,
always occurring in a dominant or co-clominant
role. As has been previously aug ested, Calluna's
presence in the "organic" tardus soils indicates
an area of heather invaded by tardus• Depending
on future management, the species most favoured
will eventually become dominant (see Pkoto2£) ,
page 21/ ).
tab j, ... i y.
THIS DISTRIBUTION QP T ^"ITY FBIBOXPAL 3T-.CXA3 IB 3IGHX KA1N Yt>GSTATION TO3
Mineral organic Or. anlo JRinoral NoiWiiey Gley
:
Speoies Nardus X Hardus 2 Calluna X Calluna 2 At.xoatis X Agrostis 2 Moiinia jeachanpsia
Group X. - "Ori .smic" Goil ;; pedes
Moiinia oacrulea . • •» ♦ «• • « ♦♦ mm
rio£ ;oruia va&Lmtum «• 4» ♦ mm dan a» • mm
Ju: .cue a^uarroeuo . • mm ♦ ♦ mm 4* mm ♦ mm
:rioa tetralix .. mm mm ♦ mm mm mm mm
pcirpua oaespitoeuG •• mm • ♦ mm ♦ **
Group 2m - "Milleral" Soil 2 pedes
Trlfoliun repens „ ♦ •» mm mm ♦ - «*
j?oa pratensis .. .. mm mm mm ♦ •» ♦
Festuoa rubra ,, .. ♦ <■» mm mm ■ ♦ ♦ mm *•»
Holcua mollis .. •• ♦ mm mm ♦ ♦ mm ♦
osohanpsia caespitosa • • mm m ♦ ♦♦ mm
.
c<roup 3# - ""ineral* find "Organic" 3011 Specie*1
flarduo stricta .. ,♦ ♦♦ ♦♦ ♦ mm ♦ ♦ ♦ m
Calluna vulgaris •• mm ♦ ♦♦ • mm mm mm
A&rooti* epp. •• .» * ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
1 Feotuca ovlna .. •« ♦ ♦ «* mm ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Deoohaaptla flexuosa . ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ mm ♦ ♦ ♦
Anthoxanthun odorntun ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Vaccinium rayrtilluo •• ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ mm mm ♦ ♦
Dotentilia ereota •• ♦ mm ♦ mm ♦ +
Galium saxatiXe.* •• ♦ ♦ 4m» «• ♦ mm ♦ ♦
busuXa oampoetrls .• ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
- Absent.
♦♦„ Dominant Gpeoiee.
♦ present over 20,' ipeelfic ?requenoy.
UWfK&kHfc.VP* P± .39 deleft.
with gelation to :'oll Conditions*
Part II.
In Table /? (p.3,2,9) the range figures for each
species for Lose on Ignition, hater/*turns Kafcio
end pa or© shown. The species have been grouped
V7lth reference to L.I. figures and fall Into the
three main categories distinguished for Table
I.e. "organic" soil species, "Mineral" soil species
and species occurring in both eoil types. Table
shows the complete rang© for each of L.I., $/S»
and pH. The range figures tiro obfealnea from the
mean soil factor results for each site in which
the species is present with a specific frequency
of over 20#• Range figures for available potass¬
ium and phosphates, which arc shown for each main
vegetation type in Section 4, are not included in
this Table. It is considered that they are of
little value as a means of comparing or contrasting
the different habitats colonised by these species.
2£2i!fiJL*
This is formed of five species already detailed
in tiie first part of tlxis section. The L.I.
results are closely comparable though Kriophorura
waglnnfcrun and hrlea tetrallx appear to prefer a
purer form of hums tlian that colonised by the
other three species. The preference of these
species for the purer hums type Is reflected in
the very high v.'/H range (4.2 - 6.6) and the y
c936.
the high aciaity or tho soils (pii 3.6 <• 3.9).
3cirpus caeepltosus, occurring within a United
but drier W/H range of 3*9 - 4.4 shows a wider
pH range of from pH 3*6 - 4.3* Juncus sqnarrosus
colonises soils which, though still very acid
(pH 3.0 - 4.3), J3.ro drier tlian those found under
the previous three species (w/H 3*2 - 3.8)*
The least acid range in this group is possessed
by iiolinis caoruloa (pH 4.2 - 4*5). This species
also occurs on relatively drier soils (W/H 2.5 -
3*9). Reviewing tlie group generally it appears
that species wldch are confined to Mgiily organic
soils ai-»c those wiiich can tolerate a high water
content in the soil and u high degree of acidity.
uronp 2t
This group embraces five species already Let-
ailed in the first part of this section. Hie
Lass on Ignition results indicate that these
species arc confined to the "mineral" soil type.
Poa pratensls, Lolcus mollis, Festuca rubra and
Deschai psia caespltosa show a similar range of
Hi/ll ratio. Trifolium repens has a much mere
limited range of ft/ll than the previous four spocios.
It appeal's tc prefer soils which are "v/et",
but not extremely wet, as is typical of taose
sites where the porcontage of Deachampsia caes-
plt03a is very high* A comparable range of Loss
on Ignition results is exhibited by all the species
in tide group /
a)£ b.
group with the exception of Trifoliura repens•
The L.I. results for this species show that it
colonises soils of "relatively" low organic matter
(lo-17/» L.X.). A'oa prateneie, i eatuca rubra and
ilolcus mollis are all found on soils of a similar
acidity range • approximately pH 4.4 - 5.7.
They con thus tolerate a greater degree of acidity
than Deschanpsle caesnitosa <4.9 - 5.7) arid
Trifolium repens <5.4 • 5.7). The very high,
but narrow, pll range of white clover again sets
this snecios apart from tho other four in the
group.
Heviewing Group 2 generally, the results
indicate that the species composing it are found
only on soils of the lower L.X. range. lire w/ll
range is broad and acidity is low when considered
in relation to the pH results of the other groups
i»ild white clover is particularly interesting,
the figure© obtained allowing that, on Sourhope,
it colonises a very restricted soil type.
Group 5:
Ten opec3.es compose this group. They occur
on both "mineral" and "organic" soils, the list
of species and range of figures for each species
being shown in Table /9 (p*32°i-). As the species
are found in both soil categories, the L.I. range
is broad and only email variations aro shown by
the various species. Onlluna vulgaris, however,
ranging /
931.
ranging from 25.0 - 97,0$ L.I. does suggest that it
prefers a nor© humose soil and that, particularly
Qt the lower end of its occurrence with reference
to L.I., it is not found, on soils of low organic
content. *ho range of the W/H ratio is also
closely comparable, Calluna being the only excep¬
tion. CalXuna is confined to the wetter range
of soils, the lowest mean ratio estimated being
2.7. in contrast to the constancy of the results
for L.I. arid v/H found in tills group, pil si ows
a nor© diverse range. Rardus, hgrostts, Desch-
nnpsin. flexuoaa, Anthoxanthum odoraturn and Luzula
c&npesfcria indicato a very wide acidity range,
including those of all the main vegetation types
investigated. I'esfcuca ovina and Fotentilln ©recto
are found where fclie acidity is lees extreme (the
lowest pll results for these two species is 4.2).
(ialium saxatile (pH 3.0 - hi) docs not commonly
occur on the soils of highest or lowest acidity
on 3ourhone • the most acid ranges are exliib-
ited by Vaccinium R^rrtillun (3.8 - 4.6) and
^aliuna vulgaris (3»6 - 4.1).
The trends illustrated by this .group ore prin¬
cipally brought out by the pli ranges, With fclie
exception of Calluno, L.X. and i/H fibres are
essentially similar. Hie pli range figures, on
the other hand, indicate that, while son© of the
species nay colonise soils of very varying acid¬
ities, others show more specific /
c?<9 8.
specific range, whloh nay play oon© part in deter¬
mining whether a species will be present in a plant
community. The figures in Table are of interest
as a means of comparing: the soil conditions found
nndei? Potentilla create and Oaliun aoxatile.
These species have a wide distribution. The figures
indicate tliat v/ater coi tditiona are essentially the
same for each. Galium, however, shows a prefer¬
ence for more organic and nore acid, soils than
PotentIlia.
Owing to its limited distribution on SoBThope
Vaccinia in myrtillus communities were not included
in the major vegetation types investigated in the
course of this work. Bite 49 on the Banks,
however, which is co-dominant Vacclnium-IJardus,
was sampled and gave the following results.
Vegetation /auiJjrala t
Vm He bf Fo fls P© Ao La
100 05 60 5 15 15 5 15
Soil /aialyelai
n L.I. V0I pil r20s KgO
10 10.0 2.45 4.2 3.0 0.55
Reviewliig both parts of this section, it is
evident that the more important hill species can
be divided into three main group® with reference
to their L.I. range. These group® havo definite
trends with relation to the W/?I ratio and pH.
Within each group the range figures for each soil
factor tend to be similar though certain species
exhibit narrower ssones.
TABLE 79-
THS DISTRIBUTION OF THE TWENTY PHIGCIgAL KILL SPECIES
t'lTH RELATION TO L. I.5&. /H AND pH RA -GK
Species Loss on Ignition >ater/Hunna.8 PH No. of samples
Group 1. - "Organic" Soil Species
Molinla caerulea •• ., 2.5 *» 3-9 4 2 _ 4-5 81
Sriophorum vo inatura .. 4.4 — O.O 3.6 «» 3.9 20
Juncus squnrrosus.♦ .• 3.2 3.8 3.6 — 4.3 41
Erica tetralix .. .. 4.2 — 6.6 3.6 - 3.9 30
Scirpua caespitosus .. 3.9 *• 4.4 3.6 •* 4.3 30
Group 2. - "Mineral" Soil Species •' « . .
Trifoliurs re pens .. .. 3.2 •> 4.0 5.4 mm 5.7 30
Poa pratensis .. •• 1.0 — 4.6 4.6 — 5.6 00
Festuca rubra .. .. 1.3 — 4.6 4.4 — 5.7 100
Holcus lollis .. 1.1 4.6 4.5 mm 5.7 110
Desohatfipsia caeepitosa . •• •• IQ.O * 36.0 1.2 ** 4.6 4.9 *• 5.7 90
Group 3. - "Mineral" and "Organic" Soil Species
Nardue stricta ., .. 1.2 «» 3.8 3.7 5.7 192
Caliuna vulgaris .. 2.7 6.6 3.6 m 4.1 110
A rostie spp. . • • • 0.9 - 4.6 3.9 - 5.7 283
Festuca ovina ., .. 0.9 3.8 4.2 — 5.4 230
eschanpsia flexuosa •• 0.9 — 3.9 3.9 — 5.6 293
Anthoxanthum odoratum •• 0,9 — 4.6 3.9 — 5.6 176
Vacciniura ra^rtillus .. 0.9 - 3.9 3.8 • 4.6 132
Potentilla erecta . .. 0.9 «• 3.4 4.2 «•» 5.6 150
Galium saxatile •. . • 0.9 — 3.8 3.8 m 5.1 192






The collusions and trends deriving from the
fore-going sections are discussed under the
following headingst-
a) A comparison of the writer's findings with
the findings of others as they apply to the soil
conditions which support the principal hill
vegetation types.
b) The relative importance of the various soil
factors differentiating the five vegetation types
Investigated.
o) The advantages and disadvantages of the writer's
methods of noil analyses.
d) The bearing of the writer's findings on the
extent to which the edaphic factor controls the
distribution of the five hill vegotation types
in 3.E. Scotland.
333.
a#) 'Ibis Motion contains a brief summary of the
f inding:s of the v/riter which are in general agree¬
ment w fch those of other investigators# Differences,
whore they exist, are in detail rather than in prin¬
ciple, and appaer to be Justified in tho light of
the results from the foregoing Sections# A full
literature review will be found in Section 1#
_~r
A rostla-feacue 'fype*
..lie findings are confirmed of heddle ami Ogg (2),
1933 and (3) 1933, and of fearsall (1) 1950, which
agree thai 'frifolium repens is associated with a
high percentage of exchangeable calcium and intense
flushing# Meddle and Ogg also found tlmt in this
vegetation type, phosphates were low and potassium
was highf the writer's results confirm tills though
his figures for potassium are relatively lower when
compared with thoao of the other vegetation types
investigated# rlho writer's pli range for both sub-
types (4*3 - 5#6) tends to be higher and narrower
than those recorded by others# fearsail (1) 1950,
is of the opinion that Agrostis-fescu© is associated
with more or less acid, base deficient soils of the
Brown-earth type# f'his is borne out by the writer's
findings as was also the increase in loscbampsla
caespltosa and holcus spp# where flushing was active#
Where, however, beschampsia caespitoaa was common,
the soil type was found to be of the bley rather
than of the Brown-earth typo#
333.
daUuna vulgaris Tvnot
.any writers including Aclanson (4) 19IB, Pearcall
(5) 193B, Woodheed (6) 1906, Fritsch and Salisbury
(7) 1915, Klgee (6) 1915, and Lewis (9) 1904, eosvnont
on trie poat thiclcness and peat type found under this
vegetation# The two sub-types distinguished by the
writer correspond generally to the "Calluna Heath"
and " alluna Moor" of the others. in a, reement with
Llgeo (B) 1915 and Lewis (9) 1904, the 'mineral' or
'heath' type was found to bo drier than the 'organic'
or moor C&llunetum* Both sub-types were 'wetter'
tlian the Nard.ua typeo, as was found by Jeffreys (lu)
1917.
The writer's pH range of 3.6 - 4.1 for both sub¬
types Qoupared well with the findings of others.
Hlapp (11) 1951, however, states that there is no
difference between the acidity of tfliCalluna and
'lardus land. In this case, the writer's results
show a significant difference.
Tardus strlcta Types
Two types of Hardus vegetation are distinguished
by the writer# The soils showed a wide range of
acidity, and a layer of raor humus or peat terns always
present. Bases are low. 'ihls agrees with the views
of Poarsall (1) 1950, though the 'mineral' type of
Callunetum is "wetter" than the 'mineral' type of
Jlardus and comparea well with the "wetness" range
eschibitod by the 'organic' Hardus type. The pH
range (3.9 - 5.1) agrees i?ith that found bj others.
<9J
others# The IV/H ratio of 1*2 to 3#6 Indicates tliat
tiiie species lias a wide tolerance of "wetness#




Tliis vegetation typo is found on bourhope on
i entle slopes and where it would appear that lateral
seepage Is taking placo# The peat is of the black
amorphous type described by racer (13) 1953# The
water status of the soil (2#5 - 4#0) found by the
writer indicates that, with respect to "wetness",
it compares closely with that of "mineral" Callun-
etura but is drier than the "organic" balluneturn#
This agrees with the findings of Crump (15) 1911,
but differs from those of Gorham (16) 1953, and
Jeffreys (14) 1916# Jeffries (12) 1915, concluded
that ^oiinia was dependent on a supply of relatively
base-rich water# The writer*o results do not con¬
firm this, Calluna alone showing a lower base sat¬
uration# Ths vary narrow pit limits found by the
writer for this species compares noil with those
quoted by others#
boachartipala flcxuosa, Type#
The occurrence of tills vegetation type on the
steep stony exposed brows of the hills where the
soils are acid and low in bases, is in agreement
with those described by many writers:- T'ansley (17)
1949, Auaiason (4) 1918, Jowett unci Scurfleld (18)
1949# Tho pH range, however, of 4#4 - 4#9 with a
moon of 4#6 is generally higher than that quoted
by Pearsail (l) 1950, Jowett and Scurfield (10)
<PJ5.
Jowett and Airfield (18) 1949, and Scurfield (19)
1953, Olson (20) 1938, and Atlclns arid lenton (21),
• <;
I930j it should be noted however, that some of
these results refer to Deaohasqpola flexuoee. oceurr*
■
ing as ground flora of woodland where podaolisation
was active. Ho signs of active podsolisation ware
found in the soils supporting this vegetation type
at dotirhope. A thin mar humus la er was always
s




A negative correlation wan found by the writer
between pJi and Pereonta, :e ..^changeable Calcium. In
agreement with Pearsall (22) 195oU pH was related
to base saturation (So© also Cooper (2b) 1932), and
acidity increased with an increase in organic matter
percentage. Ho relation, however, «u found, between
pil and "wetness". The findings of Jowett ami Scur-
field (23) 1952, with reference to the relations of
organic natter, moisture a.d pH were also corrobor-
ated. "with regard to the effect of drying on the
«
pll of soils, the findings of the writer agree with
those of Host and Fiegor (24) 1923 and Kornell (25),
193*.
iocchangeable Calcium?
The writer's results showed that the percentage of
exchangeable calcium in hill soils is usually below
0.1,,. This bears out the findings of Ggg and bow,
(20) 19*g, and Thoroas <27) 1938. It was also shown
that the varying amounts of exchangeable calcium
Q3b.
calcium played an important part in differentiating
vegetation types ae was found by Keddlo and Ogg (2
193.5 and (37) 193d.
CONCLUSIONS (a)
LITT{iW 'it. ■ iCAfiftw.
1. Pearstill W«Ji. 1950
2. .-eucLLe u; Ugg 1933
3. » ft 1936
4. j-jutumoii R.8. 1918
5. Pearsail V?.H. 1030
6. Woodhoad 1906
7. j-ritsch Ci Salisbury 1915
8. Hgoe F. 1914
9. Lewis F.J. 1904
10. Jeffreys H. 1917
11. Klapp L. 1951
12. Jeffries T.A. 1915
13. irasor O.K. 1933
14. Jeffreys H. 1916
15. crup.p vv.b. 1911
16. Gorhaa e# 1953
17. Taneley A.G. 1949
18. Jotvctt ic .Vcurfield 1949
19. Scurfield 0. 1953
20. Olsen C. 1938
21. iitkins & Ponton 1930
22. Poarsall V».H. 1952
23. Jov/ett A jcurficld 1952
24. Host & Fieger 1923
25. Horaell L.O. 1932
26. Ogg & iJow 1928
27. Thomas B. 1938
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Jti. Prom the work carried out by the writer on
Sourhope hurra the soil factors which proved most
successful as a means of differentiating veget¬
ation types were soil profile, Loss on Ignition,
Water/lhimus ratio, pH and Percentage exchangeable
calcium. Available phosphates and potassium,
though indicating certain trends, showed a wide
variation even within the same site. The
analytical methods used for these two factors,
particularly those for available phosphates,
are unreliable.
Soil profile is perhaps the most reliable
indicator of soil conditions and It was on the
basis of this factor that the Calluna, Nardus and
Agrostis vegetation sub-types were distinguished.
Prom the soil profile a fair estimate of soil-
drainage conditions and of the degree of leaching
can be made. In the writer's opinion these play
the most important roles in differentiating hill
vegetation type. pH, % Exchangeable calcium,
and Loss on Ignition together indicate the degree
of leaching in terms of acidity and base satur¬
ation. The Water/Humus ratio, where the clay
percentage is low, gives results which allow a
comparison of "wetness" under the various veget¬
ation types. /
c?3 9.
C. In the course of the analyses of the soils
for the various soil factors, certain difficulties
were encountered particularly with the highly
organic soils. After air-drying, the "peaty"
soils were exceedingly troublesome to sieve.
It was found that the only satisfactory method
was to rub the lumps through the sieve by hand -
a time-consuming process. It was further found
that the dry, finely sieved, organic-matter was
not easily wetted as is necessary in the estim¬
ation of pH, available phosphates and potassium,
and exchangeable calcium. Frequent stirring was
required. Such organic soils wex-e allowed to
stand in contact with the distilled water, or
Hydrochloric acid or Acetic acid for a longer
time than that recommended by the estimation
method. In the available potassium estimation,
no satisfactory method was found of presenting
contamination of the mycelium by small pieces of
organic material.
For estimating soil pH a Universal Indicator
was tried in the farm laboratory. The results
for mineral soils compared well v/ith those
obtained by using tlie Muirhead pH meter. In the
highly organic soils, however, difficulty was
found In comparing the colour produced with the
standard colour - charts supplied. As the pH
estimations using the Muirhead meter are on a
volume /
o ,
volume basis, the results for both organic and
mineral soils are comparable.
The method of phospioato analysis is complic¬
ated by the probable solubility of "unavailable"
iron and aluminium phosphates. The pll of the
extract using the Kirsanov method is low (tests
showed it to be between pH 1.0 and 1.5).
The estimation of available phosphates and
potassium and exchangeable calcium were all
subject to the effect on the analysis of the
differing volumes of the soils. Expression of
the percentage exchangeable calcium as base
saturation counteracted the organic matter effect,
but no relation was found between available
phosphates or potassium with Loss on Ignition
percentage. /
D. The findings in this thesis show, in the
writer's opinion, that edaphic conditions do play
a major role in the distribution of the vegetation
types investigated. Each occurs within a fairly
well defined range of soil conditions, particul¬
arly with reference to pH, base saturation and
"wetness"• Over the area investigated, the
rain fall is generally constant and it appears
likely that the main factors governing the veget-
ational distribution is the permeability of the
soil and whether the soil water present is due
to direct rainfall, or to lateral seepage, or to
springs.
On the dry, permeable stony brows of the Mils,
or where the slope is very steep and the soil thin,
the hescharapsia flexuosa type becomes dominant.
Where the slope is less severe and where non
base-rich lateral seepage from above takes place,
Ivlolinia eaerulea is dominant. On the areas
where flushing from springs enriches the soil,
Agrostis becomes dominant. Where the drainage
is impeded, Deschampsia caespitosa and Trifolium
repens increase, the former species becoming
in many cases dominant.
Galluna vulgaris has two zonos of occurrence.
The "mineral" sub-type is found on soils which
are "wet", but where no drainage impedance can
be observed. The "organic" sub-type is found
where /
s>#£.
where true peat is present, contrasting with the
previous sub-type where aerobic conditions indic¬
ate the huraus layer to be a mor rather than a
peat. The peats may be very "wet" and both sub¬
types are extremely acid and base saturation is
very low.
Where Wardus stricta is dominant, two sub-types
are again present - one on peat and one on a
"mineral" soil. Unlike Calluna however, the
Nardxis sub-types exhibit a tolerance of "wetness",
acidity and base saturation which overlaps that
of the four tther vegetation types.
In an area such as the one investigated, the
main factor modifying the vegetation is biotic.
This includes not only the effect of the grazing
animal but also that of fire. Of the vegetation
types examined, those dominated by Calluna and
Molinia are the only two commonly burned as part
of the sheep farming policy, and the findings show
that, given favourable conditions, Nardus stricta
can colonise these soil types. It seems unlikely
that waruus would be able to spread to any great
extent into the base-rich flushed areas of the
Agrostis types. Here the better grasses are able
to maintain themselves even under extreme grazing
pressure, indicating the primary factor to be
edaphlc. Scattered tussocks of Nardus are
commonly present in the beschampsia flexuosa
vegetation /
3 >
vegetation type. Though the acidity and Loss
on Ignition ranges of this type are very near
the optima for the "mineral" Nardus type, the
W/H ratio results show that the heschampsia type
Is exceedingly "dry"# This factor may limit
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APPENDIX I.
Sample No. Humus iiater Ml £2^3 Ex. Oft,
41 41.70 132.0 3.2 4.7 13 0.46 0.035
S 42 10.40 20.0 1.9 5.2 13 0.41 0.010
43 20.50 63.0 3.1 5.1 10 0.32 0.023
3 44 17.10 37.80 2.3 5.0 6 0.71 0.039
45 24.20 50.70 2.1 4.5 7 0.65 0.037
3 45 16.40 40.00 2.2 4.8 8 0.70 0.019
4? 30.30 61.50 2.0 4.4 6 0.70 0.046
48 39.30 123.0 3.1 4.5 9 0.68 0.048
49 32.20 90.60 2.7 4.5 9 0.69 0.039
50 32.50 104.0 3.2 4.5 11 0.70 0.033
51 23.30 62.0 2.7 4.5 6 0.72 0.035
52 23.70 46.50 2.0 4.5 9 0.63 0.033
53 22.00 79.00 3.6 4.5 7 0.57 0.035
54 19.70 51.60 2.6 4.7 9 0.39 0.023
3 55 11.50 30.60 2.6 5.6 4 O.kO 0.008
56 39.00 96.60 2.5 4.9 12 0.77 0.027
s 57 25.70 47.30 1.8 5.5 8 0.41 0.085
58 34.60 91.70 2.7 4.6 8 0.69 0.037
s 59 14.20 28.80 2.1 5.4 7 0.54 0.054
60 32.40 42.00 1.3 4.6 7 0.81 0.042
61 41.00 85.40 2.1 4.6 7 0.59 0.035
62 30.50 42.50 1.4 4.7 13 0.71 0.033
63 37.20 45.50 1.2 4.7 9 0.84 G.OUt
64 31.20 25.40 0.85 4.4 9 0.70 0.035
65 20.80 40.00 1.9 4.4 7 0.72 0.039
66 50.50 91.50 1.8 4.2 8 0.77 0.052
95 o.
Sample No. Kunsus ;£ Water % g/fa & ^5 ££ Sx. Ga.
67 18.70 29.70 1.6 5.0 10 0.80 0.043
a 68 11.70 28.20 2.4 5.2 11 0.47 0.014
69 19.50 17.40 0.9 5.0 10 0.70 0.025
s 70 9.90 25.20 2.5 4.7 5 0.55 0.030
71 23.60 33-00 1.4 4.3 15 0.44 0.017
S 72 11.10 25.70 2.3 4.7 16 0.40 0.018
73 19.40 37.00 1.9 4.1 15 0.59 0.046
74 17.00 21.00 1.2 4.5 S 0.63 0.021
75 16.40 35.60 2.0 4.3 14 0.66 0.027
76 24.20 26.40 1.1 4.1 7 0.74 0.025
77 12.80 12.70 1.0 4.3 7 0.52 0.031
78 19.50 21.40 1.1 4.2 a 0.68 •
79 13.00 13.10 0.73 4.3 14 0.68 0.035
80 20.80 19.10 0.92 4.9 15 0.80 0.031
3 81 13.30 20.40 1.50 5.4 15 0.76 0.046
S 82 9.10 18.40 2.0 5.8 11 0.65 m
83 21.20 23.40 1.1 5.2 7 0.53 0.035
3 84 11.60 32.00 2.8 4.8 15 0.45 0.071
3 85 7.40 13.70 1.85 5.2 14 0.48 -
86 22.10 23-30 1.06 4.6 15 0.51 0.035
S 87 18.70 27.40 1.45 4.8 13 0.40 0.071
88 25.40 23.00 0.91 4.7 26 0.79 0.023
S 89 30.60 24.70 0.82 4.8 18 0.44 m
90 26.60 20.80 0.78 4.5 16 0.64 -
91 27.20 19.80 0.73 4.5 16 0.71 m
92 29.70 23.30 0.78 4.4 16 0.84 •
93 34.00 36.10 1.06 4*4 11 0.96 0.032
94 28.70 20.90 0.73 4.5 12 0.63 0.035
95 29.00 30.50 1.05 4.3 11 0.62 0.040
96 25.20 14.00 0.56 4.5 10 1 .00 0.030
DSi.
Oit© ^aajyle Ho. iiUOTUS & imter MlHMMMP *a& £kX.
5 97 83.20 238.0 2.90 4.4 13 0.23 -
3 98 82.00 310.0 3.80 4.8 5 0.55 m
99 85.00 220.0 2.80 4.4 13 0.76 .
3100 86.00 293.0 3.40 4.4 6 0.52 •
101 9k. 50 249.0 2.60 4.4 12 0.64 0,066
102 96.00 264.0 2.70 4.0 10 0.74 -
103 95.00 283.0 3.00 4.3 10 0.77 •
104 24.50 24.90 1.05 4.9 7 0.70 0.090
s 105 13.80 23.40 1.70 5.5 7 0.47 0.126
106 19.50 16.50 0.35 4.7 10 0.56 -
S 107 12.20 29.60 2.40 5.3 6 0.49 0.066
108 18.20 35.40 2.0 5*6 4 0.55 0.140
S 109 14.30 31.60 2.2 5.7 5 0.56 0.152
110 18.60 21.70 1.20 4.7 5 0.62 0.076
111 16.50 35.0 2.1 5.5 4 0.52 0.148
112 21.20 23.80 1.1 4.6 11 0.45 «■»
113 27.90 35.0 1*8* 4.6 9 0.60 0.048
114 22.00 28.30 1.30 4.8 7 0.65 0.070
115 22.90 27.00 1.17 4.5 13 0.58 0.042
116 21.60 26.00 1.20 4.3 7 0.55 0.100
<96"c3.
iempie No. "OWi* fator,,:; f/Ei ££ **• <**
117 25.40 29.60 1.17 4.8 15 0.32 0.021
3 118 12.20 31.60 2.60 5.3 16 0.20 0.027
119 17.90 30.40 1.70 5.0 14 0.55 0.019
3 120 13.70 31.80 2.30 4.8 26 0.40 0.020
121 17.20 19.80 1.16 4.5 16 0.47 0.037
3 122 12.60 26.20 2.10 4.6 22 0.38 0.018
123 25.70 19.50 0.76 4.4 13 , 0.60 0.020
124 22.70 24.60 1.10 4.3 14 0.63 m
125 22.70 28.80 1.27 4.4 15 0.69 0.020
126 22.20 21.80 0.98 4.6 24 0.76 0.020
127 21.70 16.80 0.78 4.5 20 0.93 0.016
128 23.50 23.40 1.00 4.3 26 0.71 0.030
129 21.50 18.80 0.87 4.3 18 0.71 0.024
130 16.30 20.05 1.24 5.3 9 0.72 0.112
S 131 13.50 23.50 1.74 5.1 6 0.67 0.052
132 14.90 24.50 1.57 5.2 6 0.63 0.076
S 133 11.30 24,60 2.18 5.2 9 0.57 0.106
134 17.60 33.00 1.86 5.0 9 0.46 0.068
S 135 15.20 36.30 2.40 5.2 11 0.38 0.096
136 22.90 24.00 1.05 4.6 13 0.66 0.052
137 20.40 20.50 1.00 4.7 10 0.68 0.048
138 23.80 27.60 1.16 4.9 4 0.73 0.048
139 22.50 25.50 1.14 4.6 3 0.70 0.058
140 17.20 18.20 1.05 4.9 4 0.61 0.075
141 17.30 22.30 1.29 4.9 8 0.55 0.072

















































































































iassple {to. humus % Water % j£ ^5 K-G—Sr* KX. Ja.
169 69.8 362 4.24 4.3 5 0*55 *»
s 170 18.4 66.3 3.71 4.6 5 0.27 0,028
171 38.7 273 3.00 4.3 9 0.86 0.068
S 172 14.7 56.8 3.86 4.5 4 0.22 0.020
173 87.9 262 3.13 4.5 11 0.87 0.050
S 174 16.2 61.0 3.76 4.7 5 0.26 0,037
175 87.3 298 3.42 4.3 12 0.91 0.048
176 39.2 314 3.52 4.1 9 0.74 0,050
177 89.2 309 3.46 4.5 11 0.66 *
176 97.7 371 4.22 4.6 20 0.71 -
179 90.0 293 3.23 4.2 13 0.48 0.042
180 90.4 315 3.48 4.3 11 0.47 0.056
161 89*6 335 3.73 4*4 11 0.43 0.042
182 54.6 126.5 2,32 4.3 9 0.30 0.056
S 183 16.3 41.8 2.29 4.6 15 0.18 0.022
184 45.9 96.6 2.15 4.3 10 0.37 -
S 185 13.9 32.7
163.0
2.35 4.9 20 0.21 0.012
166 70.3 2.31 4.2 35 0.35 0.028
S 187 24.2 42.4 1.75 4.7 26 0.14 0.020
188 77.3 195.0 2.52 4.6 18 0,42 0.092
189 65.8 234.0 2.66 4.3 12 0.39 m
190 79.3 229.0 2.88 4.3 15 0.37 0.138
191 45.3 137.5 3.03 4.3 13 0.42 0.032
192 66.5 213.0 3.11 4.4 15 0.51 0.064
193 64.2 168.0 2.62 4.5 14 0.44 0.062















































































































Sample Ho. Sater & Mi Sfi Ex. Ca.
222 83.2 244.0 2.93 4.5 15 0.49 0.106
S 223 13.7 34.0 2.49 5.1 12 0.13 0.052
224 64.0 189.0 2.95 4.6 13 0.42 0.050
S 225 13.7 39.1 2.65 5.2 5 0.19 0.033
22o 61.2 185.0 3.06 4.5 15 0.52 0.060
3 22/ 15.5 31.3 2.02 5.1 16 0.14 0,014
228 61.0 177.0 2.91 4.4 13 0.41 •
225 57.6 166.0 2.94 4.5 13 0.38 0.066
230 77.5 255.0 3.34 4.4 9 0.40 m
231 68.4 186.0 2.72 4.5 13 0.37 m
232 54.7 60.2 1.47 4.6 9 0.45 0.035
253 66.6 325.0 3.79 4.5 10 0.34 0.100
234 68.0 175.0 2.60 4.4 15 0.37 m
251 89.6 251.0 2.60 4.3 15 1.30 0.066
a 252 29*9 23.2 0.76 5.0 12 0.17 0.014
253 86.4 252.0 2.85 4.1 10 0.90 0.106
s 254 21.2 37.2 1.76 5.2 7 0.17 -
255 82.8 199.0 2.40 4.2 14 0.74 0.118
s 256 16.9 37.1 2.20 5.3 11 0.17 0.030
257 71*2 139.0 1.96 4.2 12 0.77
3 258 21.0 42.2 2.01 5.2 12 0.30 0.040
( 259 13*4 17.6 1.33 4.6 13 0,37 0.040
(a 260 11.9 29.5 2.48 6.0 18 0.25 0.076
261 91.7 325.0 3.54 4.5 13 0.83 0.060
262 85.5 247.0 2.89 4.2 15 0.96 0.095
263 S6.7 132.0 2.10 4.3 15 1 .01 m
264 87.5 317.0 3.62 4.5 13 o./o -
265 69.7 302.0 3.37 4.4 16 0.96 0.090
266 63.0 205.0 2.51 4.3 20 0.96 -
267 66.5 276.0 3.18 4.3 16 1.00 0.050
268 42.2 82.5 1.95 4.3 15 0.56 0.070
Hunts • ;mter yi tt/ri j& ^5 ££ Ex. Ca.
19 267 22.50 51.0 2.26 4.5 4 0.65 0.040
288 21.30 24.6 1.16 4.7 4 0.56 0.046
269 25.60 47.6 1.86 4.7 4 0.54 0.026
290 23.20 35.2 1.52 4.8 5 0.66 0.024
291 21.60 34.9 1.62 4»6 4 0.64 0.020
292 21.60 44.6 2.04 4.7 5 0.64 0.039
293 20.60 54.1 2.63 4.8 9 0.51 0.033
294 27.10 31.4 3.01 4,5 10 0.54 0.022
295 29.90 63*4 2.12 4.5 12 0.59 0.035
296 31.20 70.2 2.25 4.6 a 0.55 0.046
297 23.10 71.3 3.08 4.6 5 0.67 0.039
298 23.4 68.0 2.91 4.5 4 0.51 0.035
305 32.1 66.6 2.07 4.7 3 0.73 '0.030
506 36.0 79.6 2.22 4.7 6 0.67 0.028
307 26.6 51 «o 1.96 4.6 4 0.61 0.035
308 24.6 60.6 2.46 4.8 5 0.51 0.037
309 28.7 63.0 2.37 4.5 3 0.74 0.046
310 29.5 86.0 2.91 4.6 5 0.68 0.030
<06 3.
36
Sample No* nuaus Water % a/a ££ Kx. <Ja.
391 20,2 53.8 2.67 5.2 5 0.51 0.028
S 392 12,0 27.9 2.32 5.2 24 0.21 0.016
393 18.5 46.3 2.51 4.9 5 0.49 0.026
S 394 11.15 23.8 2.13 5.4 22 0.20 0.048
395 20.2 52.7 2.61 5.1 4 0.50 0.022
396 21.1 52.4 2.49 5.2 5 0.56 0.026
397 19.3 49.6 2.57 5.3 4 0.58 0.035
398 16.8 43.3 2.58 4.9 9 0.57 0.016
399 20.8 47.2 2.27 4.9 6 0.82 0.022
400 19.2 42.5 2.22 5.0 7 0.62 0.022
406 75.5 262.0 3.46 4.3 10 0.87 -
3 407 22.5 41.6 1.85 5.2 13 0.38 «•»
408 39.4 135.0 3.42 4.4 5 0.76 -
S 409 19.7 53.0 2.69 5.0 10 0.45 «■»
410 75.0 357.0 4.65 4.1 3 0.94 «»
411 70.5 252.0 3.58 4.4 6 0.94 •
412 90.0 360.0 4.00 4.3 9 0.90 -
413 92.6 422.0 4.56 4.2 4 0.94
414 72.2 267.0 3.69 4.7 fr 0.91 -
415 88.4 354.0 4.00 4.2 fr 1.02 •»
416 90.5 343.0 3.79 4.3 3 0.95 -















































































































Sample No« Hubbub ■% Water $ a/6 -2% ££ E*. 0a. £
444 14.90 53.0 3.56 5.7 Tr 0.47 0.127
3 445 7.30 26.9 3.69 6.0 Tr 0.40 •ft
446 14.45 44.5 3.08 5.3 Tr 0.50 0.148
S 447 6.29 23.3 3.70 6.0 5 0.48 0.102
443 17.55 55.7 3.1a 6.0 Tr 0.51 0.161
S 449 6.15 23.25 3.76 6.0 4 0.43 0.105
450 16.60 56.30 3.35 5.7 Tr 0.60 0.132
451 16.35 60.09 3.72 5.6 Tr 0.63 0.130
452 15.10 53.40 3.54 5.7 Tr 0.61 0.157
453 15.68 65.10 4.15 5.7 Tr 0.63 0.171
454 19.28 64.00 3.32 5.8 Tr 0.61 0.190
455 18.90 69.30 3.67 5.7 Tr 0.62 0.166
456 16.30 54.40 3.34 5.7 Tr 0.57 0.174
457 52.10 130.0 2.49 4.4 3 0.74 •
a 458 10.65 28.70 2.70 4.9 3 0.45 -
459 42.60 102.2 2.40 4.3 5 0.71 •
3 460 13.95 40.60 2.81 5.2 24 0.48 «ft
461 43.20 102.0 2.36 4.4 10 0.77 -
3 462 14.70 31.30 2.13 5.0 10 0.56 •a
463 27.50 66.10 2.40 4.5 5 0.74
464 30.60 74.20 2.43 4.5 4 0.79 «•
465 42.30 103.0 2.43 4.5 11 0.79 •ft
466 56.70 140.0 2.47 4.5 6 0.78 •ft
467 51.90 122.8 2.37 4.1 7 0.94 •ft
468 51.30 137.1 2.68 4*4 18 0.92 -
469 40.60 99.20 2.44 4.4 7 0.79 •»
<p 6 /.
Site Saaole No, Huaua Water ;i W/6 pil j?^Q^ K^jQ Sx« Ca.
470 60,40 324.3 4.03 4.4 4 0.83 4»
471 25.60 58.40 2.26 5.0 5 0.38 «•
472 92.60 384.0 4.14 4.2 5 0.89 **
473 14.22 39.70 2.60 5.1 6 0.35 -
474 66,70 183.0 2.66 4.0 5 0.93 -
475 16.20 5^.80 3.01 5.2 13 0.34 m
476 65.50 267.0 3.13 4.2 6 0.91 -
477 90.30 339.0 3.75 4.2 7 0.97
473 61.30 323.0 3.97 4.0 5 0.82
479 87.80 273.0 3.11 4.4 4 0.87 -
UBO 90.80 301.0 3.32 4.2 Tr 0.88 m
481 93.00 276.0 2.99 4.0 Tr 0.86 -
482 91.70 289.0 3.15 4.0 5 0.95 4»
485 91.10 292.0 3.20 4.0 5 0.88 <■»
484 21.75 68.60 3.15 4.9 12 0.39 m
465 84.80 245.0 2.89 3.9 4 0.79 m
486 11.64 35.20 3.20 4.8 15 0.36 m
487 80.40 252.0 3.13 4.0 5 0.78 -
468 13.30 44.9 3.38 5.0 8 0.43 «■
489 86.80 314.0 3.62 4.0 5 0.91 -
490 83.40 249.0 2.98 4.0 4 0.84 «•
491 89.70 279.0 3.11 4.0 4 0.79 «•
492 91.80 304.0 3.31 4.1 5 0.95 -
493 75.60 296.0 3.92 4.0 5 0.76
494 73.70 224.0 2.85 4.0 5 0.93




jaurple Ho, Huaiue Water w/ta ^5 C
496 17.85 41.60 2.34 4.9 6 0.64 <*»
S 497 10.35 22.15 2.12 5.6 30 0.34
498 17.40 45*40 2.61 5.0 6 0.56 m
S 499 8.45 19.50 2.31 5.4 28 0.59 m
500 14.10 58.2 2.71 5.1 7 0.57 m
5 501 6.42 14,35 2.22 5-4 26 0.37 -
502 18.10 54.60 3.20 4.7 10 0.55
505 18.00 53.40 2.97 4.8 12 0.69 «fb
504 21.80 71.00 3.26 4.7 5 0.67 «»
505 19.70 64.20 3.26 4.7 5 0.74 •
506 20.70 57.40 2.78 4.8 5 0.71 -
507 21.80 48,20 2.21 4.4 10 0.67 #►
508 20.90 49.20 2.35 4.7 7 0,65
JL
509 22.20 64.80 2.94 5.4 Tr 0.52 •
S 510 8.85 23.50 2.64 6.0 Tr 0.42 -
511 17.75 55.00 3.10 5.4 Tr 0.59 «a»
S 512 9.06 25.60 2.83 6.0 9 0.39
513 20.50 70.50 3.43 5»5 3 0.47
S 514 8.51 29.10 3.51 6.2 8 0.32
515 20.00 60.60 3.03 5.3 Tr 0.53
516 17.75 54.40 3.07 5.4 Tr 0.57 -
517 18.65 55.80 2.99 5.4 3 0.43 •
518 21.30 79.40 3.73 5.4 Tr 0.59 ♦
519 19.20 62.70 3.27 5.4 Tr 0.61 «»
520 19.60 50.40 2.57 5.2 Tr 0.66
521 22.70 30.00 3.53 5.4 Tr 0.57 •
<P 6 3,
Saaplo No. Humua 5 vater % ;,Ai £ji KgO Sx, Oa. £
522 86.20 273.5 3.10 3.9 Xr 0.74 m
s 523 16.30 40.30 2.47 5.3 6 0.46 -
524 92.20 273.0 2.96 3.8 3 0.78 -
3 525 14.14 37.85 2.66 5.2 15 0.38 m
526 66.20 367.0 4.26 4.0 5 0.70 m
a 527 13*16 43.5 2.87 4.9 10 0.43 «•>
52b 91.70 322.0 3.51 3.8 4 0.88
529 92.50 322.0 3.46 3.9 Xr 0.81 -
530 90.20 357.5 3.96 3.9 4 0.90 4N»
531 83.10 272.0 3.25 4.0 4 0.74 m
532 88.70 306.0 3.45 3.8 4 0.95 m
533 90.0 323.0 3.59 3.8 7 0.86 -
534 91.9 412.0 4.48 4.0 4 0.80
535 81.00 295.0 3.64 3.9 Tr 0.55 w
a 536 13.35 36.30 2.72 5.0 Xr 0.32 0.002
537 92.60 362.5 4.13 3.7 4 0.74 •
» 536 9.50 33.45 3.52 4.8 Xr 0.29 0.002
539 78.10 245.5 3.14 3.9 5 0.74 -
3 540 9.61 38.8 4.04 5.0 2r 0.37 0.001
541 89.20 345.0 3.87 3.8 5 0.71 0.064
542 75.10 206.5 2.75 3.9 10 0.83 0.022
543 93.00 434.0 4.67 3.7 4 0.90 0.046
544 91.70 314.0 3.42 3.5 4 0.95 0.010
545 34.60 281.0 3.32 3.7 5 1.00 0.027
546 55.60 176.2 3.17 3.7 15 0.85 0.022
547 66.00 196.8 2.98 3.7 6 0.85 0.021
o?64-.
Site Sample No. uumua i ^ater 4 '*/H pH JK^2. ^x. C&. *
543 16.47 77.7 4.71 5.1 15 0.63
549 41.70 221.0 5.30 5.0 5 0.60 «■»
550 33.90 172.5 5.09 4.8 10 0.75 -
551 a. 90 93.8 3.76 5.1 4 0.84 «•»
552 45.60 197.5 4.33 5*2 5 0.68 •
553 57.40 292.5 5.09 5.0 4 0.95
554 31.90 131.9 4.14 5.0 5 0.75
5^3 3/.50 157.5 4.20 4.7 6 0.77 -
556 33.20 124.5 3.75 4.9 5 0.73
557 37.30 195.5 5.17 5.0 3 0.87 m
558 14.48 35.00 2.42 4.6 Xr 0.64
S 559 11.18 27.60 2.45 4.9 Xr 0.35 •
560 15.94 38.60 2.42 4.4 Tr 0.51 m
561 18.70 44.40 2.38 4.3 Tr 0.61 m
562 15.70 39.00 2.48 4.3 Xr 0.45
563 19.70 49.80 2.53 4.2 Tr 0.61
564 21.a 56.20 2.64 3.9 Xr 0.66
565 18*60 43.90 2.36 4.3 Xr 0.50 •
566 17.05 41.40 2.43 4.1 Xr 0.48 -
567 22.30 52.80 2.37 3.8 Xr 0.57





Sample Ho, HU'JUS •
'
ater n/a
»i ■ .a J& -5^5 £x. Ca.
569 32.60 111.00 3.41 4.9 4 0.58 0.069
3 570 17.45 74.40 4.26 5.2 Tr 0.51 0.078
571 34.30 142.20 4.15 5.2 Tr 0.72 0.069
3 572 14.40 66.10 4.59 5.6 Tr 0.46 0,083
573 23.64 98.80 4.18 5.3 Tr 0.53 0.085
s 574 13.70 58.80 4.29 5.4 TV 0.42 0.097
575 28.20 118.30 4.20 5.1 5 0.63 0.139
576 31.60 129.20 4.09 5.3 4 0.59 0.107
577 34.80 146.40 4.21 3.0 Tr 0.53 0,083
573 24.90 90.00 3.62 5.5 Tr 0.68 0.087
579 25.10 117-40 4.67 5.4 Tr 0.66 0.107
560 27.10 108.50 4.01 5.3 tr 0.54 0.115
'
581 23.95 93.10 3.89 5.1 Tr 0.71 0.120
582 17.30 45.80 2.66 5.2 Tr 0.67 •*
3 583 9.47 37.90 4.00 5.4 15 0.54 •
584 18.80 57.80 3.08 4.9 4 0.63 «*
3 585 8.55 33.15 3.88 5.6 8 0.54 <#>
586 17.56 53.10 3.03 5.1 Tr 0.65
3 537 9.47 41.20 4.35 5.7 8 0.50 «•»
568 20.40 62.20 3.55 4*9 4 0.76 m
569 20.65 51.30 2.49 4.9 5 0.73 m
590 19.10 53.90 2.72 4.7 Tr 0.74
591 20.10 58.70 2.92 4.6 Tr 0.86 ■m
592 18.75 48.10 2.56 4.9 4 0.84 m
593 19.50 49.20 2.52 5.1 7 0.80 m

















































































































.jaowl© rio. Husius »&t«r ;» J2E Sx. Ca.
621 34.75 101.0 2.91 3.8 9 0.81 «•
3 622 6.97 27.9 4.02 4.6 70 0.59 •
623 32.60 95.7 2.94 3.6 15 0.76 «•
3 624 5.56 25.35 4.54 4.9 70 0.52 -
625 30-15 67.30 2.89 3.8 12 0.73 «»
S 626 6.20 24.95 4.03 4.7 45 0.52 -
627 39.40 121.3 3.06 3.7 7 0.77 -
628 4&.&0 145.7 2.98 3.5 11 0.87 -
629 25.30 79.8 3.16 3.8 8 0.75 -
630 41.80 110.0 2.63 3.6 6 0.67 m
631 39.3 106.7 2.76 3.6 8 0.72
632 52.5 139.0 2.65 3.6 9 0.89 m
633 33.90 95.5 2.82 3.7 7 0.76 «•>
634 18.95 62.10 3.25 4.0 5 0.74 -
3 635 8.04 25.75 3.20 5.0 45 0.49 m
636 21.00 61.40 2.92 4.0 5 0.76 m
3 637 9.42 26.42 2.81 5.5 22 0.58 mm
636 31.10 85.00 2.74 3.8 8 0.86 m
S 639 11.42 53.65 2.94 4.7 22 0.63 m>
640 25.40 69.80 2.75 4.0 5 0.73 mm
641 27.15 63.80 2.35 3.8 3 0.70 -
642 25.30 66.40 2.62 4.1 Tr 0.74 -
643 29.85 71.20 2.3« 4.0 fr 0.82 •
644 41.50 96.10 2.32 3.6 5 0.86
645 39.50 107.1 2.72 3.5 5 0.85 -
646 28.95 66.2 2.98 4.0 6 0.79
<?6§.
61te Sawl® No. Hu&us g Water \i/'d pH KjO hix. Oa. &
647 93.50 347.0 3.71 3.6 Tr 1.00 -
646 19.87 77.10 3.88 4.8 4 0.52 m
649 69.10 362.5 4.06 3.7 5 0.96 m
650 17.10 61,70 3.62 4,9 Tr 0.50 -
651 67.20 391.5 4.48 4.0 Tr O483 mm
652 15.21 59.3 3.90 4.9 4 0.33
653 92.20 346.5 3.76 3.7 Tr 1.06
654 92.80 390.0 4.21 3.7 Tr 0.90
655 94.10 395.5 4.20 3.6 Tr 0.91 •
656 89.10 372.0 4.18 3*6 Tr 0.97 -
657 95.20 451.0 4.73 3.6 5 0.94 -
656 93.40 456.0 4.91 3.7 Tr 0.94 m
659 95.00 371.0 3.91 3.7 Tr 1.00 m
660 97.4 447.0 4.59 3.6 Tr 1.01 4*
661 96.8 500.0 5.16 3.6 Tr 0.68 0.044
662 97.4 520.0 5.34 3.8 Tr 0.55 0.038
663 97.8 612.0 6.26 3.7 Tr 0.50 0.042
664 96.10 444.0 4.62 3.4 4 0.84 0.049
665 96.50 389.0 4.03 3.5 6 0.81 -
666 95.70 496.0 5.18 3-5 4 0.94 0.051
667 96.60 512.0 5.29 3.5 5 0.92 0.064
668 95-50 303.0 3.17 3.6 4 0.80 0.053
669 97.40 368,0 3.78 3.5 3 0.80 0.060
670 96.50 599.0 4.14 3.6 5 0.99 «»
671 97.10 417.0 4.29 3.9 *r 0.91 0.048
672 95.90 443.0 4.62 3.8 5 0.80 «»
c?69.
Sample Ho. Humus j? Sater $ Mi jfi Sx. Ga.
673 59.00 203.0 3.54 3.8 Tr 0.87
S 674 9.63 34.0 3.52 5.0 24 0.38 -
675 38.75 141.7 3.66 4.2 3 0.66 -
ti O?6 13.40 41.7 3.11 5.0 14 0.34 0.005
677 56.40 155.1 2.75 4.0 5 0.67 -
3 678 10.92 32.5 2.98 4.8 18 0.36 **
679 65.80 255.0 3.88 3.9 5 0.78 0.034
680 62.00 238.0 3.83 3.8 4 0.75 0.048
681 29.15 112.2 3.80 4.1 3 0.63 0.046
632 35.95 113.2 3.15 4.4 Tr 0.69 0,020
683 32.45 123.0 3.79 4.1 Tr 0.58 0.025
684 50.70 178.3 3.52 3.7 Tr 0.85 -
685 75.60 254.5 3.37 3.7 Tr 1.00 0.059
686 15.88 62.30 3.93 5.1 5 0.62 m
S 687 6.26 28.60 4.55 5.5 18 0.36 m
688 22.10 104.4 4.72 5.3 4 0.80
S 689 6.61 33.7 5.10 5.5 18 0.39
690 17.80 76.6 4.30 5.2 4 0.60 «*
S 691 9.56 39.7 4.15 5.6 14 0.36
692 17.28 55.7 3.22 5.2 5 0.64
©93 16.76 81.3 4.84 5.3 5 0.62 -
694 17.90 72.4 4.05 5.4 7 0.60 -
695 18.77 3.95 5.5 4 0.69 -
696 16.40 65.8 4.02 5.2 5 0.58 -
697 15.56 71.20 4.57 5.4 5 0.53 -
698 16.67 64.20 3.85 5.2 7 0.55
<pyo.
IlUiiiUS Si Water W/H -2% ftb P**
699 28.40 90.30 3.18 3.9 5 0.60
3 TOO 18.63 52.50 2.61 4.7 12 0.42 -
701 42.80 121.00 2.81 3.8 8 0.73
3 702 19.50 53.30 2.73 4.7 24 0.51 «*
m 34.80 100.5 3.46 3.8 6 0.81 4ft
3 704 20.10 45.80 2.28 4.7 12 0.39 «*ft
705 33.00 103.5 3.14 3.9 9 0.78 4ft
706 52.30 147.0 2.81 4.3 8 1.01 -
707 41.50 116.0 2.80 3.7 5 0.83 «ft
708 52.90 148.5 2.81 3.6 10 0.86 •
709 36.60 113.5 3.11 4.0 7 0.90 m
710 42.20 114.5 2.72 4.1 7 0.78 «ft
711 26.50 78.5 2.96 3.8 7 0.76 m
712 95.8 673.0 7.02 3.8 Tr 0.96 -
3 713 97.2 806.0 8.30 3.9 3 0.84
S 714 98.7 1010.0 10.35 3.9 Tr 0.49 ««
3 715 98.3 870.0 8.95 3.7 Tr 0.49 -
716 97.4 616.0 6.32 3.8 Tr 0.99 -
717 96.3 790.0 8.20 4.2 Tr 1.14 -
718 97.0 597.0 6.10 4.3 Tr 1.00 •
719 97.5 680.0 6.98 4.0 Tr 1.22
720 97.0 612.0 6.32 3.8 Tr 1.04 4»
721 97.5 560.0 5.73 3.3 Tr 0.96 -
722 97.5 697.0 7.15 3.9 Tr 1.01
723 97.5 593.0 6.07 3.8 Tr 0.64 «•
724 97,5 595,0 6.10 3.8 5 1.01 4ft
cpy/.
Sample No. Hutaus -ater w/a £2%
725 24.0 16*60 0.69 5.0 3 1.01 *»
s 72s 13.9 25.20 1.81 5.3 12 0.95
727 22.0 16.80 0.76 4.9 3 0.60 •
a 728 11.10 32.00 2.74 5.4 20 0.49
W 19.00 20.00 1.06 5.0 7 0.81 m
s 750 13*30 30.00 2.25 5.3 20 0.56
731 24.00 29.20 1.22 4.9 6 0,62 «*
732 27.50 25.90 0.95 5.0 12 0.99 •
733 31.00 23.30 0.75 4.6 9 0.96 •
734 23.60 32.60 1.37 5.1 3 1.05
735 26.00 30.40 1.06 4.0 3 0.87 •
73» 24.40 19.10 0.76 5.0 3 0.77 •
737 23.10 35.40 1.54 4.8 3 0.78
738 23.40 49.50 2.12 4.5 3 0.83 **
3 739 10.40 27.40 2.64 5.2 50 0.64 -
740 21.60 63.50 2.94 4.4 3 0.84 •
3 741 12.40 25.90 2.09 4.7 35 0.64 •
742 22.30 55.70 2.50 4.5 3 0.77 -
3 743 12.70 29.90 2.35 4.4 50 0.70 «*
744 25.60 64.00 2.51 4.4 5 0.94 *
745 22.10 65.60 2.97 4.4 6 0.95 m
74* 26.20 75.90 2.90 4.3 7 0.65 m
747 24.20 77.00 3.18 4.3 3 0.76 m
746 23.60 67.40 2.66 4.5 3 0.82 -
749 23.70 70.60 2.96 4.2 3 0.90
750 24.30 59.60 2.46 4.3 5 0.62 •
APPENDIX II.
cPVJ.
MSANS #\3R SOIy FAVORS VQli jUgi SOS MflMB
GROUPS!) UffUSK V&Gai'ATlON TYPES
CASLliNA. VULGARIS
Xoaaoils
Site n. j£& J& L.L^ Sx. 3a. & Bx.
47 10 5.51 0.81 3.8 60.7 6.1 0.032 7
52 10 3.15 0.73 4.1 25.2 10.9 0.012 7
55 10 2.78 0.75 3.8 39.2 4.7 0.017 7
54 10 2.88 0.77 3.7 37-9 9.2
55 10 2.70 0.79 3.9 28.9 5.8 - -
56 10 4.22 0.95 3.7 92.2 3.4 «• 4*
57 10 4.37 0.80 3.6 96.5 3.7 0.054 6
56 10 3.53 0.75 4.0 50.6 3.5 0.039 6
60 10 2.98 0.81 3.9 39.1 7.2 • «»
61 10 6.61 1.10 3.9 97.1 3.1 - 4»
Subsoils
47 3 3.43 0.33 4.9 10,8 3.0 0.002 3
52 3 2.43 0.51 4.9 10.0 32.0 m •
55 3 3.59 0.59 4.7 15.0 13.0 0.003 3
54 3 4.16 0.54 4.8 6.^ 62.0 ttk 4»
55 3 2.96 0.57 5.1 9*6 29.0 - -
56 3 3.80 0.45 4.9 17.4 4.0 - •»
57 5 5.59 0.58 3.7 97.3 3>«0 0.041 3
56 3 3.20 0.36 4.9 11.3 19.0 0.005 1
60 5 2.61 0.44 4.7 19.4 16.0 m m

























1.3 0.58 4.9 21.3 7.7 0.089
1.2 0.6? 4.9 19.6 7.4 0.064
1.5 0.55 4.9 17.3 5.7 0.054
4.0 0.52 5.6 13.9 3.0 0.079
3.5 0.58 5.7 16.5 3.0 0.155
2.6 0.65 4.8 19.0 7.3
3.2 0.55 5.4 10.0 3.0
4.6 0.78 5.0 36.0 6.2 -
4.0 0.62 5.2 28.6 3.4 0.098
2.6 0.77 4.9 19.0 4.4 -
4.2 0.62 5.3 17.5 5.1
2.1 0.51 5.5 13.4 6.0 0.116
2.1 0.51 5» 2 13.3 o•a\t 0.085
2.3 0.41 5.3 11.1 4.0 0.071
3.7 0.36 5.9 6.2 4.0 0.057
3.7 0.44 6.0 6*6 4.0 0.103
2.2 0.37 5.5 8.4 28.0
3.0 0.37 6.1 8.7 s.o m
4.4 0.46 5.4 15.2 3.0 0.083
4.1 0.53 5.6 9.2 9.0
4.6 0.36 5.5 7.5 17.0 •
cPVA*.
smiGTA




5 5 2.80 -0.63 4.4 90.7 11.6 0.066 1
13 10 1.18 0.46 4.5 26.5 >3.0 0.024 10
14 10 3.78 0.46 4.3 83.6 14.0 0.104 4
15 10 2.8? 0.42 4.5 68.2 12.5 0.073 6
19 6 1.74 0.65 4.7 22.6 4.3 0.033 6
20 6 2,66 0.56 4.6 25.9 8.0 0.035 6
22 6 2.33 0.66 4.7 29.6 4.3 0.034 6
36 8 2.49 0.58 5.1 19.5 5.6 0.025 6
38 10 3.41 0.91 5.6 12.4 3.0 •
43 10 3.21 0.84 4.0 84.7 . 4.7 «•» «•
46 10 3.60 0.82 3.9 89.5 6.1 <t»
63 10 2.74 0.85 4*4 23.7 4.1
Subsoals
<
5 2 3.6 0.54 4.6 84.0 5.0 «• «•
13 3 1.57 0.24 5.0 15.7 48.0 0.018 -
14 3 2.70 0.26 4.9 41.8 17.0 0.053 •
15 3 2.45 0.16 5.1 14.3 11.0 0.035 -
36 2 2.23 0.41 5.3 11.6 20.0 0.032 •
38 3 3.79 0.42 5.7 6.4 4.0 -
43 3 3.24 0.39 4.9 15.6 11.7 - -
46 3 2.67 0.42 5.1 15.2 10.0 -




















2.45 0.55 4.2 18.03 3.0
2.45 0.35 4.9 11.18 3.0 -
MOLBfXA GAEHUL&A
3.76 0.67 4.5 73.9 12.2 0.076
3.55 0.67 4.3 89.0 11.2 0.051
2.65 0.41 4.4 67.2 15.3 0.066
2.84 0.89 4.3 85.7 14.6 0.077
3.91 0.57 4.3 78.4 5.4 m
2.45 o.ao 4.4 43.9 7.6 m
3.43 0.89 4.2 86.2 4.7
3.43 0,23 5.3 10.8 7.0 0,019
3.77 0.24 4.6 16.4 5.0 0.028
2.13 0,18 4.7 18.6 20.0 0.018
1.69 0.20 5.2 22.3 10.0 0.028
2.27 0.51 5.1 21,1 12.0
2.55 0.49 5.0 13.1 12.0 <*>
2.69 0.36 5.1 19.3 9.0 <*»
9^.
LKSOI-UMftalA WUSXUOSA
H|> £& WhLSuJt. St
1 10 2,77 0.61 4.6 29.0 8.9 0.036 10
2 10 1.64 0.70 4.6 33.7 8.8 0.037 10
3 10 1.29 0.64 4.4 18.9 10.8 0.030 9
4 11 0.90 0.73 4.6 26.4 14.1 0.031 a
7 10 1.10 0.69 4.5 22.1 18.0 0.023 9
62 10 1.02 0.89 4.9 24.7 5.2 m
1 3 2.10 0.61 5.0 15.3 9.0 0.023 m
2 3 2.20 0.45 5.5 17.1 8.0 0.050 m
3 3 2.40 0,47 4.9 10.90 11.0 0.021
'
m
4 4 1.65 0.53 4.9 18.5 15.0 0.051 -
7 3 2.3 0.33 4.9 13.3 23*0 0.022 m
62 3 2.9 0.67 5.3 12.8 17.0 «6» •
APP&NivIX III;
COMPARISON Ur' RNoti/f. 0? SOli., all TAIv.^ .ml AND UtXRD
Number oil-Vet pH-Bxy
593 5.3 5.1* MT
594 5.3 4.7** MT
595 4.3 4.2 0
596 4.9 5.1* MS
597 4.2 4.2 0
596 4.9 4.9 MS
599 4.1 4.1 0
600 4.5 4.6 MS
601 4.2 4.1 0
602 4.2 4.0* 0
603 4.3 4.3 0
604 4.1 4.1 0
605 4.1 3.9* 0
606 4.3 4.1* 0
607 4.3 3.8* 0
Site 51 V? with tufty Na.
Site 52 Or on 2* of peat
0 "Organic" soil over 40^ organic matter











e Difference of between 0.2 and 0.5

















































































































































































































































3it® 59 Do - Ag on heavy loam.












































































vv ator/iiiairoa Ratlo .
as c quantitative method of estiiaatlng the
"wetness" of the soli in which the various plant
communities grew, a humidity coefficient, or
W/H factor, based on the procedure of Crump, 1913,
was estimated for each soil sample.
j
Between 14-16 g. of wet soil were weighed
accurately as soun after Sampling as possible,
and always within four hours. Before being
|
weighed, the wot soil was roughly sieved. The
weighed portion was then transferred to a paper
trey where it remained for at least a fortnight
till it was air-dry; peaty soils however, wore
allowed to remain for a month. Crump advocated
that the drying process should take place at a
!
constant temperature of is degrees Centigrade,
but the writer, had no facilities for carrying out
this process. The air-dry portion was then
weighed and incinerated in a butane-fired muffle.
After weighing the Incinerated residue, the amo <nt
of water loot in air-drying and the amount of
organic material lost on incineration, were
obtained by subtraction. These figures were then
expressed Rs a percentage of the air-dry weight
of the soil. By dividing the percentage of water
lost by the percentage of organic matter, the W/H
factor was calculated. The coefficient /
988
coefficient thue found expressed the number of
parts of water per part of 1meu# lost In air-drying.
It should "be pointed out that the figures ob¬
tained by this method cannot be compared directly
with those obtained by Crump. The difference ic
that Crump, having weighed his air-dry soli which
gave an estimate of physiological water, further
dried his soils at 100 degrees Centigrade, This
removed all the regaining water held in the coll¬
oidal cottiers. Again, the writer had no facil¬
ities for this determination. Crump1s humus
percentages, expressed as a percentage of the
oven dry weight of the soil will thus bo lower than
those obtained by the writer, while his water
percentage and his coefficients will be higher.
An experiment was therefore carried oat to ascer¬
tain whether with the same soil and using the
amended method there was any significant variation
in w/H factor.
Five soils were obtained of varying organic
matter content and three samples were estimated
for each by the amended method. The results are
shown belowi
Humus % Water % W/B
Soil 1 a 33.2 107,0 3,22
b 33.2 106,0 3,18
C 35,1 113.0 3,22
Soil 2 a 10.5 14.6 1.37
b 11.4 IS.6 1.36
c 10,7 13.7 1.28
/
3S9.
Hussus $ Water $ w/h
Soil 3 a 31.3 33.6 1.87
b 31.8 57.U 1.82
© 32.7 52.8 1.75
Boil 4 a 09.7 189.0 2.71
b 66.9 179.0 2.67
c 70.2 102.0 2.74
Soil 5 a 74.2 230.0 3.10
b 74.2 827.0 3*07
c 74.6 227.0 3.02
The re© lbs obtained show, for each soil tested,
a close similarity in w/H factor, and the writer
feels justified in assuming the coefficient as a
valid Indicator of soil "wetness".
Crump has shown that the ratio held good in
soils where organic matter was high (over 15j&).
In such s 11a, he considered that the organic
matter cos ies held all but a very small pro ortion
of the soil water. Below 18$ organic matter, the
amount of water held by mineral and clay particles
inoreased greatly. It will be appreciated that
the Sf/K factor does not apply when considerable
amounts of colloidal ©ley are present•
Bgsteggfil&fi 2S&S&M
SsSiangeable Calcium was estimated according to
the method of -vice Williams, 1928, 20 g. of
dried, sieved soil were placed In a beoker with 20
cos. of N acetic acid. After being stirred, the
soil and acid were allowed to stand for 24 hours.
Owing to the high percentage of organic matter in
the bulk of the sawolos, it was considered advisable
to allow adequate time for the leaching of calcium
from the soil, /
£9 o.
soil. The soil and acid were then filtered and
the soil leached with N acetic ©eld until there
were approximately 350 ecs. of filtrate. Title
filtrate was then made up to 400 ccs with dis¬
tilled water and m aliquot of 200 ccs taken.
To the aliquot were added 10 ccs of 0#88 Amonia
and 5 g. of Ammonium chloride. 'This solution
was boiled and 25 ccs of 4$ ammonium oxalate added.
LjuS
After boiling for 5 minutes, the solution allowed
to cool overnight. The cold solution was then
filtered and the precipitated calcium oxalate was
washed with hot distilled water. when the
o#
calcium oxalate had been washed the filter
paper, it was dissolved by adding 10 ccs. of
5N add estimated, when hot, by titrating
with K/10 jDotassiura permanganate. The figures
for exchangeable calcium are given a® a percentage
of the original air dry soil,
fiydro^en ion Concentration
For the estimation of soil acidity, a l&iirhead pH
meter was used which hod been standardised with
buffers of pH 4 and S. As before, the soil was
air dried and sieved. To one pert by volume of
soil, 2.5 parts of distilled water were added.
The mixture was stirred, left for 10 minutes,
then stirred again when the pH was estimated from
t!i© meter.
<99/.
Ifhosphates were estimated by the Kirssanov method#
3 g. of the air&riecl and sievca soil wore shaken
with 10 ccs of 0.2 N and allowed to stand for
3.0 minutes# The mixture was filtered and 5 cms. of
the filtrate were added to 15 cc$. of l&lybd&t® sol-
t it ion# To this 1 cc of Stannous chloride solution
-.[■as autied ana the resulting blue colour was eom-
l|?ar©a with a known standard in a colorimeter# The
hosuit s arc o pro rood in mgns i>er 100 g of air-cry
soil#
iotasaium:
iPotoastum v»as estimated by moans of the Aspergillus
! ♦ *
tiller method* 2*5 g# of air-dried and. sieved soils
here added to 30 ccs# of nutrient solution which Imd
boon inoculated with a culture of Aspergillus niger#
ih© whole was incubated for 5 days at 37 degrees
Centigrade and the resulting mycelium sighed# After
*
correcting the weight from a control grown in nutr-
iant solution without soil, the weight of .gycolium
j
toe related to the amount of available potassium in
i
i;he s>Il# A mycelium weight of less than 0*25 g#
was rated low, 0*55 was medium and over 0*46 was high4
in tho normal routine analysis, therse values hava
neon accepted for arable soils*
I
I
